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CHAPTER ONE


2. See, eg, Sereney, G. (1977) *Into that darkness*, London, Picador. Survivors described how the regime of Treblinka improved under its last warden, Stangl, who would not tolerate infractions of the law or internal regulations despite the camp's raison d'être being to exterminate its inmates.


5. *Fraser v Mudge* 1975 3 All ER. 78.


CHAPTER TWO


3. A memorandum to all governors and regional directors, dated 12 July 1988, informed them that a working party had been set up to examine the present organisational structure of the Service (Pilling, J.G. (1988) Shared mail box memo 90/1988. This was later confirmed by way of H.O.P.D. (1988) Notice to staff 38/1988.

4. The demarcation between governor grades and prison officers was formally removed with the introduction of a unified grade structure with the implementation of the "fresh start" system of management during 1987-1988. Prison service grades 1 to 5 presently carry out the functions formerly ascribed to the "governor grade".

5. 15 to 16 Geo. 6 and 1 Eliz. 2 Ch.52.


12. Prison Act 1952 ss.43-46. The sentence of borstal training was abolished by the Criminal Justice Act 1982. A new sentence of youth custody was created by that statute. The Criminal Justice Act 1988, introduced the so-called unified sentence for young offenders and the distinction between Youth Custody Centres and Detention Centres was abolished.

13. The literature on these temporary prisons is sparse. The outstanding exception is Evans, R. (1981) *Rolleston*, London, Home Office Prison Department, which presents a meticulous account of that prison's short life. An account of the maintenance of discipline and control there is to be found at 64 et.seq.


18. See, eg, Williams v Home Office No.2 1981 1 All ER 1211 which will be examined in Chapter Three(4).


20. Pullen v Prison Commissioners 1957 3 All ER 470.

21. Weston v London County Council 1941 1 All ER 555.

22. Pullen v Prison Commissioners, n.20 supra, per Lord Goddard C.J., 471.


31. Raymond v Honey 1982 1 All ER 756 per. Lord Wilberforce at 760, 761.

32. The Order was cancelled by circular instruction 62/1983.

33. R v Governor of Wormwood Scrubs Prison ex parte Anderson 1984 1 All ER 920.
34. The simultaneous ventilation rule remains extant in respect of the
expression of grievances to all but lawyers (Standing
Order 5B34j). It may be abolished after the 1989 amendments to Prison Rules.

35. Silver v UK European Court of Human Rights, Vol.61, Series A
(publications of the Court), 25 March 1983.

36. A feature of the implementation of Rule 47 is that women prisoners
are disciplined twice as frequently as their male counterparts
(NACRO, 1986) and that officers in open prisons place inmates on
report twice as frequently as their colleagues in closed prisons
(Jones and Cornes, 1977). (NACRO (1986) "Offences against
discipline in women's prisons", information leaflet, London,
NACRO; Jones, M., Cornes, P. (1977) Open prisons, London,
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 212, 213). Charges may be dealt with at
a number of levels. In Young Offender Institutions (not primarily
the subject of this study) they may be dealt with as "minor
reports". This means that the more trivial will be heard by
senior wing staff acting under the governor's delegated authority.
A circular instruction places a limit on this authority (Circular
Instruction 23/1983, Annex A). Young Offender Institutions do not
have to operate a minor report system but the circular prevents a
governor discontinuing one that is in existence without the prior
permission of his Regional Director (Circular Instruction 23/1983,
para.1). An internal management survey of the use of minor
reports at one Detention Centre conducted between 2 and 23
February 1987 revealed that of the 26 charges brought, 25 were "in
any way offends against good order and discipline" under paragraph
20 of the then Detention Centre Rule 50 (Unattributed (1987)
"Minor reports": briefing paper prepared for the governor of
H.M.D.C. Medomsley, 17 March, internal circulation). Perhaps
because of its relative informality and the relative triviality of
the minor reports system, there has been little criticism of it,
yet it is here that unsophisticated young inmates are often at
their most vulnerable. The circular requires such reports to be
dealt with "in a properly constituted manner" (Circular
Instruction 23/1983, para.2). There is not total compliance with
this and since young offenders tend not to challenge there remains
a "dark figure" of adjudications that may go awry. An example
might be that when the writer observed a hearing at a Youth
Custody Centre in 1983, the assistant governor opened the
proceedings with the words "I'm going to fine you lad. Now why do
you think I'm going to do that?" The record of the hearing was
rudimentary, yet no impropriety would have been evident to one
inspecting it. The circular requires the governor to monitor the
minor report system but, if he discovers that the hearings have
not been conducted properly, or he is dissatisfied with the
awards, he is simply urged to "raise the matter with the staff
concerned" (Circular Instruction 23/1983, para.6).

37. Zellick, G.J. (1982.2) "The offence of false and malicious

39. One local authority goes so far as to publish a list to those in its care of what may constitute an offence against them by staff and advises how a remedy may be sought. ("Guide for children in care" - undated) Durham County Council).


41. Zellick, G.J. (1982.2) op.cit. at 25.

42. Hansard, Vol.5, 6th Series, written answers c.88.


44. R v Board of Visitors of Thorp Arch Prison ex parte de Houghton, 16 October 1987, QBD (hereinafter cited as ex parte de Houghton). The dicta of Bingham L.J. are taken from the transcript, (ex parte de Houghton may be found at Lexis CO/407/87(13)).

45. ex parte de Houghton, supra, per Bingham L.J., transcript, 10.


In 1983, the writer observed a disciplinary hearing held at a youth custody centre. The inmate had been charged under Youth Custody Centre Rule 50.20 (the equivalent of Prison Rule 47.20). It was alleged that he had been eating apples in his cell. The centre has large orchards and the unwritten rule was to inhibit "scrumping". The accused pleaded guilty but, in mitigation, stated that he was newly sentenced and had only recently arrived there. At his previous remand centre, the local rule was that fruit could only be eaten in cells.


Mandaraka-Sheppard, A. (1986) op.cit. 86 noted that at Styal Prison, prisoners were not allowed to wear shoes at adjudication. A similar "rule" prevailed at Manchester prison when the writer last checked (1986). At Cornton Vale prison, in Scotland, the "rule" is reported to apply only to those prisoners who are under 21 (Dobash, R.P., Dobash, R.E., Gutteridge, S. (1986) The imprisonment of women, Oxford, Basil Blackwell, 149). When the present writer visited Dartmoor prison in 1983, he discovered that prisoners segregated under punishment were not allowed to walk upon black squares painted on the floor of the wing (see photograph overleaf, kindly supplied by Mr. John May, Governor, HMP Dartmoor).


73. Prison Rule 48.1.
74. Prison Rule 48.4.
75. Prison Rule 48.2.


77. H.O.P.D. Standing Order 3D12A.
78. H.O.P.D. Circular Instruction 27/1984, para.2.

80. a) escaping or attempting to escape from prison custody,
b) assaulting an officer,
c) doing gross personal violence to a person not being an officer.

81. In practice, the governor informs his regional director (H.O.P.D. Circular Instruction 18/1981).

82. a) mutiny,
b) incitement to mutiny,
c) doing gross personal violence to an officer.

83. H.O.P.D. Standing Order 3D27D.
84. Prison Rule 51.2.
86. Prison Rule 50.
87. Prison Rule 4 requires that a system of privileges be established in each institution.

88. An award of cellular confinement may only be made if the medical officer has certified the prisoner to be in a fit state of health (Prison Rule 53.2).

89. H.O.P.D. Standing Orders 3D28b and 3D30.
90. Prison Rule 54.1.
91. Prison Rule 50g i and ii.
92. Prison Rule 51.4.
94. Prison Rule 55.2.
95. P3 and P4 are the Home Office divisions that deal with different aspects of adjudication policy.
96. H.O.P.D. Standing Order 3D34.


99. Williams v Home Office 1981, 1 All ER 1151 and Williams v Home Office (No.2), 1981, 1 All ER 1211. See n. 17 supra. The case will be examined in Chapter Three(4).


103. See, eg. that part of the text supported by n.128, Chapter Three(4).


113. Letters from a governor (now retired) sent to P3 division of Home Office dated 28 August 1984 and 30 August 1984. The letters were seen by the present writer during a visit to the division.


118. Ellis v Home Office 1953 2 All ER 149 per Singleton L.J. at 155, 156.
119. Duncan v Cammell-Laird, 1942 1 All ER 587.
120. Conway v Rimmer, 1986 1 All ER 874 per Lord Reid at 880.
125. H.O.P.D. Circular Instruction 34/1981.
130. The current version of Standing Order 4 bears a warning to this effect, together with advice that up-to-date information may be obtained from the Home Office.
133. H.O.P.D. Circular Instruction 62/1983 was, eg, printed in full in 1983 POA Magazine 540.


145. H.O.P.D. Standing Orders 2A3 and 3E3.
CHAPTER THREE(1)


2. R v Board of Visitors of Hull Prison ex parte St. Germain 1978 2 All ER 198 (Divisional Court); R v Board of Visitors of Hull Prison, ex parte St. Germain 2979 1 All ER 701 (C.A.), R v Board of Visitors of Hull Prison ex parte St. Germain No.2 1979 3 All ER 545.


4. Quinn, P.M., Hallmark, D.J.S. (1984) "Prisoners and the law". Paper delivered to the third command course for prison governors, Prison Service College, Wakefield, 1 November 1984, unpublished. An example might be that of a prison governor being instructed to follow Prison Department standing orders who found himself in contempt of court for doing so (Raymond v Honey 1982 1 All ER 756). See, too, this study Appendix 4 and n.13, Chapter Three(3).


15. Fox, L.W. (1952) ibid.


26. Ex parte St. Germain per Shaw, L.J. 1979 1 All ER 701 at 716.

27. Raymond v Honey 1982 1 All ER 756 at 759. A surprising attempt was made, in 1986, to limit the effect of this powerful dictum. In R v Secretary of State for the Home Department ex parte Greenwood, Macpherson, J. refused to apply it in the case of a prisoner who argued various matters relating to his production at court, saying: "It is submitted for the applicant that the Secretary of State's decision was unreasonable and therefore unlawful in that it impeded the applicant's access to a court in breach of his right of unimpeded access. It is true that a convicted prisoner retains all those common law rights which are not taken away expressly or by necessary implication, that he has a right of unimpeded access to a court and that that right can only be taken away by express enactment. But Raymond v Honey from which those principles were culled dealt with the suppression of a prisoner's letters to and from a solicitor and do not assist the applicant." (The Times, 2 August 1986).


29. Prison Rule 56.2.

30. H.O.P.D. internal memorandum of 23 November 1953, initialled K.P.B.

31. Hinds v Home Office n.16 supra.

32. Golder v United Kingdom 1975 1 EHRR 524.

33. The former standing order 17B, later revised as 16B, expressly forbade such action in the case of private prosecutions by inmates.

35. R v Secretary of State for the Home Department ex parte Anderson, 1984 1 All ER 920.


39. Arbon v Anderson and others 1943 KB 252.


42. Arbon v Anderson, n.39 supra per. Lord Goddard at 254.


45. Ellis v Home Office 1953 2 All ER 149.


49. Hinds v Home Office, n.16 supra.

51. Becker v Home Office 1972 2 All ER 676.

52. Becker v Home Office n.51 supra per Lord Denning M.R. at 681.

53. Becker v Home Office n.51 supra per Lord Denning M.R. at 682. It is difficult to over-emphasise the influence of Lord Denning in the latter years of his career as regards his reinforcement of "hands off" in respect of prisoners. "Long have I associated myself with human rights" he wrote in 1980. But it was an eccentric association "based on his own common law, Anglican, British and Victorian values" (Wilberforce, 1985). Palley (1984) summarised his record of dealing with prisoner cases as follows:

"Lord Denning effectively limited their rights to protect their reputations by libel actions, limited their rights to civil jury trial, conferred immunity on their baristers, conferred immunity in suits by them against police officers who extort, or may have extorted, confessions from them by violence, refused to uphold even those limited rights to respect for correspondence enjoyed by them, impeded their rights of access to the European Commission of Human Rights, denied them the right to marry while in prison, denied them the right to enforcement of the prison rules designed for their protection, denied them the right to legal representation in disciplinary proceedings, conferred immunity on boards of visitors should they in disciplinary proceedings wrongfully deny a prisoner remission, and cut down the time and manner within which prisoners may sue to challenge administrative decisions affecting them."


54. Becker v Home Office n.51 supra, per Edmund Davies, L.J. at 683.

55. Williams v Home Office No. 2 1981 1 All ER 1211.


57. Williams v Home Office No. 2, n.55 supra, per Tudor Evans, J. at 1218.

58. Williams v Home Office No. 2, n.55 supra, 1248.

59. Golder v UK, n.32 supra.

60. Evans, P., Berlins, M. (1975) "Prisoners are deterred from complaining against staff", The Times, 21 February 1975.

61. The pre-1981 Standing Order 5 provided for the more open approach in E.C.H.R. applications. The former standing order 5B22 l(e) stated that the prisoner should not be placed on report because of anything contained in his application. This precluded charges under Rule 47.12 of making false and malicious allegations against staff. An indication of Home Office concern that access to the
Commission should be unimpeded can be seen from a letter sent from P3 Division to all establishments on 10 December 1976 (ref. PDG 68 114/5/11). This advised that if inmates were to insist upon making applications in a form other than that required by the Commission, the application should still be forwarded. The scope for prisoners to avoid "false and malicious" charges was not universally favoured by staff: "More facilities seem to have been made available to the prison fraternity to pursue groundless complaints against prison officers. We have been put in this impossible position by the department and the time has come to say 'enough'" (Prison Officer quoted in "Prison staff protest", The Guardian, 24 May 1976.


63. Golder v UK, n.32 supra.

64. H.O.P.D. Circular Instruction 45/1975.


69. R v Secretary of state for the Home Department ex parte Anderson 1984 1 All ER 920.

70. Under the present standing order 5B34j, simultaneous ventilation still generally applies to expression of grievances to those other than lawyers. See Chapter 2, n.34 supra.


77. Raymond v Honey, n.27 supra.

78. Standing Order 16B was cancelled by H.O.P.D. circular instruction 62/1983. A year had elapsed between the judgment in Raymond v Honey and the publication of the circular putting the judgment into effect.
79. R. v Governor of Brixton Prison ex parte McComb, 29 March 1983, QBD, unreported, save as a news item in The Guardian the following day.


83. Fraser v Mudge 1975 3 All ER 78.

84. Fraser v Mudge, n.83 supra, per Lord Denning at 79.


86. Maclean v Workers Union 1929 1 Ch 602.

87. Perhaps Lord Denning's reasoning was the result of his fondness for what he believed the man in the street thought to be right. Prisoners did not merit the same safeguards as ordinary law-abiding folk, (see Palley, C. (1984) op.cit. 307). Certainly it is doubtful that Mr. Fraser, a convicted London gangster of some notoriety would suffer the same loss of reputation or livelihood as Mr. Pett in the face of a finding of guilt. Schmitthoff (1979) has described Lord Denning's reasoning thus:

"He looks at law as an instrument of doing justice, doing justice now in the case before him, justice which is founded on what the majority of right thinking people regard as a fair solution ... His approach is teleological. He thinks of the result before he considers the legal reasoning on which it has to be founded."

Lord Denning's unwillingness to entertain the pleas of "disgruntled prisoners" has already been noted (Becker v Home Office, n.51 supra) (Schmitthoff, C.M. (1979) quoted in Robson, P., Watchman, P. (ed. 1981) Justice, Lord Denning and the constitution, London, Gower, 3).

88. Fraser v Mudge, n.83 supra per Roskill, L.J. at 80.


100. Pulhofer v London Borough of Hillingdon 1986 1 All ER 467 at 469, 474.


102. O'Reilly and others v Mackman and others 1982 3 All ER 1124.


104. Sunkin, M. (1987) op.cit. The writer showed that the judicial review procedure has become something of a specialisation for practitioners. In 1984, 27 per cent of prisoner applications were handled by two firms. (p.462).


110. Even in more normal and relaxed circumstances, adjudications are completed relatively speedily. A survey at Durham prison conducted on the instructions of P3 Division of the Home Office between 1 March and 31 May 1986 revealed the following. In cases without legal representation, charges heard by the board of visitors were disposed of at an average of 26 minutes per charge, though if those on the male side of the prison are separated out, the average time in those cases was 14 minutes per charge. These figures may be contrasted with the average of 91 minutes per charge in respect of adjudications during the same period, where there had been legal representation. Charges before the governor during the same period were disposed of at an average of eight minutes per charge.


112. Ex parte Fry 1954 1 WLR 730 at 733.

113. Ex parte St. Germain n.111 supra per Cumming-Bruce, L.J. at 205.

114. R v Hull Prison Board of Visitors ex parte St. Germain 1979 1 All ER 701 C.A.

115. This argument will be explored at greater depth in Chapter Three(2).


117. Ex parte St. Germain n.114 supra per Shaw, L.J. at 717.

118. Ex parte St. Germain n.114 supra per Waller, L.J. at 723.

119. R v Hull Prison Board of Visitors ex parte St. Germain No.2 1979 3 All ER 545 hereafter cited as ex parte St. Germain No.2.


121. Ex parte St. Germain No.2 per Lane, L.J. at 550.

122. Ex parte St. Germain No.2 per Lane, L.J. ibid.

123. The writer's own discussions with Ronald St. Germain, in 1978, illustrated the difficulties the prisoner had in attempting to establish a defence and mitigation. He did not know the names of many of the prisoners who were witnesses and who might have assisted him. Of those whose names he knew, he did not know of their locations. It is now accepted that where the prison authorities know of the presence of a witness, that person's
identity must be revealed to the accused (R v Blundeston Board of Visitors ex parte Fox-Taylor 1982 1 All ER 646. Such a responsibility does not extend to circumstances when the prisoner knows the identity of a potential witness, but refuses to disclose it (R v Liverpool Prison Board of Visitors ex parte Davies 1982 The Times, 16 October).

124. General Medical Council v Spackman 1943 AC 627.

125. University of Ceylon v Fernando 1960 1 WLR 223.

126. R v Deputy Industrial Injuries Commissioner ex parte Moore 1965 1 QB 456.

127. Ex parte St. Germain No.2 per Geoffrey Lane, L.J. at 555.

128. Quashed findings of guilt may present problems in terms of restoring the status quo ante. It is usually a simple matter to restore any period of forfeited remission or any monetary penalty imposed. A prisoner will not find any remedy for a period of cellular confinement, non associated labour or loss of privileges he has suffered. It will be seen (in Chapter Three(4) ) that imprisonment in the most spartan of conditions, even in contravention of the Rules, leaves a prisoner without effective remedy (Williams v Home Office No.2 1981 1 All ER 1211). If forfeiture of remission takes a prisoner beyond the earliest date of release (ie. date of release taking into account any period of remission) he would be unable to sustain an action for false imprisonment since the quantity of remission has repeatedly been held to be within the discretion of the Secretary of State (Prison Rule 5 is drafted in permissive terms: remission "may be granted". See Hancock v Prison Commissioners 1960 1 QB 117, R v Governor of Leeds Prison ex parte Stafford 1964 2 QB 625 and Zellick, G.J. (1980) n.48 supra). However, an ex gratia payment may be made as in the case of Mrs. Ali who was punished by forfeiture of remission for making false and malicious allegations, only to be vindicated when the evidence in R v Cairns and Croft (1974 Crim. L.R. 674) became known. (See "Observations", New Society, 11 April 1974 and Evans, P., Berlins, M. (1975) "Prisoners are deterred from complaining against staff", The Times, 21 February 1975). The amount of payment in Mrs. Ali's case was decided by an independent assessor appointed by the Secretary of State. (See "Hindley go between to get compensation" [sic] Daily Telegraph, 24 May 1984. A parliamentary debate about ex gratia payments to those detained in error may be found in Hansard H.C. 1956-7, Vol.569, cc.338, 339. In Weeks v UK before the European Court of Human Rights (Judgment of 2 March 1987), the Parole Board had recommended the return to prison of a life licence revokee in breach of Article 5.4 of the European Convention on Human Rights. The Board lacked one of the principle guarantees of judicial procedure in that Mr. Weeks had not been allowed disclosure of adverse material in its possession. The question of just satisfaction in the way of recompense under Article 50 was found to be "not ready for a decision" and was reserved.


132. R v Barnsley Metropolitan Borough ex parte Hook 1976 1 WLR 1052.

133. R v Liverpool Corporation ex parte Liverpool Taxi Fleet Operators Association 1972 2 QB 299.

134. McInnes v Onslow-Fane 1978 1 WLR 1520.


139. Hateley, I. (1987) Private correspondence with the writer dated 21 May 1987. Such a practice has been described as "a gross breach of the rules and it would, in all probability have served to set these proceedings aside". (R v Swansea Prison Board of Visitors ex parte Coates and Butterill unreported, QBD, 9 May 1980 per Lane, L.C.J. at transcript, 5).


141. Ex parte St. Germain, n.26 supra, per Megaw, L.J. at 713.


145. Rye v Home Office unreported, QBD, 26 February 1981. This case arose before the prison's responsibility to identify witnesses was clarified (n.123 supra).


147. R v Board of Visitors of Winchester Prison ex parte Cartwright, unreported, QBD, 9 June 1981.

149. Ex parte Brady and Mealy per Hodgson, J. at transcript 2.

150. Ex parte Brady and Mealy per Hodgson, J. at transcript 7-10.

151. Ex parte Brady and Mealy per Hodgson, J. at transcript 15, 16.

152. Ex parte Brady and Mealy per Hodgson, J. at transcript 17.

153. Ex parte Brady and Mealy per Hodgson, J. at transcript 18, 19.

154. Ex parte Brady and Mealy per Hodgson, J. at transcript 23.

155. Ex parte Brady and Mealy per Hodgson, J. at transcript 23, 24.

156. Ex parte Brady and Mealy per Hodgson, J. at transcript 25.


159. Williams v Home Office No.2, n.55 supra.

160. O'Reilly and others v Mackman and others, n.102 supra.

161. Sirros v Moore, 1974 3 All ER 776 at 785.

162. O'Reilly and others v Mackman and others, n.102 supra, per Lord Denning at 690.


164. R v Board of Visitors of H.M.P. Walton ex parte Weldon 1985 Crim.L.R. 514 (a more comprehensive report is that in The Times, 6 April 1985).

165. R v Liverpool City Justices ex parte Topping 1983 1 All ER 490.

166. R v Board of Visitors of Frankland Prison ex parte Lewis 1986 1 All ER 272.

167. R v Board of Visitors of Dartmoor Prison ex parte Smith 1986 2 All ER 651.


172. R v Liverpool Prisons Board of Visitors ex parte Davies n.l23 supra. The writer's wider understanding of ex parte Davies results from a discussion with members of the Liverpool board of visitors at a training seminar for members, held at the prison, in 1982.


177. R v Deputy Governor of Camp Hill Prison ex parte King 1984 3 All ER 897, hereinafter cited as ex parte King.

178. Waghorn, D. (1987) Private correspondence with the writer dated 10 June 1987. Mr. Waghorn was an assistant governor at Camp Hill at the time of the events at issue in ex parte King.

179. Ex parte King, n.177 supra, per Griffiths, L.J. at 902, 903.

180. "Bang to rights" is a phrase in prison jargon indicating that a prisoner has been caught offending in circumstances where no defence will be sufficient to convince an adjudicator of innocence.


183. Stevens, C.P. (1984) Private discussions with the writer in preparation for teaching on the third command course for prison governors, 23 February 1984 at Prison Department Headquarters. Mr. Stevens was then the principal dealing with adjudication matters in P3 Division.


189. Hornsby, P. (1986 "American jails: are we going the same way?"
Gate Lodge, POA, January 1986, 14.

190. R v Board of Visitors of Blundeston Prison ex parte Norley,
unreported, QBD, 4 July 1984, per Webster, J. at transcript p.9.

191 Heywood v Hull Prison Board of Visitors and another 1980 3 All ER
594.

192. Heywood v Hull Prison Board of Visitors, n.191 supra, per
Goulding, J. at 598.

193. Borchard, E.M. (1933) Declaratory judgments, Cleveland,
Banks-Baldwin, 318.

London, HMSO, para.34.

195. De Falco v Crawley Borough Council 1980 1 All ER 913, per
Lord Denning at 920.

196. Pyx Granite Co. Ltd. v Ministry of Housing and Local Government
1959 3 All ER 1, per Lord Goddard at 8.

197. Heywood v Hull Prison Board of Visitors, n.191 supra, per
Goulding, J. at 600.

quoted from the approved transcript rather than from The Times
report.

199. Heywood v Hull Prison Board of Visitors, n.191 supra, per
Goulding, J. at 601.

200. Heywood v Hull Prison Board of Visitors, n.191 supra, per
Goulding, J. at 602.

201. Heywood v Hull Prison Board of Visitors, n.191 supra, per
Goulding, J. at 598.

202. O'Reilly and others v Mackman and others, n.102 supra.

203. O'Reilly and others v Mackman and others, n.102 supra, per
Lord Diplock at 1134. See Beaton, J. (1987) "Public and private
in English administrative law" 1987 LQR 34, particularly at 39.
For comment on the possibility of raising a cross examination of
the deponents of affidavit evidence, see Griffiths, J.A.G. (1985)
"Judicial decision making in public law", 1985 PL564 at 580 and
Peiris, G.J. (1987) LGR 66 at 85. Consensus appears to be that it
may be allowed where justice, in a particular case, requires it,
but that it should be allowed "sparingly" (per Lord Scarman in
I.R.C. v Vossminster 1980 AC 952 at 1027.

204. R v Secretary of State for the Home Department ex parte Dew 1987
2 All ER 1049.

205. R v Secretary of state for the Home Department ex parte Gunnell

207. R v Governor of Brixton Prison and another ex parte Walsh, 1984 1 All ER 344 (QBD) and 1984 2 All ER 609 (HL).


CHAPTER THREE(2)


5. Davies, N. (1985) "Mentally ill on trial in Holloway", The Observer, 10 November 1985. It is now established that boards of visitors do not have to accept the medical officer's certificate that a prisoner is fit to face adjudication. The final assessment and decision as to whether or not to proceed lies with them. (R v Secretary of state for the Home Office, ex parte Lee, 19 February 1987, QBD, unreported).
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APPENDIX ONE

The organisation of the prison department and of typical institutions
APPENDIX TWO

H.O.P.D. Circular Instruction 35/1985
and adjudication forms
Circular Instruction 38/1985

To: All Prison Department Establishments

ADJUDICATIONS: REVISED FORMS 256, 1127 AND 254

This Instruction introduces the revised form 256 which was tested in a range of establishments in August 1985 and will be brought into use on 1 January 1986 for the recording of adjudications in all establishments, and the forms 1127 and 254 which will be introduced shortly. (A copy of the revised F256 is enclosed.)

2. An initial supply of the revised F256 will be sent direct to establishments by the Caxton Store. You will note when you receive them that the new forms are not prenumbered. Each charge should be allocated a number which will be recorded in a logbook and entered on the F256 (see Annex B for details). Further supplies of the form should be ordered from the Store on your monthly stationery demand using Form 1715.

3. A revised version of F254 (Report to Governor of Alleged Offence by Inmate) and a revised and combined version of the F1127 and F1127A (Notice of Report) are being printed. Supplies of both forms should be available at the Caxton Store in April 1985 and will be supplied against stationery orders as soon as possible. When received, establishments should take the new forms into use straight away and any stocks of the existing forms should be used as scrap paper.

4. The following arrangements will apply for charges laid or hearings commenced in 1985 but not completed until 1986:

   a. the space for charge number on all forms should be used to record the old case number;

   b. if an old F256 has been started in 1985 for the substantive hearing, then the record of proceedings will continue on that form until the adjudication is completed;

   c. if the Governor referred a charge to the Board of Visitors in 1985 which will then begin to be heard by the Board in 1986, the Clerk should take the record on the new F256 but using the old case number as described in 4a above;

   d. references to Part 6 (box 14) to charge numbers of earlier suspended awards should quote the date of the previous award if it was imposed in 1985 (i.e. before the logbook assigning charge numbers was opened).

5. Any F256 in use at the end of 1985 will therefore continue to be used; the new forms will be used for charges laid in 1986 and for those cases referred to the Board or an officer of the Secretary of State where the first hearing by the latter commences in 1986.

6. Unused copies of the old F256 and F256A should if suitable be used for scrap paper or, if unsuitable, be destroyed.
7. Annexes A and B to this Instruction give details of the way in which the forms should be completed. Further information on the recording of charges and adjudications is to be found in the Manual on the Conduct of Adjudications issued to all establishments earlier this year with Circular Instructions 2/1985 and 19/1985.

8. For the purposes of this Instruction, the word "prisoner" should be taken to describe any person in custody in a prison, remand centre, detention centre or youth custody centre, and any reference to the Prison Rules to include the equivalent Youth Custody or Detention Centre Rule.

9. Any queries on this Instruction or the new forms should be addressed to the contact points in P3 Division, Cleland House, who are at present Mrs Rolfe (01-211 8405) or Miss Aye Moung (01-211 8751).

A J BUTLER

12 December 1985

P3 Division
Prison Department
Cleland House

PDG/81 129/8/6

Index under: Adjudications
Forms 256, 1127 and 254 - issue of revised forms and instructions on completion
### RECORD OF HEARING AND ADJUDICATION FORM 256 - INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETION

#### General Points

The form (copy attached) should be completed legibly in black ink. All relevant sections must be fully completed.

2. A separate form should be used to record the hearing of each charge. If an incident results in more than one charge against the same prisoner, a separate form should be raised for each charge. Part 3 (Record of Hearing) may be completed on only one form, but a note should be made in Part 3 of each form to indicate which number form contains the full record. If the charges arising from a single incident are heard separately, then each F256 will record the proceedings separately in Part 3.

#### Part 1

3. When a Notice of Report (Form 1127) is prepared for issue to a prisoner it will be assigned a charge number (see the instructions on the use of the revised F1127 at Annex B). This number should be inserted in the box at the top right hand corner of the F256 for the Governor’s hearing and, if the charge is referred to the Board of Visitors, onto the F1127 and F256 for the Board proceedings. All documentation relating to a single charge will therefore bear the same charge number.

4. Box 1 - The date of adjudication will be the date on which the hearing before the Governor or Board opened. The dates of any subsequent resumptions of the hearing after adjournments should be recorded in Part 3.

5. Box 2 - For the purposes of this form, "Lifer" can be taken to mean all those serving indeterminate sentences including young offenders sentenced under Section 53 of the Children and Young Persons Act.

6. Box 3 - The details of the charge should include the wording of the appropriate paragraph of the Rule under which the charge has been laid, and then the details of the charge using the same wording as that on the form 1127 issued to the prisoner.

7. Box 4 - When certifying a prisoner before an adjudication, the medical officer will always mark two of the three boxes unless the prisoner is unfit for both adjudication and cellular confinement. If only the "Fit for adjudication" box is marked, then no award of cellular confinement may be made until the medical officer certifies the inmate is fit for it. This section must be signed and dated. Space is provided for further certification if required because the hearing was adjourned.

8. Box 5 - the last category ("Other") should only be marked when the adjudication is carried out by an officer of the Secretary of State appointed under Prison Rule 51(5) or its equivalent.
Part 2 - Preliminaries

9. The time at which the adjudication starts should be recorded in the top right hand corner. The revised form 1127 requires the time issues to be recorded, and together the two documents will therefore show how long a prisoner had to prepare his defence.

10. Box 6 - If the inmate charged is present, a response must be recorded for every question. If a prisoner refuses to plead or attend, Box 9 or 10 should be used, and Part 3 should show that the proper steps have been taken to advise the prisoner of what will happen. If a prisoner asks for legal representation or assistant, the details should be recorded in Part 3 (see paragraph 12 below).

Part 3 - Record of Hearing

11. Box 7 - This part of the form should be used to record the main points of the adjudication; the record need not be verbatim. If further space is required, additional sheets of A4 size paper should be inserted inside the cover with the charge number from the outer cover written in the top right hand corner. The forms 1127 and 254, written statements and any other material produced in evidence should also be placed within the cover and all papers joined by a tag through the holes provided.

12. Part 3 should be used to record the details of a prisoner's application for legal representation or assistance, the consideration given to it and the decision reached. It should also record the steps taken if a prisoner refuses to plead or attend; the reason for not proceeding with a charge (see paragraph 14 below); adjournments and the reasons for them; and the date and time of the resumed hearing following an adjournment.

Part 4 - Referrals

13. Box 8 - This section is only to be completed on the F256 for a Governor's hearing. Referrals to the Regional Director will include charges described in Rules 51(1)c and 52(1).

Part 5 - Outcome

14. Box 9 - If a charge is not proceeded with, the appropriate box in this section should be ticked and the reason recorded in Part 3. The commonest reasons may be that an inmate's EDR passes before the hearing can be completed, or an unsentenced prisoner is discharged at court, acquitted or given a non-custodial sentence. There may be other cases which fall into this category, eg. because the prisoner is medically unfit for adjudication.

5. Box 10 - In every case where a prisoner is found guilty of a disciplinary offence, he should be asked if he wishes to say anything in mitigation. This section should record that he was given an opportunity to comment and what (if anything) he said.

5. Box 11 - The number of previous findings of guilt on disciplinary charges in the current sentence should be entered in the space provided. Any case in which
the whole award was remitted by the Secretary of State under Rule 56(1), or where the finding of guilt was quashed by the order of a court, should be excluded. The conduct report should be restricted to the current sentence, it should not refer to behaviour during a previous sentence or to previous criminal convictions. The prisoner should be given an opportunity to comment on the report or to ask questions about it, and this should be recorded.

Part 6 - Punishment Awarded

17. Box 12 - The duration of any award made should be entered clearly in the space provided, as should the length of any period of suspension of an award. It should be noted that an award of prospective forfeiture of remission (Prison Rule 54) may not be suspended. A single element of an award (eg. forfeiture of remission) may not be partially suspended.

18. A "blanket" award of forfeiture of all privileges will not normally be imposed, and the form provides space to record which privileges are affected.

19. Box 12 should only refer to the disciplinary awards available under the relevant Rules, it should not be used to record administrative decisions that are not included in the punishments available to adjudications, eg. the disposal of exhibits, closed visits, removal from working party, etc.

20. Box 13 - This section should be used to record whether punishments imposed at the same time for separate offences are to run cumulatively (ie. consecutively) or concurrently.
NOTICE OF REPORT FORM 1127 and
REPORT TO GOVERNOR OF ALLEGED OFFENCE BY INMATE FORM 254

Form 1127

When a decision is taken to lay a disciplinary charge, a Notice of Report Form 1127 will be prepared for issue to the prisoner. The charge will be assigned a number which should be recorded in a separate adjudications log book, starting with 0001 for the first charge laid from 1 January 1986, continuing in sequence and starting from 0001 at each new year. (Non-significant zeros should be entered to accord with the method of recording used for statistical purposes on Form 1376A.) The log book should record:

i. inmate’s name and number;

ii. charge number;

iii. date on which the charge was laid (ie. on which the F1127 was handed to the prisoner); and

iv. date of the initial hearing of the charge (Rule 48(3)).

2. Establishments may find it useful to record further information, such as the date of the Governor’s finding or referral to the Board etc., and any such details may of course be included, and who should maintain the record. Separate log books may be maintained in establishments with separate units with different functions (eg. remand centre, local prison, closed youth custody centre).

3. The form 1127 should then be completed legibly in black ink.

4. The assigned charge number should be inserted in the space provided in the top right hand corner of the F1127, this number will then be transferred to all relevant documents associated with that charge.

5. The time, date and location of the alleged offence should be recorded in the spaces provided. The lines after "offence committed" should then be used to record the wording of the appropriate paragraph of the Rule under which the charge is laid, for example

"Has in his possession any unauthorised article
Contrary to Rule 47, Para 7, Prison Rules"

6. The details of the alleged offences should then be recorded, giving sufficient explanatory detail to leave the accused in no doubt as to the precise nature of the charge against him. This information will be transferred to Box 3 of form 256 (see paragraph 6 of Annex A to this Instruction), and should therefore be clear but concise. This is not the place for the reporting officer's full statement of evidence.
7. When completing the form, it should be checked that the details of the charge disclose an offence under the specific paragraph of the Rule quoted, and that a general paragraph is not used where a more specific charge could be laid. A charge involving the possession or passing of a controlled drug should be laid under paragraph (7) or (8), not (20), as it will be noted from the revised form 1376A (see Circular Instruction I) that there is now provision to record drugs related offences. (The only circumstances in which paragraph (20) is appropriate for a drugs-related offence are those described in Circular Instruction 17/1983 of wilfully encouraging others to commit a drugs offence; these are likely to be rare and there is no provision for the statistical recording of such cases.)

Form 254

8. This form has been revised and expanded to allow it to be used for the officer's statement of evidence should a disciplinary charge be laid.

9. The charge number from the adjudications log book should be inserted in the top right hand corner if the prisoner is subsequently placed on report. If after consideration of the circumstances and consultation is appropriate (Standing Order 3D 6c refers) it is decided that disciplinary action is not necessary, then this space should be left blank.
# RECORD OF HEARING AND ADJUDICATION

## Part 1 (To be completed in BLOCK CAPITALS before the hearing)

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Establishment: HM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of Adjudication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Commencement)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 2 Inmate's Surname | First Name(s) | Number | Determinate Sentence/Lifer/Unsentenced/Non Criminal*  
*delete whichever is not applicable

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Details of the charge (as recorded on F1127)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Reporting Officer</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 4 Certification by Medical Officer: Please TICK appropriate box(es)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fit for cellular</th>
<th>Unfit (give details below)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fit for adjudication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Any relevant medical/psychiatric observations:
(a separate report should be attached if appropriate)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signature of Medical Officer</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 5 Adjudicated by Governor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Deputy Governor or other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Governor grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(please specify)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Board of Visitors</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If adjudication is conducted by a non-governing governor, please give reason:

If 'other' (eg: Regional Director under Prison Rules 51(5).) Please specify grade and reasons.

---

F256 (Rev 10/85)  
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Once the inmate has been identified as the accused, he should be asked the following questions:

(Please TICK appropriate box)

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Have you received the Notice of Report form F1127</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Have you received F1145</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Do you understand the procedure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CHARGE TO BE READ OUT AT THIS STAGE**

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Do you understand the charge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Have you made a written reply to the charge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Have you had sufficient time to prepare your answer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>BOARD OF VISITORS ONLY Do you wish to apply for legal representation or assistance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>How do you plead: Guilty</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not Guilty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Not guilty owing to refusal to plead</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Not guilty - Inmate refused to attend</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Part 3 RECORD OF HEARING**

Continue on loose sheet(s) if necessary. Write charge number in top right hand corner of each additional sheet and attach to inside of cover on completion.
Part 4 REFERRALS (Governor's hearings only)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Charge referred to Regional Director</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charge referred to police</td>
<td>Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police decide to prosecute</td>
<td>Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police decide not to prosecute</td>
<td>Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charge referred to Board of Visitors</td>
<td>Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Part 5 OUTCOME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charge proved</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10 If the finding was one of guilt, prisoner’s plea in mitigation:
(If none, state none)

11 Report on conduct and previous disciplinary record during the current sentence:
Number of previous disciplinary reports (Findings of guilt only)
### Part 6 PUNISHMENT AWARDED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Punishment Type</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forfeiture of remission</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prospective forfeiture of remission</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cellular confinement/confinement to room</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusion from associated work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stoppage of earnings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forfeiture of privileges</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remand or trial privileges</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canteen/facilities to purchase/use of private cash</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association/dining/recreation/entertainment/classes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobacco</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupations in cell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possessions in cell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction in grade (DC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removal from activity (DC/YCC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra work (DC/YCC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removal from wing/unit (DC/YCC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other punishment, please specify

If the award above is consecutive to another, insert other charge numbers: 

If the award above is concurrent with another, insert other charge numbers:

Are there any existing suspended awards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

If yes: Charge number: Action taken:

### INMATE INFORMED OF AWARD AND ACTIVATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name (use block capitals)</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signature of Governor/Chairman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signature of other member</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name (use block capitals)</td>
<td>Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signature of other member</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name (use block capitals)</td>
<td>Date</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finding and award, if any, entered in record (F1150)

Officer's Signature: Date:
NOTICE OF REPORT

Name.................................................................................

You have been placed on report by Officer for the following alleged offence committed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>hrs</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offence committed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contrary to Rule Para Prison*/YCC*/DC* Rules

Details of alleged offence

Your case will be heard at an adjudication at __________ hrs on __________ before the Governor/Board of Visitors* when you will be given every opportunity to make your defence. If you wish to write what you want to say, you may do so on the back of this form.

Issued at __________ hrs __________ Date

* Delete if inapplicable

F1127 (Rev.12/85)
EXPLANATION OF THE PROCEDURE AT A HEARING OF A DISCIPLINARY CHARGE BY A GOVERNOR OR BOARD OF VISITORS

When you appear before the Governor or the Board of Visitors* at the hearing of a disciplinary charge the procedure will be as described below. Statutory Rules about discipline are set out in your copy of the General Information Booklet for Prisoners. If you want any advice before the hearing about the procedure, ask your officer about it.

1. The Governor will ask you whether you received the notice of Report (Form 1127) showing the charges(s) against you.

2. You will be asked whether you have received this card which explains the procedure at the hearing of a charge. If you do not understand the procedure then you should say so.

3. The charge(s) will be read out to you. If there is any difference between the charge(s) read out and the charge(s) on the Notice of Report, or if you are in any doubt about any charge, this will be your opportunity to say so.

4. You will be asked whether you have had enough time to prepare your defence to the charge(s). If you consider you need more time, you should say so and give your reasons so that it can be considered whether the hearing should be adjourned to allow you more time.

5. You will be asked whether you have made a written answer to the charge.

6. If the hearing is before the Board of Visitors, you may ask the Chairman if you can be legally represented or assisted by a friend or adviser. The panel will consider your request and if they agree to it the hearing may be adjourned to a suitable date. If a request for legal representation is granted by the panel the Governor will allow you facilities to contact a solicitor of your choice. If you do not know a solicitor who will act for you the legal aid designated officer will show you the Law Society’s regional legal aid solicitors list so that you may choose a solicitor. Your solicitor will advise you about how his costs might be met from the legal aid fund.

7. If a request for legal representation or assistance is refused the panel will almost certainly wish to proceed with the adjudication and you should be prepared for this.

8. The Governor will ask you, taking each charge separately if there is more than one, whether you plead guilty or not guilty. You will be treated as having pleaded ‘Not guilty’ unless you plead ‘Guilty’.

9. The officer who reported you will give his evidence. You will be allowed, after the officer has completed his statement, to question him on what he has said or on any relevant matter.

If there are any witnesses in support of the charge(s) against you they will give their evidence, and you will be allowed to question them also.

You may be required to put your questions through the Governor.

Chairman

Do not argue with witnesses. If you do not feel able to frame questions to bring out your point, explain it to the Governor, who will assist you by asking them for you.

Chairman

*In practice, the adjudication will be conducted by a panel of between 2 and 5 members of the Board.
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10. You will then be invited either to:

(a) make your defence to the charge(s) — if you have not pleaded guilty;

or

(b) offer an explanation of your conduct and say why you think you should be treated leniently — if you have pleaded guilty.

11. This will be the time for any written statement you have made of your defence or in explanation to be read out; and — unless you want to call witnesses — for you to comment on the evidence given and point out anything you think is in your favour.

12. If you want to call witnesses, ask for permission to call them and say who they are, even if you have named them before the hearing.

If they are witnesses in your defence, say what you believe their evidence will prove. If the Governor is satisfied that their evidence may help to establish exactly what happened, the witnesses will be called (but remember that witnesses who are inmates cannot be compelled to give evidence).

You will be allowed to question the witnesses on their evidence or any relevant matter, and they may also be questioned by others present.

13. After your witnesses have been heard you will be given the opportunity to say anything further about your case, to comment on the evidence and point out anything you think is in your favour.

14. The Governor will announce the finding of guilty or not guilty for each charge.

15. If you have pleaded not guilty but are found guilty, the Governor will invite you to say, before any punishment is awarded, why you think you should be treated leniently.

You may ask to call someone to support a plea for leniency.

The Governor will ask for a report to be read out on your conduct and record since you last came into custody, and will ask you whether you want to add anything or ask any question in connection with the report.

16. The Governor will announce the award(s) for each offence proved. If you do not understand how the award will affect you, you should ask for it to be explained to you.

17. The Governor may adjourn the hearing, or the Governor may bring a hearing to an end, at an intermediate stage — for example, to await the outcome of any police investigation into the case or to await directions from higher authority, or so that an essential witness may be present. The reason for any adjournment or termination will be given to you.
REPORT TO THE GOVERNOR OF ALLEGED OFFENCE BY INMATE

Inmate's name

Details of alleged offence
Time
Place
Offence committed
Contrary to Rule

Officer's report

(Continue overleaf if necessary)

Signature of officer
Name (in capitals)

Date
Rank

*To be completed if and when a Disciplinary charge is Laid
† Delete if inapplicable
APPENDIX THREE

Summary of the recommendations of the inquiries into prison discipline reviewed in the text
1. The earnings scheme should be revised so that the earnings of the average prisoner will amount to 2s. 6d. per week.

2. The instruction of prison offices in judo should be resumed.

3. Restricted diet No.1 should be retained in its present form but restricted diet No.2 should be replaced as soon as an alternative punitive diet which is adequate for the maintenance of health can be devised.

4. Governors should be relieved of the necessity of stating reasons in any case where they do not award forfeiture of remission for a prison offence.

5. Governors, visiting committees and boards of visitors should be invited to bear in mind that it is undesirable for an adjudicating authority to deprive a prisoner of a substantial part of his remission in the early stage of sentence.

6. Adjudicating authorities should exercise careful judgment in deciding the privileges to be forfeited for misconduct.

7. The provision of a special establishment for cases which can properly be regarded as medical responsibilities is already approved in principle by the prison commissioners and the committee strongly advocate that meantime part of an existing prison should be taken over for a pilot experiment. In addition urgent action should be taken to make the conditions of the prison medical service more attractive.

8. A special establishment should be set aside for prisoners who by engaging in wholesale trafficking or gangster activities interfere with the smooth running of prisons and prejudice the comfort and training of their fellows.

9. Every prisoner reported for an offence should in good time before the adjudication be given written notice of the offence charged against him and be allowed, if he so wishes, to make his defence or explanation in writing. In no circumstances should a prisoner be allowed to remain in ignorance of the charge against him until he is actually brought before the Governor for adjudication.

10. All benches possessing power of appointment to visiting committees should be invited to give most careful consideration to the selection of the justices who are best qualified for this important duty.

11. It should be incumbent on each committee and board, at its first meeting, to appoint a panel of the best qualified members who would undertake the duty of adjudicating on all prison
offences remitted to the committee or board. From these panels not less than two and not more than five members would be called on, in rotation, to adjudicate as occasion arose. The chairman or the vice-chairman of the visiting committee or board or body should, wherever possible, take part in adjudication.

12. Visiting committees and boards of visitors should follow the practice of courts of summary jurisdiction in dealing with prison offences.

13. At the time a prisoner is remitted to the visiting committee or board of visitors charged with a prison offence he should be supplied with a notice setting out in plain terms the procedure which will be adopted at the hearing of the case against him.

14. Governors should not be closeted with the visiting committee or board of visitors when they are deliberating the finding and sentence.

15. Prisoners charged with offences against prison discipline should not be allowed legal representation.

Borstals:

1. The authorities should aim to achieve a higher standard of smartness and deportment generally in borstal institutions. They should make arrangements for cutting and keeping the hair of male inmates decently short.

2. Governors and senior officers should be careful to avoid giving the impression that they wish reports to be suppressed or withdrawn.

3. Reporting officers should not be excluded from the adjudication room.

4. Discipline in general requires tightening.

5. In the list of borstal offences the term "absconding" or "running away" should be substituted for "escape".

6. The punishment of "removal from house" should include complete segregation, hard useful work, forfeiture of all normal amenities.

7. Governors in framing awards for offences against discipline should pay strict regard to the terms of the statutory rules and should in no circumstances depart from them.

8. The power to award restricted diet No.1 should be restored to governors and boards of visitors.

9. Restricted diet No.2 should be abolished.
10. A special closed institution should be established with all possible speed for lads who by persistent misconduct or subversive activities interfere with the training of others and lower the tone of their institution.

11. Seeing the medical officers can make so vital a contribution to borstal training, and that there is at present a grave shortage of them, conditions of pay and service for medical officers should be examined and revised in the light of circumstances today.

12. For persistent absconders the special corrective institution advocated above should replace the borstal wing at Wandsworth as soon as it is ready. Absconders should be dealt with by boards of visitors.

13. Disciplinary proceedings should be formal and follow the normal judicial pattern. A notice of the offence for which he has been reported should be served on an inmate in good time before adjudication.

14. The governor should be obliged to remit to the board of visitors every case where an inmate is reported for assaulting an officer, gross personal violence to an officer or another inmate, or mutiny or incitement to mutiny.

15. Boards of visitors should adopt the practice and procedure of magistrates' courts when dealing with offences against discipline; not less than two nor more than five members should adjudicate; the governor should not remain in the adjudication room while the board are deliberating on questions of finding and sentence.

16. Housemasters should continue to deal with minor offences within the limits of their delegated authority but should be careful to avoid any form of punishment not expressly sanctioned by the borstal rules.

2. Report of the working party on adjudication procedures in prisons (The Weiler Report) 1975
(London, H.M.S.O.)

There should be a standard procedure for adjudications. All boards of visitors should adopt and follow this. It should be included in the revised edition of "Notes for the Guidance of Boards of Visitors". A parallel standard procedure for governors' adjudications should replace the present provision in Prison Standing Orders. A single all purpose form should replace the three at present in use for adjudications.

Our other conclusions and recommendations are as follows:--

Preliminaries to an adjudication

1. Governors should encourage all their officers to seek advice before preferring a charge.
2. The Prison Rules require that the charge must be laid as soon as possible after the alleged offence, and the governor must normally inquire into the charge not later than the following day. The governor should continue to use his discretion as to whether notice should be served on the prisoner the night before the hearing. But if the notice is served on the day of the hearing and the prisoner represents that he has not been given reasonable time to prepare a defence it should be normal practice to grant a remand.

3. Where a prisoner is in the segregation unit, and the initial hearing by the governor results in a remand, the governor should consider whether it is still necessary to keep the prisoner apart. Similarly, where the board remand a case, and the prisoner is segregated, they should consider asking the governor whether this is still necessary. Where a prisoner has been segregated prior to an adjudication the governor or board should hear this in mind in making their award and so inform the prisoner.

4. A report from the medical officer on any relevant matter affecting the prisoner's physical and mental condition and on whether or not he would be fit for cellular confinements should continue to be made.

5. When a case is referred to the board the adjudication should be held as soon as practicable, but care should be taken to ensure that the prisoner has sufficient time to prepare his defence for the board hearing. He should be asked to name in advance any witnesses he wishes to call.

Composition of adjudicating panels

6. All members of boards of visitors should have the opportunity of taking part in adjudications; new or inexperienced members should sit as observers or additional members before adjudicating; and particular care should be taken in forming the panel for the more serious or complicated cases, especially when the plea is to be "not guilty".

7. The arrangements for each adjudication should take account of the availability of members at the time; the need for a proper balance of greater and less experience including experience as a magistrate; a degree of continuity sufficient to assist consistency; and as wide a participation of members of the board as possible, subject to availability.

8. There are advantages in either the chairman or vice-chairman of the board acting as chairman of all adjudicating panels but this should not be an absolute rule.

9. It would be undesirable for all adjudications to be conducted by virtually the same panel. But there is an advantage if one member of each panel has served on the previous one as this helps towards consistency of awards.
10. Where an adjudication under Rule 51 involves serious or complex charges, at least three members should be present if practicable, and the clerk should consult the chairman before approaching possible candidates for the panel. He should also do so in the case of "graver" or "especially grave" offences.

11. Boards should discuss and decide the arrangements they propose to make for adjudications at their first meeting each year, and include a note of their arrangements in their annual reports.

Assistance for the prisoner

12. The prisoner should continue to be responsible for presenting his defence, but those conducting adjudications must be sure that the prisoner's side of the case is fully developed.

13. There should be an experiment in three or four representative establishments to test the effect of offering to the prisoner whose case is going to be referred to the board assistance from an officer or assistant governor in preparing his defence (as against presenting it).

14. If boards think, after further consideration, that it would assist them to have an experienced court clerk as their clerk for particularly difficult or complex cases the Prison Department should give it further consideration.

The contribution of the governor

15. The governor (or a senior member of his staff representing him) should be present at all board adjudications.

16. The governor should be seated apart from the members of the board, and he should not be called upon to take any part or make any comment unless the chairman needs to consult him on a point of fact on procedure or practice at the establishment in order to clarify some aspect of the evidence. The governor should not be present while the board are considering their decision whether the case is proved or not.

17. If the board have found the charge proved, the governor should be asked for a report covering all the relevant background, the prisoner being given an opportunity to comment or to ask for any question to be put to the governor.

18. The governor should not be present while the board are considering their award. He should not be consulted about the award, except that there would be no objection to the board asking him whether there would be any difficulty about a particular award or combination of awards, provided that this is done in the presence of the prisoner and he is asked whether he wishes to make any comment.

19. Assistant governors and senior members of the discipline staff should have the opportunity to attend board adjudications as observers.
Consistency of awards

20. The level of an award should be decided in the light of all the circumstances of the offence, the offender, and the establishment, and not by a "standard tariff".

21. When prisoners who abscond together are afterwards adjudicated upon by different boards, the details of the award made by the first board to adjudicate should be made available to the board adjudicating later.

22. It will assist consistency of awards within an establishment if:
   a. the adjudicating panel has available to it an annotated list of previous offences and awards;
   b. the monthly meeting of the full board includes a discussion of offences and awards made by adjudicating panels;
   c. the governor is invited to provide details of his awards during the previous month.

23. It will assist consistency of awards between establishments if:
   a. board members returning from central training courses draw their colleagues' attention to any relevant discussions about the level of awards;
   b. members are encouraged to attend the monthly meetings of other boards when recent adjudications are to be discussed;
   c. the central training courses at the Staff College for boards of visitors are supplemented by other courses, preferably regional, concentrating on adjudications;
   d. boards of new establishments are given a special induction course which should include assistance with establishing their level of awards.

Forfeiture of privileges

24. Award of loss of privileges should specify the particular privileges to be forfeited. A blanket award of "loss of all privileges" is inappropriate.

25. The list in Prison Standing Orders of privileges liable to be forfeited should be extended to include personal radios, extra visits and additional letters, and the withdrawal of other articles the prisoner is allowed to keep in his cell. But apart from restrictions on canteen purchases, and loss of association, privileges should only be forfeited if the offence demonstrates an abuse of the particular privilege. The new all purpose form should take account of this.
26. The award of cellular confinement should be reserved for offences of a particularly serious and antisocial kind; in less serious cases some form of forfeiture of association and/or exclusion from associated work should be sufficient.

Training

27. Training in adjudication procedure should continue to form an integral part of the Staff College courses for boards of visitors. The material used should be reviewed in the light of this report.

28. The Prison Department should consider how additional training at regional level can best be arranged.

29. Training in adjudications for members of the governor grades will also need some revision in the list of this report. Assistant governors should be invited from time to time to attend board adjudications in a training capacity.

30. The training in adjudications given to prison officers during their initial and development course should be supplemented at local level on a systematic basis.

31. Local training in adjudication proceedings should be given to other staff, such as night patrols and civilian instructors.

32. The Staff College courses for clerks to boards of visitors should be continued and, if possible, extended. They should be followed up by practical training at the desk. The possibility of providing training for other members of the clerical staff who may be called upon to undertake the clerk's duties should be considered by the Prison Department.


1. Boards should be retained but reformed.

2. The body responsible for supervision should not have a disciplinary function.

3. Improving communication between the institution and the outside world should be recognised as a definite function to be undertaken by boards and by individual members.

4. Board members should continue to be involved in release procedures provided this is on a minority basis and that the board itself has no responsibility for their actions in this capacity. The responsibility of borstal boards recommending release should be brought into line with the local review committee procedure.
5. In order to give the supervisory bodies for penal institutions a new start they should be given the name of councils.

6. A national association of councils of penal institutions should be formed with the tasks, among others, of reducing the isolation of councils, of representing them at a national level, of encouraging and participating in the training programme, and of stimulating the recruitment of new members.

7. The clerk of the council should be appointed by a council and constitute its staff rather than be a member of the establishment's clerical staff. The establishment would continue to provide accommodation and the necessary office facilities. Training courses for clerks should be developed.

8. Councils should make a practice of meeting in private, either for part of their regular meetings or periodically.

9. Councils and their members should maintain a balanced attitude as between staff and inmates, treating each situation on its merits and recognising that close identification with either side will reduce their effectiveness.

10. Prison Department, regional directorates and individual boards should make every effort to reduce the isolation in which the present boards work. This should be continued when they are converted to councils.

11. Plans of operations should be prepared by all councils, at a level of detail appropriate to the size and problems of each establishment.

12. The frequency of visits by members should be increased in order to ensure that members have a reasonably close knowledge of all or parts of their institutions.

13. A system of "clinic" hearings should be established so that inmates may have an opportunity of making applications at a known time of one day each week. Councils should take care to see that inmates are clearly informed of the results of their applications.

14. Councils, like the present boards, should concern themselves with staff morale because of its important hearing on the welfare of inmates. They should, however, avoid getting involved in matters of industrial relations and confine themselves to a listening and advisory role.

15. Reports of governors and of the Prison Department Inspectorate should be made available to councils as of right.

16. Adequate administrative support should be provided for all councils.

17. Some innovations, attempted by existing boards are listed for boards to consider.
18. The general policy in the recruitment of members of councils should be to attain a membership whose experience and interests should cover all aspects of the life of the establishment.

19. At least one third of the membership of each council should be of the opposite sex to that of the inmates.

20. Importance should be attached to the recruitment of some members with experience of manual work.

21. The desirability of ensuring a wide range of experience and interests should not obscure the need for members to have appropriate personal qualities of integrity, perceptiveness, imagination and an interest in penal matters.

22. Councils should arrange their work to make it as easy as possible for employed members to participate.

23. More publicity should be given to the fact that members can be recompensed for loss of earnings.

24. The possibility of becoming a member of a council should be advertised locally, and interested people should be able to apply, in addition to the traditional procedure of nomination.

25. Younger people should be recruited, possibly by having a rule of thumb that each appointment of a new member of 35 or above should be balanced by appointment of someone below the age. There would be no other restriction on the appointment of older members apart from the present age limit of 70.

26. We consider that an explicit procedure of "sounding" potential new members should be introduced, and we support the present practice whereby final decisions on appointment are taken by the Home Office. Governors and chairmen should have a right to comment but not to veto.

27. Where possible a council should include a few members with current or recent experience of councils for other establishments.

28. The maximum period for which a person may be a member of the council of a particular penal establishment shall be 12 years.

29. The chairman of a council shall be elected annually, but no member shall be eligible who has already held office as chairman for five complete years, or is already chairman of another council.

30. Councils should be required to produce annual reports, not only to the Secretary of State but for publication in order to increase and inform public awareness of the work of their establishment.

31. Councils should not be expected to undertake enquiries into incidents likely to involve major dispute on factual matters.
32. That the present policy of sending serious criminal offences to be tried in the courts be continued, but that discussion on the sentencing of such cases should take place between the prison department and the judiciary in order to reach agreement on the principles to be followed.

33. Serious offences against discipline should be tried by professional adjudicators drawn from lawyers of the standing required for appointment to circuit judges or recorders. We hope that a lead in this work might be taken by circuit judges. The panel of adjudicators would be appointed by the Lord Chancellor and the administration of the scheme would be coordinated by governors and circuit administrators.

34. If possible the professional chairman would sit with two lay members, preferably local magistrates, who were not members of the establishment's council.

35. The rules should be revised to preclude loss of remission in excess of one year being imposed in internal disciplinary proceedings on one occasion.

36. The procedure of restoring lost remission be re-examined with a view to reducing inconsistencies between establishments. Whatever system is devised should not involve the councils of establishments.

37. Those rules giving the board executive powers should be amended to remove those powers, to strengthen the requirements for the board to be informed and for members to visit, in all cases where special measures of control are employed under these rules.


Part I, General Rights

1. The prison rules should be revised as soon as possible so that they state precisely and clearly the rights and obligations of prisoners and their custodians. Restrictions on the exercise of rights should be no greater than is necessary to maintain discipline and should, so far as possible, be of specific and not general application.

2. All standing orders, other than those whose publication would affect security or undermine discipline, should be made available to prisoners through prison libraries.

3. In order to reduce overcrowding, the Home Secretary should be given power to release prisoners before the expiry of their sentences and should be under an obligation to use it if he cannot otherwise prevent overcrowding.
4. In order to occupy inmates' time, workshops should be re-established in local prisons, education expanded and recreation facilities provided.

5. Prisoners' letters should not be censored except on reasonable suspicion that they contain objectionable material (as specified in the rules) but they may be examined for contraband.

6. The minimum entitlement to ordinary visits should be one per fortnight. This principle should be stated in the rules. There should be no restriction on the type of person who may visit a prisoner, except for a necessary reason. In general, visits should be out of the hearing of prison officers.

7. Greater consideration should be given to facilitating communications between prisoners and their families - in their allocation, by the greater availability of travel warrants and the use of the telephone.

8. Duty solicitor schemes should be introduced into prisons.

9. Prisoners should be able to obtain a second opinion on medical matters from outside the Prison Medical Service. Where possible a prisoner's GP should be consulted about his medical condition.

10. The ethical problems involved in the prison medical officer's being part of the prison administration should be examined by the medical profession and the prison authorities.

11. Compensatory arrangements should be made for prisoners segregated under rule 43 in order that they do not suffer greater loss of rights and privileges than non-segregated prisoners.

12. The rights to vote should be restored to prisoners.

13. The rules should permit prisoners to retain certain personal possessions as a matter of right and not privilege. The system of privileges should be examined to see whether some of them can be re-classified as rights.

Part II, Complaints and Supervision

14. The Prison Act should specify which of the prison rules are actionable in the courts.

15. In most instances, the county courts should be given jurisdiction to try such cases on affidavit evidence.

16. Prisoners should be entitled to initiate private prosecutions.

17. The disciplinary and supervisory functions of boards of visitors should be separated.

18. The use of staff and prisoner committees should be extended to all prisons and placed on a formal basis.
19. Allegations of ill-treatment by staff should be dealt with by internal investigation in minor cases and by police investigation in the more serious ones.

20. The Chief Inspector of Prisons should always be appointed from outside the Prison Department, as should some of his staff.

21. Prisoners should not be entitled to see the Inspector on a visit but should be able to write uncensored letters to him.

22. The scope of the matters contained in his reports (all of which should continue to be published) ought to be at the discretion of the Chief Inspector.

23. Board of visitors should have free communication with the Chief Inspector and, on his visits, should see him without the governor being present.

24. Consideration should be given to varying the intervals between full inspections and to increasing the staff of the Inspectorate.

25. A Prisons Ombudsman should be established with power to investigate the complaints of individual prisoners about their treatment in prison with the object of ensuring that it was fair, reasonable and just. He should deal with the merits of any decision giving rise to complaint and have adequate powers of investigation. He should make recommendations in respect of each complaint to the appropriate authority and should report on his activities to the House of Commons. Prisoners should be able to communicate their complaints to him uncensored and without fear of punishment for so doing. He should have discretion about which complaints to take up: he should not normally take up a complaint unless the prisoner has failed to obtain redress under the complaints procedure laid down in the Prison Rules. Boards of visitors and prison officers should also be able to communicate with him about administrative matters affecting prisoners.

Part III. Discipline

26. The disciplinary system should strike a fairer balance between the need to control prisoners and the requirements of legality and fairness.

27. A number of the prison disciplinary offences should be modified in order to make them more specific, to introduce the element of mens rea, to eliminate unnecessary duplication, to remove arbitrariness and to provide for the general defences available in the criminal law and in particular, the offence of making false and malicious allegations against an officer should be abolished.
28. The scale of penalties available to governors should be rationalised in order to make them consistent with each other and in the interests of fairness. His power to award cellular (ie. solitary confinement should be increased from three to seven days. His power to order loss of remission should be reduced from 28 to 14 days.

29. The maximum period of loss of remission which can be ordered for a disciplinary offence should be 180 days. If misconduct is thought to warrant a more serious penalty, it should be tried in the courts.

30. The maximum period of cellular confinement should be reduced from 56 to 28 days; that should also be the maximum for a combined award of forfeiture of association at work and recreation.

31. The maximum period of deprivation of privileges should be 56 days.

32. There should be no "blanket" loss of privileges: each one lost should be specified individually. Only in exceptional circumstances should cellular confinement be combined with loss of privileges and the maximum period should be for seven days.

33. The medical officer should be required to pay a daily visit to a prisoner punished with cellular confinement to ascertain his continued fitness to undergo it.

34. Greater use should be made of suspended awards of punishment, and the disciplinary body should have power to make a partially suspended award.

35. The Rules should be amended so that the aggregate penalty for offences arising out of the same transaction does not exceed the maximum for a single offence.

36. A procedure for considering subsequent restoration of lost remission should be instituted.

37. The adjudication of the more serious disciplinary charges should no longer be carried out by boards of visitors or a Home Office official but by a panel of local magistrates.

38. Legal representation should be available before such a panel in certain circumstances, eg. that the prisoner faced serious charges possibly involving substantial loss of remission.

39. Prisoners should be allowed to take notes and remain seated at adjudications, and time spent segregated pending the hearing should be taken into account in facing the penalty.

40. There should be not right of appeal or of review in the case of awards by governors, but a review procedure should be established in respect of awards by the adjudication panel.
41. Removal from association for the maintenance of good order and discipline should only be effected where it is necessary for the purpose and unavoidable in the circumstances. The medical officer should certify that a prisoner is fit for segregation and, if segregated, should visit him daily. The governor should have power to order segregation for up to 48 hours. Any longer period should require the approval of the adjudication panel. Over 180 days segregation should require the approval of the Home Secretary in addition. A prisoner should enjoy procedural safeguards where the governor initiates the segregation (which should never be used without move as a disciplinary measure). These requirements should be reflected in the Rules.

42. The powers to impose temporary confinement in a special cell and to use physical restraints on refractors or violent prisoners should be combined in a single rule providing adequate safeguards in respect of procedures and time limits.

43. Oblique disciplinary devises, such as re-categorisation or transfer, should not fall within the procedure for disciplinary review, but that for general complaints.


THE ADJUDICATION SYSTEM

a) Governors

1. Governors should continue to deal with most offences against discipline.

2. Little change in governors' adjudication procedure.

3. Governors should have power to delegate adjudications to deputy governors or governor grades not below Governor IV.

b) The Prison Disciplinary Tribunal

4. More serious charges should be heard by an independent body to be called the prison Disciplinary Tribunal.

5. A Tribunal panel to consist of a legally qualified chairman and two lay members.

6. The Tribunal should normally sit in private.

7. Statutory rules to define salient features of the Tribunal's powers and procedure, other matters in guidance from Tribunal President as flexible as possible.

8. A circuit judge to be appointed as president of the Tribunal.
9. President to publish an annual report.

10. President's duties to include maintenance of consistent standards, giving procedural guidance, appointing lay members, and supervising appeal arrangements.

11. The legally qualified chairmen to be appointed by the Lord Chancellor from solicitors and barristers of not less than seven years standing. They should be part-time appointments, committed to between 25 and 50 days.

12. Regional chairmen designated to deal with pre-hearing procedural questions.

13. Lay members to be appointed by the President of the Tribunal. They should be committed to not less than 25 sittings a year.

14. They should not at the same time have other functions connected with management of the prison system such as membership of a board of visitors or local review committee.

15. Lay members should be engaged on the same financial basis as magistrates; and should have a statutory right to time off work.

16. Tribunal members should be indemnified against liability for torts committed in the exercise of their functions.

17. Administration of the Tribunal should be independent of the Home Office.

c) Forfeiture of remission

18. The punishments available to the prison disciplinary system still should include forfeiture of remission. The maximum punishment available to the Tribunal for one offence should be 120 days forfeiture of remission.

19. The maximum for related offences should be 180 days.

20. The maximum punishment available to the governor should be 28 days forfeiture of remission (whether for a single offence or as the cumulative punishment for related offences).

21. There should be a right of appeal when the punishment of forfeiture of remission imposed at one sitting exceeds seven days.

22. Adjudicators able to recommend that life sentence prisoners' review dates should be deferred by a period equivalent to the period of forfeiture of remission which they would have imposed on a determinate sentence prisoner.
d) Disciplinary offences and criminal prosecution

23. The Prison Department and the prosecuting authorities to establish and keep under review the criteria for prosecuting in the courts offences committed in prison.

24. Prisoners should not be proceeded against in both the criminal justice and disciplinary systems for the same offence.

e) Code of offences

25. There should be a criminal offence of prison mutiny, with a maximum punishment of ten years imprisonment.

26. There should be a summary criminal offence of assaulting a prison officer in the execution of his duty.

27. Our proposed code of disciplinary offences abolishes the existing offences of mutiny and gross personal violence.

28. There should be a single offence of assault.

29. There should be new offences to deal specifically with:

- hostage-taking
- barricading
- fighting
- endangering the health and safety of others
- taking part in a concerted act of indiscipline
- obstructing a prison officer

30. There should be an offence of making an allegation of misconduct against an officer which the prisoner knows to be false or does not believe to be true.

31. The offence of failing to comply with any rule or regulation should be supported always by written local rules, so that the prisoner will know what constitutes an offence.

There should also be a defence for the prisoner to show that he did not know of a rule.

32. Charges of offending against good order and discipline should be dealt with only by the governor, and the maximum punishment of forfeiture of remission should be seven days.

PROCEDURE

a) Representation

33. There should not be a right to legal representation before the Tribunal. It should be granted at the Tribunal's discretion based on Tarrant criteria; but there are advantages in legal representation in appropriate cases.

34. The Tribunal should enquire at the hearing whether a defendant wishes to apply for legal representation.
35. The Tribunal to record reasons for refusing an application.

36. Most legally represented cases should be dealt with within four to six weeks. Action to ensure speedy handling should include:

Consideration of applications for representation by regional chairmen in advance of the hearing.
Firm action by tribunal staff in setting hearing dates in consultation with legal representatives.
Improved supply of solicitors known to specialise in prisoners' cases.
Local appointment of the establishment's legal representatives.
A certificate that legal representation has been granted to avoid delays in granting legal aid.

37. The establishment should have a right to be represented where a prisoner is granted representation, but this right should not be exercised automatically; it should be a matter for management decision according to the requirements of each case.

38. Where the establishment is not legally represented and in all cases where the prisoner is not represented, the case against the prisoner should be presented by a member of the governor grades.

39. The governor of the establishment is the prosecutor. The reporting officer's role should be as a witness, but he should be allowed to remain in the hearing after giving evidence.

40. There should be no provision for legal representation at governors' hearings.

b) Pre-hearing procedure

41. The chief officer should decide whether an alleged offence should be dealt with as a disciplinary charge.

42. Prisoners' right to obtain legal advice before a hearing should be made known more widely.

43. Prison officers should give advice to prisoners and assist with the preparation of the defence in appropriate cases.

44. The written explanation of hearing procedure to be revised taking account of:

i. prisoners' standard of literacy

ii. the requirements of minority languages.

Prisoners should be allowed to keep the explanatory note during the hearing.
45. Two hours normally sufficient notice of the charge before a governor's hearing whether they have had sufficient time to prepare a defence.

46. Formal notice of the charge in cases committed to the Tribunal should be given as soon as possible after the governor's hearing.

47. For the hearing before the governor the prisoner to be given, with the notice of charge, a copy of the reporting officer's statement; any other statement to be provided on request.

In cases committed to the Tribunal, the prisoner or representative should be provided with:

i. copies of all statements on which the prosecution will rely.

ii. the record of the governor's hearing.

48. A charge once accepted should not be withdrawn before hearing by the governor. It should be possible to indicate an intention to offer no evidence on a case already committed to the Tribunal.

49. The governor should normally grant the prisoner or representative access to prospective defence witnesses.

50. Segregation pending adjudication should require the approval of a member of the board of visitors after seven days (and successive periods of seven days) and by the Tribunal after 28 days; the prisoner or representative should have a right of access to the Tribunal to make representations.

51. Every prisoner charged with an offence should be examined by the medical officer before the hearing. The adjudication record form should provide for the medical officer to certify separately:

i. whether the prisoner is fit for adjudication

ii. whether the prisoner is fit for cellular confinement

iii. whether there is other relevant medical evidence.

52. The adjudication record form needs urgent revision.

c) Hearing procedure

(Points marked * in this section should be established by the Tribunal's statutory rules of procedure.)

53. The accused should normally be seated; and should be permitted to take notes.

54. "Eyeballing" should be forbidden.
55. The evidence to be admitted in each case should be a matter for the Tribunal; they should give such weight to it as seems appropriate.

56. Evidence before the Tribunal should normally be given on oath.

57. The prisoner to have a general right to call witnesses; there should exceptionally be power to refuse such a request for reasons which must be recorded.

58. The Tribunal should have power to compel the attendance of witnesses and the production of documents understanding however the difficult position of prisoners called as witnesses.

59. The standard of proof should be beyond reasonable doubt.

60. The prisoner or representative to have the right to address the Tribunal finally before they consider the verdict.

61. It should not be possible to find a prisoner guilty of an offence other than that charged.

62. Reports on the prisoner after a finding of guilt should be given openly as evidence by an officer other than the one who prosecutes. Local background evidence, eg. the prevalence of a particular offence, to be given only at the request of the Tribunal.

63. The general law of contempt should apply to the proceedings of the Tribunal.

64. Witnesses before the Tribunal should have absolute privilege against civil actions arising from their evidence.

65. It should be a duty of the Tribunal panel chairman to take a note. The clerk's duty is essentially to arrange the hearing.

66. A copy of the record to be sent to the governor. The Tribunal should draw the governor's attention to any substantial procedural errors committed by staff. It may draw attention to any points arising from the offence requiring further inquiry.

67. Suitable accommodation must be provided for Tribunal hearings.

d) Minor reports and other procedures

68. Minor reports should be retained in youth custody and detention centres; and extended to remand centres and separate young offender units in prisons. Minor report arrangements not otherwise to be extended to prisons.
69. The chief officer should examine records of minor reports to ensure that they are not being used for matters which should not be the subject of a disciplinary charge.

70. There should be an administrative procedure to deal with losses of prison property issued to prisoners. Minor losses should not be the subject of adjudications.

e) Punishments

71. Existing punishments other than forfeiture of remission should be retained with their present maxima.

72. There should be a punishment of "extra work" in prisons.

73. Power to suspend punishments should be retained and used as fully as possible. There should be no power of partial suspension.

74. Adjudicators should be required to take into account any period the prisoner has spent in segregation pending adjudication.

75. Existing provisions to mitigate punishments should be retained; and governors and the Tribunal should have power to change a punishment where they later appreciate that it was not the right one for the offence.

APPEALS, REVIEW AND CONSISTENT PRACTICE

a) Appeals against Governor's decisions

76. An appeal to the Prison Disciplinary Tribunal against the decision of a governor where the punishment exceeds seven days forfeiture of remission should be lodged within 14 days.

77. Where the prisoner appeals against the finding, the appeal should be by way of rehearing. Where the appeal is against the punishment only, the prisoner should have a right of access to the Tribunal.

78. The Tribunal should deal with the case in any way within the governor's powers, but the punishment should not be increased other than after rehearing.

79. The Tribunal should have power to grant bail where, but for the forfeiture of remission, the prisoner would already have been released.

b) Appeals against decisions of the Prison Disciplinary Tribunal

80. There should be a system of appeals against decisions of the Tribunal.

81. The Appeal Tribunal should be composed of the president and selected members of the Prison Disciplinary Tribunal.
82. Appeals against decisions of the Disciplinary Tribunal should require leave of a single member of the Appeal Tribunal (normally the President).

83. Applications for leave to appeal should be lodged within 28 days of the decision appealed against.

84. The Appeal Tribunal should have power to:
   
   i. dismiss the appeal;
   ii. quash the finding;
   iii) substitute any result open to the Prison Disciplinary Tribunal;
   iv) remit the case to the Tribunal for rehearing;
   v) require a response from the chairman of the Tribunal panel;
   vi) appoint an amicus.

85. It should be a matter for the Appeal Tribunal in each case whether the proceedings should be open to the public.

86. The prisoner would normally be represented, and should attend only if the Appeal Tribunal consider it to be essential to fairness.

87. Appeal Tribunal to give reasons for decisions.

c) Consistency of practice

88. The president of the Tribunal to be responsible for maintaining consistent practice through guidance to Tribunal members and through training.

d) Home Secretary's powers

89. The only appeal prisoners dealt with by the governor who have no right of appeal to the Tribunal would be to the secretary of state; petitions should be dealt with quickly by a special caseworking group.

90. The Home Secretary should continue to have reserve power to intervene, including power to quash a finding of guilt.

e) Restoration of remission

91. Arrangements for restoration of remission should be retained.

92. Governors should be empowered to restore remission forfeited by decisions of governors, and the Tribunal remission forfeited by the Tribunal.

93. The minimum period after forfeiture of remission before restoration can be considered should be calculated in such a way that prisoners with shorter sentences are not excluded from consideration.
94. There should no longer be a rule preventing full restoration of remission.

95. The criteria for restoration should be simpler and more objective.

96. Reasons should be given for refusing an application for restoration.

97. The President and the Home Office should develop standard documentation to assist consistent practice in different establishments.

IMPLEMENTATION AND PRISON MANAGEMENT QUESTIONS

98. Effective implementation of our recommendations requires a higher priority for training.

99. There should be a review of grievance procedures, with special regard to Canadian practice.

100. Management policy and practice in establishments with low offence rates should be examined to see what lessons can be learned for others.
APPENDIX FOUR

Application for leave to apply for judicial review:
Terence Patrick Ewing, August 1983.
The following information is gathered from papers made available to me by P3 Division of the Home Office.

Mr. Ewing was serving five years imprisonment for theft and various offences of deception. He failed to return from home leave on 9.6.83 and surrendered to the gate officer at Cardiff Prison on 16.6.83 (ie. unlawfully at large six days).

Two conditions of release on licence had been:

(a) to report to Miss Goodings, Probation Officer, Borough High Street, London, SE1 1JG.

(b) to live at an address previously arranged by Miss Goodings.

Mr. Ewing had done neither.

He was charged with two offences under R47(21).

THE ADJUDICATION

The governor's adjudication unfolded as follows:

A) The charge of failing to return, etc.

i) Mr. Ewing claimed that he had been too ill to return to the prison and he produced a medical certificate which covered part of the time of his absence. He asked to call, as a witness, his general practitioner who, he alleged, would say that he was too ill to return.

- Hearing adjourned. The deputy governor (Mr. Beer) telephoned headquarters for guidance. The nature of the guidance is not clear from the papers.

ii) The adjudication recommenced, the deputy governor saying that he would not call the GP. He was satisfied that Mr. Ewing had been ill, but believed he could have reported back to the prison on time.

On the charge of "failing to return, etc." Mr. Ewing was ordered to forfeit eighteen days remission.

B) The charge of failing to comply with conditions, etc.

i) Mr. Ewing offered two lines of defence (though it could be argued that they were statements in mitigation).

a) Though he did not report in person to Miss Goodings, he did speak to her on the telephone.
b) When he spoke to her she already knew that he was not staying at the pre-arranged address. She did not raise an objection and had therefore given tacit approval to a change of address.

He asked to call Miss Goodings as a witness.
- The hearing was adjourned again whilst Mr. Beer took headquarters advice as to "the availability of Miss Goodings to attend". He also telephoned Miss Goodings. In a subsequent letter (15.9.83) from Mr. Beer to the Treasury Solicitor, the deputy governor describes the conversation and his subsequent action thus: "I did speak to Miss Goodings. She said it was something she might be able to do, but that she was busy and the journey would interfere with her work. I concluded that to call Miss Goodings in person would not produce any other evidence of note as I had enough to proceed with."

ii) The adjudication recommenced. Mr. Beer said "Miss Goodings is unable to attend." Mr. Ewing was found guilty and on this second charge forfeited eight days remission consecutive to the already forfeited.

Mr. Ewing's new earliest date of release was 28.8.83.

SUBSEQUENT LEGAL ACTIVITY

Mr. Ewing was already receiving legal advice from a firm of solicitors in the Isle of Wight (his previous prison had been Albany). He was contesting the calculation of his sentence. His case was taken over by a firm of Cardiff solicitors, Messrs. Hallinan, Blackburn and Gittings (Mr. Gibbon). They wrote to the Governor:

a) accepting that the calculation of sentence was correct;

b) stating that they had been granted legal aid on behalf of their client who intended to seek leave to apply for judicial review of the proceedings before the governor. They asked for certified copies of the record of the adjudication so that they would be in a better position to advise their client. (Their letter is dated 8.8.83).

On 9.8.83, the governor of Cardiff sent a holding letter to solicitors and forwarded copies of correspondence to Home Office.

On 12.8.83 leave to apply for judicial review by way of certiorari was granted by Popplewell, J. in the Queen's Bench Division. Since Mr. Ewing was, by this time, serving his remission period, solicitors applied for, and were granted, Mr. Ewing's release on unconditional bail (1).
ACTIVITY WITHIN HOME OFFICE

On 14.9.83 a sequence of correspondence commenced between the Treasury Solicitor, Legal Advisers Branch, P3 Division and Mr. Beer which, in total, outlines that described above.

On 17.10.83, A.J. Langdon (Assistant Under Secretary of State, Prison Department) wrote to Mr. Gillespie of the Private Office asking if the Home Secretary would give a steer on Mr. Ewing's case (2). The need to maintain governors' confidence was stressed. There was a fear that Mr. Ewing would be seen to "get away with it but that is of little significance compared with the disadvantages of an adverse judgement".

On 18.10.83, P3 Division wrote to Mr. Beer informing him that the Home Secretary had decided to use Prison Rule 56(1) to set aside the awards.

(On 18.12.83, Home Office rejected solicitors' requests for an ex gratia payment to compensate for time spent in custody during remission time).

Further evidence as to Home Office thinking can be seen from correspondence in the later issue of King (The Camp Hill case). Correspondence reveals the following:-

13.12.83 Letter from Treasury Solicitor to Legal Advisers' Branch:

"You will remember the recent decision in the case of Mr. Ewing when, although we had a strong case on the facts, it was decided to concede the case in order to avoid a decision that governors' adjudications are reviewable ..."

5.3.84 Letter from Quentin Thomas (Assistant Secretary, P3) to Mr. Gillespie (Private Office):

"...2) This is only the second occasion on which a prisoner has been granted leave to apply for a review of a governor's hearing. In the first case, Mr. Ewing, the Home Secretary decided to set aside the award on 18 October, not because the adjudication was unsafe, but, on the ground that any court judgment that governors' adjudications might be subject to judicial review might spread alarm and despondency at a time when we need their total confidence" (3).

Footnote

1) The power of Popplewell, J. to release a convicted prisoner, who is not an appellant, on bail is questionable. I have spoken with Philip Stevens (P3) and Graham Zellick (University of London) who do not believe that such a power exists. I have spoken to Mr. Ewing's solicitor, Mr. Gibbon, who is, likewise, uncertain but tells me that since he asked for bail for his client, and since it was granted, he did not complain. The fact is that Mr. Ewing was released immediately.
2) Current policy is to obtain a ministerial steer on all prison cases Home Office consider contesting.

3) Of further interest in this correspondence is the following:

"...5) If the Divisional court does assert jurisdiction over governors' adjudications then, in counsel's words "it follows as night does day" that governors will be held to have a discretion, like Boards of Visitors, to grant legal representation.

Peter M. Quinn
Tutor
Prison Service College
1984
APPENDIX FIVE

The methodology of the Departmental Committee on the Prison Disciplinary System (The Prior Committee) 1984
DEPARTMENTAL COMMITTEE ON THE PRISON DISCIPLINARY SYSTEM

1. The Home Secretary is establishing an independent Departmental Committee to review the disciplinary system for inmates. A note of the Committee's terms of reference is attached.

2. The Chairman of the Committee is Mr Peter J Prior CBE DL, and the other members will be announced in due course. The Secretary to the Committee is Mr A D Burgess, and the secretariat's address is Room 1106, Home Office, Queen Anne's Gate, London SW1H 9AT (telephone 01-211-5237).

3. The Committee will no doubt announce arrangements for the submission of evidence, and Headquarters will see that any announcement is drawn to the attention of staff as quickly as possible. But staff will wish to be aware of the establishment of the Committee now, so that they have an opportunity to consider individually and collectively what views they want to give when evidence is invited.

4. It is also to be expected that members of the Committee will wish to arrange a programme of visits to establishments to inform themselves of the context within which the disciplinary system operates and to talk to those concerned in its operation. Arrangements for these visits will normally be made by the Committee's secretariat, though members may from time to time get in touch direct with Governors. I know that Governors and staff will wish to give members of the Committee every assistance during their visits.

5 April 1984

P7 Division
Prison Department
Home Office
Eccleston Square

A J LANGDON
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Written Evidence

The attachments to this note are provided for the guidance of those wishing to give evidence to the Committee. At Annex 1 is a copy of the Committee's terms of reference from the Home Secretary. Witnesses are asked to note the practical pressures and influences to which the terms of reference refer, namely the need for speed in dealing with the generality of charges; interaction with other internal and external processes; and resource questions generally.

At Annex 2 is a series of questions and pointers to the matters on which the Committee will especially welcome evidence. They are not necessarily comprehensive and witnesses should not feel deterred from commenting on other matters directly or indirectly connected with the disciplinary system which they consider relevant. They are intended to provoke thought and discussion rather than to be a questionnaire. Thus there is no requirement to deal with every question; witnesses' experience of and interest in the system will vary, and some may wish to comment on some matters and not others. Nor is it an absolute requirement to approach the submission of evidence in that form and order, since clearly the issues overlap to a considerable extent. But it will greatly help the Committee in analysing the evidence received if it can be broadly arranged in relation to the general subject headings suggested.

Submissions should if possible be reasonably brief, though the supporting arguments should not be artificially reduced in order to comply with this. It would also be useful if, where relevant (and except where it is obvious by virtue of the witness's official position), witnesses could indicate the basis on which they would support their conclusions and opinions, for example by the extent of observation and involvement in the existing arrangements.

Evidence should be sent to the Secretary to the Committee, Room 1106, Home Office, Queen Anne's Gate, London SW1H 9AT not later than 31 July.

Oral Evidence

The Home Secretary has asked the Committee to aim to report within twelve months. There will therefore not be an opportunity for the extensive taking of oral evidence. The Committee would no doubt wish to consult further with representatives of those most closely involved in operating the disciplinary system and may wish to ask others to expand on their written evidence; but witnesses should not feel that omission on the Committee's part to take up offers to give oral evidence is in any sense a reflection on the position of the witness or the quality of the evidence they have given.
DEPARTMENTAL COMMITTEE ON THE PRISON DISCIPLINARY SYSTEM

TERMS OF REFERENCE

To consider the disciplinary offences applying to prisoners, and the arrangements for their investigation, adjudication and punishment, having regard in particular to:

(i) the need within custodial institutions for a disciplinary system which is swift, fair and conclusive;

(ii) the extent to which it is appropriate to use the ordinary criminal law, courts and procedure to deal with serious misconduct by prisoners;

(iii) the connection with the investigation of related allegations by prisoners about their treatment;

(iv) the pressure on prison and other criminal justice resources;

and to make recommendations.
NOTES FOR THE GUIDANCE OF WITNESSES

The scope of the disciplinary system and formulation of the offences

What are the proper limits of a domestic disciplinary system, where some of the offences may also be criminal offences?

What offences should be prosecuted in the criminal courts? If any element of discretion is left to the prison administration, on what grounds should a decision to prosecute outside be taken?

What changes if any would you make to the content of the existing disciplinary offences, and the formulation of those you would retain?

Objectives of the Disciplinary System

What objectives and conditions have to be fulfilled? How is, for example, the requirement of speed to be balanced against that of adequate protection for prisoners' rights including a requirement of the sort at present in Rule 49(2) that a prisoner shall be given a full opportunity of hearing what is alleged against him and of presenting his case?

How well does the existing system succeed in meeting those objectives and in reconciling those which conflict with each other?

Governor's powers

Would you retain a two-tier (or more) structure on present lines, with less serious offences dealt with by the Governor?

If so what adjustments are needed (if necessary in the light of your comments on other matters below) to his jurisdiction and powers of punishment?

Are any changes needed to the existing procedures for the conduct of Governor's adjudications?

Should an inquiry by the Governor remain the first stage of investigation of more serious charges?

Arrangements for dealing with more serious offences

Is it possible for any sort of local 'Board' (whether the Board of Visitors or another board separately constituted) to operate effectively a system with the requirements now imposed on Boards of Visitors?

If not (or if another adjudication authority is thought desirable on other grounds) what other tribunal(s) should deal with more serious offences?
If yes, what adjustments if any need be made to the existing procedures, jurisdictions, training arrangements etc currently applying to Boards of Visitors?

Should all serious offences (save for those which are referred to the police) be dealt with by one body (whether Board of Visitors or other)? Or is there a case for a further division, maintaining a relatively simple procedure before the Boards of Visitors or equivalent, and more formal procedures for the most serious offences?

If a further division, on what basis should it be made?

If you have recommended the continuation of adjudications by a local Board, should Boards of Visitors continue to combine this with their supervisory and pastoral function, or should there be separate local Boards or panels to deal with adjudications? What are the advantages and disadvantages of combining the disciplinary and supervisory functions in one body?

Procedure

What comments or criticism do you have on the physical and procedural arrangements for the conduct of adjudications at present. If basically the same system were to be maintained, what internal changes would you wish to see?

What procedural requirements, safeguards etc, are necessary or should be available at discretion under (each level of) the machinery you propose? For example, on what grounds, if at all, should legal representation be available? On what grounds, if at all, should other representation or assistance be available?

What are the practical implications of granting legal or other representation? Can a system like the present one accommodate or eliminate the delay in dealing with a case likely in practice to follow the granting of legal representation? What, for example, are the implications for the power to segregate pending adjudication?

Is provision necessary about rules of procedure, evidence and the standard of proof?

Are existing arrangements for giving advice to Boards of Visitors (and by analogy to any other local Board) on general procedural matters appropriate and effective?

Punishments

Are any additions or other changes needed to the available punishments? Should any adjustments be made to the maximum awards available at each level of adjudication?
Appeal and Review

Are the existing avenues of appeal and review adequate? Is the result of the present system broadly fair?

Is consistency between the awards at different establishments desirable? If so, do the existing arrangements sufficiently achieve this? If not what alternative arrangements are necessary?

To what extent should the adjudication arrangements you propose be subject to review by the courts of their procedural adequacy?

General

Please add any relevant additional comments on any matters not fully covered by the above questions.

Witnesses are reminded of the Committee's request for their submission on each topic to be brief and succinct. They are more likely to be helpful to and noted by the Committee than are lengthy memoranda.
NOTICE TO INMATES

DEPARTMENTAL COMMITTEE ON THE PRISON DISCIPLINARY SYSTEM

The Home Secretary has appointed an independent Committee to look at the disciplinary offences applying to prisoners, and the arrangements for their investigation, adjudication and punishment. The Committee wish to receive written evidence from interested organisations and individuals, and are willing to receive evidence from individual inmates. Members will be ready to talk individually to inmates about the adjudication system during their visits to establishments.

The Notice beside this one sets out the Committee's terms of reference. Also with it is a note which the Committee are sending out to prospective witnesses suggesting the form which evidence might take and the matters which the Committee would particularly like witnesses to cover in their evidence.

Inmates should understand that the Committee's job is to review the existing disciplinary system, and not to receive complaints about individual cases in which an inmate may be dissatisfied with the outcome. Inmates should therefore not complain about a particular adjudication or its outcome and refer to it only if it illustrates a general point which he wishes to bring out in his evidence.

Evidence should be sent, not later than the end of July, to The Secretary, Committee on the Prison Disciplinary System, Room 1106, Home Office, Queen Anne's Gate, London SW1H 9AT.

Inmates wishing to give evidence to the Committee will be allowed an additional letter, at their own expense, for the purpose of doing so.
NOTICE TO STAFF 26/1984

TO ALL PRISON DEPARTMENT ESTABLISHMENTS

DEPARTMENTAL COMMITTEE ON THE PRISON DISCIPLINARY SYSTEM

Notice to Staff No 23/1984 announced the establishment and terms of reference of this Committee. The membership of the Committee is as follows:-

- Mr Peter J Prior, CBE, DL - Chairman
- Mr H J Appleton - Chairman of the Board of Visitors, HM Prison Gartree
- Professor Stephen Cretney - Faculty of Law, University of Bristol
- Mr Richard W Davies - Accountant and Businessman
- Mr Trevor Phillips - Producer, London Weekend Television
- Mr P D J Scott, QC
- Mrs Vivien Stern - Director, National Association for the Care and Resettlement of Offenders
- Mrs J Veale, JP - Chairman of the Board of Visitors, HM Prison Channings Wood
- Mr L J F Wheeler, CBE - Regional Director, SW Region, Home Office Prison Department

As I indicated in the previous Notice, the Committee will be undertaking a series of visits to a representative range of establishments, mainly in small groups and possibly individually; and I am sure that they will be well received.

The Committee have announced arrangements for the collection of written evidence, which they wish to have by the end of July. They have invited a number of organisations to give evidence, including the relevant Trade Unions and Staff Associations. But I understand that individual members of staff are most welcome to submit evidence also, and anyone wishing to do so should take note of the guidance in the attached note issued by the Committee as to the form and content of written evidence. A small additional supply of these notes is being sent to each establishment with this Notice. Further copies can be obtained from the Secretary to the Committee, Room 1106, Queen Anne's Gate, London SW1H 9AT.

A J Langdon

Prison Department
Home Office
Eccleston Square
17 May 1984
APPENDIX SIX

Extract from the Manual on the Conduct of Adjudications in Prison Department Establishments, 1984
The first booklet of guidance for the conduct of an adjudication by a Board of Visitors was issued in April 1977, and it came to be known as the 'green booklet'. It derived from recommendations in the report of a Prison Department Working Party on Adjudication Procedures which was published in 1975. Although that guidance has been commended by the Divisional Court, this revision has become necessary in the light of judgements by that Court and by the European Court of Human Rights.

A digest of judgements is at Appendix 4, but undoubtedly the judgement which has had the most profound impact is that given on 8 November 1983 in R v. Board of Visitors HM Prison Albany ex parte Tarrant when it was held that:

(a) No prisoner has an automatic right to either legal representation or the assistance of a friend or adviser ('a McKenzie Man') at an adjudication. (This followed a judgement by the Court of Appeal in 1975 in the case of Fraser v. Mudge).

(b) Prisoners have a right to ask to be legally represented or assisted at an adjudication and a Board of Visitors has discretion to grant such requests.

(c) Boards should properly exercise their discretion when deciding whether to grant legal representation or assistance.

The Divisional Court set out several principles which a Board should take into consideration when exercising its discretion. These are set out in paragraph 28 of the General Guidance. The effect of the judgement of the European Court of Human Rights in the Campbell and Fell case is set out in paragraph 27 of the General Guidance.

The Divisional Court in Tarrant made clear that it is for each Board to regulate its own procedures; that is, it is master of its own proceedings. It also described the green booklet as a 'very useful and comprehensive guide' but expected Boards to be advised to apply the criminal standard of proof. This was met in a letter of 9 November 1983 to Chairmen of Boards of Visitors which explained that Boards should apply the criminal standard of proof, i.e. they must be satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that the prisoner committed the offence with which he is charged.

In Campbell and Fell the European Court of Human Rights in a judgement delivered on 28 June 1984 rejected the European Commission's view that Boards of Visitors do not constitute ‘independent and impartial tribunals’ as required by Article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights.
General Guidance

Introduction

An adjudication by members of a Board of Visitors is ordinarily the ultimate in a range of internal measures by which discipline and control is maintained within an establishment, and for this reason, as well as the severity of the punishments which it is open to a panel to award, the proper conduct of an adjudication which can be seen to give the inmate concerned a fair hearing is of prime importance.

The members of an adjudicating panel have an exacting job to do. In a court it is sufficient to decide whether the prosecution has proved its case and to acquit if it has not. In prison adjudications by contrast it is important that the adjudicator should if possible take steps to discover what in fact happened if staff or inmates are not to feel dissatisfied with an adjudication: this is so whether or not there is legal representation at the hearing.

The aim of this manual is to assist members in their task by setting out:
(a) some general principles that should govern the conduct of adjudications; and
(b) a detailed procedure, for universal use, designed to ensure as far as possible that every case is fairly and properly heard and disposed of; and
(c) guidance on particular issues.

Judicial Review and Natural Justice

In 1978 the High Court ruled in R v. St Germain that Boards of Visitors adjudications were subject to judicial review and that adjudications should be in accord with the rules of natural justice. Natural justice requires that no man should be judge in his own case: that both sides must be given a fair chance to state their views: that there must be a full investigation of the facts. Essentially therefore, adjudicators must be seen to act fairly, in good faith and without bias or prejudice: this requires adjudicators to reach decisions solely on the basis of the evidence presented and thus panels must start de novo.

The Court of Appeal ruled in King v. The Deputy Governor of Camp Hill Prison that judicial review did not lie in respect of Governors' adjudications but that the Secretary of State's actions in respect of Governors' adjudications were reviewable.

The Role and Responsibilities of the Adjudicator

An adjudication must be seen in the context of the custodial setting. A departmental working party on adjudication procedures in prisons had this to say, in its report (The Weiler Report) published in 1975, on adjudications in a custodial setting:

"We start from the fairly obvious point that prisoners who appear on adjudication charged with what prima facie appear to be similar offences are often very dissimilar people. They will range from sophisticated and intelligent offenders to inexperienced or inadequate individuals who have blundered almost unwittingly into a situation in which an officer has felt that he has no option but to charge them. They may have been provoked into a foolish act which they afterwards regretted, or they may themselves have done the provoking. They may be trouble-seekers, or they may have trouble forced upon them. They may be bullies or have acted under pressure, recidivists or 'first-timers' who are still finding their way under stress. In cases in which the offence is found proved, such differences may well have an important bearing on the appropriate award.

(6) In R v. Tarrant it was decided that a prisoner on adjudication before a Board of Visitors has the right to ask to be legally represented or to have the services of an adviser or friend (a McKenzie Man) and that a Board has discretion to grant such requests.

(7) An adjudication must be seen in the context of the custodial setting. A departmental working party on adjudication procedures in prisons had this to say, in its report (The Weiler Report) published in 1975, on adjudications in a custodial setting:

"We start from the fairly obvious point that prisoners who appear on adjudication charged with what prima facie appear to be similar offences are often very dissimilar people. They will range from sophisticated and intelligent offenders to inexperienced or inadequate individuals who have blundered almost unwittingly into a situation in which an officer has felt that he has no option but to charge them. They may have been provoked into a foolish act which they afterwards regretted, or they may themselves have done the provoking. They may be trouble-seekers, or they may have trouble forced upon them. They may be bullies or have acted under pressure, recidivists or 'first-timers' who are still finding their way under stress. In cases in which the offence is found proved, such differences may well have an important bearing on the appropriate award.

(6) In R v. Tarrant it was decided that a prisoner on adjudication before a Board of Visitors has the right to ask to be legally represented or to have the services of an adviser or friend (a McKenzie Man) and that a Board has discretion to grant such requests.

The Role and Responsibilities of the Adjudicator

An adjudication must be seen in the context of the custodial setting. A departmental working party on adjudication procedures in prisons had this to say, in its report (The Weiler Report) published in 1975, on adjudications in a custodial setting:

"We start from the fairly obvious point that prisoners who appear on adjudication charged with what prima facie appear to be similar offences are often very dissimilar people. They will range from sophisticated and intelligent offenders to inexperienced or inadequate individuals who have blundered almost unwittingly into a situation in which an officer has felt that he has no option but to charge them. They may have been provoked into a foolish act which they afterwards regretted, or they may themselves have done the provoking. They may be trouble-seekers, or they may have trouble forced upon them. They may be bullies or have acted under pressure, recidivists or 'first-timers' who are still finding their way under stress. In cases in which the offence is found proved, such differences may well have an important bearing on the appropriate award.

(6) In R v. Tarrant it was decided that a prisoner on adjudication before a Board of Visitors has the right to ask to be legally represented or to have the services of an adviser or friend (a McKenzie Man) and that a Board has discretion to grant such requests.

(7) An adjudication must be seen in the context of the custodial setting. A departmental working party on adjudication procedures in prisons had this to say, in its report (The Weiler Report) published in 1975, on adjudications in a custodial setting:

"We start from the fairly obvious point that prisoners who appear on adjudication charged with what prima facie appear to be similar offences are often very dissimilar people. They will range from sophisticated and intelligent offenders to inexperienced or inadequate individuals who have blundered almost unwittingly into a situation in which an officer has felt that he has no option but to charge them. They may have been provoked into a foolish act which they afterwards regretted, or they may themselves have done the provoking. They may be trouble-seekers, or they may have trouble forced upon them. They may be bullies or have acted under pressure, recidivists or 'first-timers' who are still finding their way under stress. In cases in which the offence is found proved, such differences may well have an important bearing on the appropriate award.

(6) In R v. Tarrant it was decided that a prisoner on adjudication before a Board of Visitors has the right to ask to be legally represented or to have the services of an adviser or friend (a McKenzie Man) and that a Board has discretion to grant such requests.

(7) An adjudication must be seen in the context of the custodial setting. A departmental working party on adjudication procedures in prisons had this to say, in its report (The Weiler Report) published in 1975, on adjudications in a custodial setting:

"We start from the fairly obvious point that prisoners who appear on adjudication charged with what prima facie appear to be similar offences are often very dissimilar people. They will range from sophisticated and intelligent offenders to inexperienced or inadequate individuals who have blundered almost unwittingly into a situation in which an officer has felt that he has no option but to charge them. They may have been provoked into a foolish act which they afterwards regretted, or they may themselves have done the provoking. They may be trouble-seekers, or they may have trouble forced upon them. They may be bullies or have acted under pressure, recidivists or 'first-timers' who are still finding their way under stress. In cases in which the offence is found proved, such differences may well have an important bearing on the appropriate award.

(6) In R v. Tarrant it was decided that a prisoner on adjudication before a Board of Visitors has the right to ask to be legally represented or to have the services of an adviser or friend (a McKenzie Man) and that a Board has discretion to grant such requests.

(7) An adjudication must be seen in the context of the custodial setting. A departmental working party on adjudication procedures in prisons had this to say, in its report (The Weiler Report) published in 1975, on adjudications in a custodial setting:

"We start from the fairly obvious point that prisoners who appear on adjudication charged with what prima facie appear to be similar offences are often very dissimilar people. They will range from sophisticated and intelligent offenders to inexperienced or inadequate individuals who have blundered almost unwittingly into a situation in which an officer has felt that he has no option but to charge them. They may have been provoked into a foolish act which they afterwards regretted, or they may themselves have done the provoking. They may be trouble-seekers, or they may have trouble forced upon them. They may be bullies or have acted under pressure, recidivists or 'first-timers' who are still finding their way under stress. In cases in which the offence is found proved, such differences may well have an important bearing on the appropriate award.
then apportion responsibility for an incident in a way which will be seen as just and fair by both sides of the prison community. As they attempt this difficult task, they cannot ignore the fact that the alleged offence has taken place in a custodial setting, where respect for the truth and attitudes to authority may be very different amongst its various members, when it comes to assess the credibility of those who appear as witnesses at the adjudication. Prison society can create pressures on all who live in it, and the possibility that pressure has been put on witnesses by powerful individuals or groups within an establishment can never safely be discounted. There is also, in a prison setting, ample opportunity for collusion between potential witnesses. This puts a particular onus on the adjudicator to probe the facts and assess credibility.

The significance of the offence will similarly often relate to the residential setting. Behaviour which could be tolerated with equanimity in the normal community may impose unacceptable strain or tension in a custodial establishment. We use the expression 'behaviour' advisedly. A breach of the Prison Rules will often fall far short of conduct which would constitute a breach of the criminal law outside prison. Indeed, as a general rule we think it would be fair to say that such a breach may often approximate more closely to what, outside, might be regarded as no more than anti-social behaviour. But anti-social behaviour in an institutional setting can be a very serious problem. A prison can only operate effectively, and provide tolerable living conditions for both staff and inmates, if it is run in accordance with some generally accepted rules, and a breach of these rules by a single prisoner or group of prisoners is often resented by other prisoners as well as by the staff. Again, the type of establishment may be relevant. Behaviour which a closed establishment can contain may call for sanctions in an open one (and vice versa). Moreover, even within the same establishment the seriousness or significance of a particular incident may vary from time to time according to the prevailing circumstances.

The range of awards available for disciplinary offences varies from one prison to another, according to the prison situation. Most societies whose rules are broken have available the sanction of some form of expulsion or removal. The person found guilty of a breach of the Prison Rules has to go on living in the prison community during and after punishment. But in a prison situation the adjudicator has no power to lengthen the sentence imposed by the court.

Most of the penalties therefore take the form of depriving the prisoner of something for which good conduct is supposed to be a pre-requisite. Forfeiture of remission is perhaps the most significant example of this. But the consideration also applies to the forfeiture of various discretionary amenities.

The background to an incident leading to disciplinary proceedings and the reasons why the incident occurred are of particular significance in a custodial setting. Such incidents can occur for a variety of reasons, ranging from the very simple to the extremely complex. They may happen because a prisoner has a grievance against a member of staff, or another prisoner. They may also result from very deep tension, or simply from the spite or petty backbiting which may be found in almost any residential institution. But, whatever the background, they all occur in what may often be described literally as a confined space and they invariably occur in an artificial atmosphere. Prisons are, for the most part, cut off physically and, sometimes, in other ways from the world outside. And they are small inward-looking communities. This means that those involved in an adjudication will almost certainly have to live closely together again after the adjudication, and that the finding of the adjudicating body and, if it finds an offence proved, the level of its award, may be of direct and pressing interest to others (both staff and prisoners) whose lives together afterwards may also be affected by its decisions.

In a prison situation, there are inevitabilities tensions in the environment which it should be part of the process of adjudication to dispel. There is often tension before the adjudication is held and, depending on the nature of the incident which gave rise to the disciplinary proceedings, this tension may not be confined to the prisoner or prisoners alleged to have committed an offence. The incident giving rise to the proceedings may have been traumatic for the institution concerned; and the staff and prisoners generally may be awaiting its outcome with different kinds of anxieties. It is important that these tensions should not be allowed to fester by long delays in the hearing of charges, especially as it is often necessary to segregate a prisoner in the period between the laying of the charge and the adjudication. There may also be a danger of strain or tension after an adjudication, if the community as a whole does not believe that the adjudication has carried out an impartial investigation and reached an equitable finding.

All these considerations seem to us to emphasise two requirements: first the need for those who carry out adjudications on prisoners to be people who are familiar
Constitution of a Panel

(8) An adjudicating panel should consist of between 2 and 5 members, none of whom has to be a JP except where the charge is of a particularly grave prison offence when the panel must consist of between 3 and 5 members, at least two being justices of the peace (Prison Rule 52(2)).

(9) The membership of a particular panel is for the Chairman of the Board to decide, but he should ensure that:

(i) new or inexperienced board members should not sit on panels until they have first attended as observers or additional members;

(ii) the more experienced members should sit in serious or complicated cases;

(iii) participation by board members in adjudications should be as wide as possible;

(iv) panels should have a balance of court and other experience;

(v) the board’s chairman or vice-chairman should chair the panel wherever possible; and

(vi) panels should have at least three members wherever possible.

Framing of Charges

(10) The drawing up of charges is usually a matter for the officer who reports an offence. Where the evidence given about an offence does not support the charge, it must be dismissed by the panel. The case of R v Board of Visitors Dartmoor, ex parte Trevor Smith, established that it is not open to a panel to change or reduce the charge (though it may amend the particulars) during the course of the hearing, as was once thought.

(11) More than one charge may be preferred in respect of offences arising from a single incident, i.e. any discrete act that constitutes an offence may be the subject of a charge. If the evidence supports it, the prisoner may be found guilty of more than one charge provided of course that they are separate acts and that the charges do not duplicate each other. However, if the prisoner appears to have been charged twice for the same act, then it is not open to the panel to find him guilty of both charges.

(12) The charge must be of an offence described in Prison Rule 47.

(13) A charge of making any false and malicious allegation against an officer (Rule 47(12)) must not incorporate words which indicate the outcome of any preliminary investigation by the prison authorities.

(14) Charges in respect of drug offences require particular care in their formulation — see Appendix 3.

Governor’s Initial Hearing

(15) Prison Rule 48(3) requires that every charge shall be inquired into, in the first instance, by the governor. If there has not been an initial inquiry into the charge(s) by the governor, the accused has been deprived of certain safeguards, including the governor’s power to dismiss the charge(s), and a panel has no jurisdiction in the matter.

(16) The governor may, at his hearing, dismiss the charge unless the offence is one which is especially grave (Prison Rule 52(11)) in which event it must be referred to the board unless the Secretary of State directs otherwise.

(17) Where the governor does not dismiss a charge of an offence which is a graver offence (Prison Rule 52(11)) the charge must also be referred to the Board of Visitors unless the Secretary of State directs otherwise.
Entering of Plea

(18) The charge should contain sufficient explanatory detail to leave the prisoner in no doubt as to what is alleged against him. Where a prisoner has difficulty in understanding English, he should be given assistance by members of the adjudicating panel, staff or, if necessary, an interpreter to enable him to participate in the proceedings. The Chairman of the panel should ensure that the prisoner is quite clear that any guilty plea applies to every essential element in the charge; thus, a prisoner who admits that an article was in his unauthorised possession but denies that he knew it contained controlled drugs, should have his plea to a charge of possessing controlled drugs recorded as not guilty -- see Appendix 3.

Applications for Legal Representation or Assistance

(19) A request for legal representation or assistance may be considered at any point up to the finding, although clearly it is desirable to do so at the outset and before any evidence is given since the grant of representation at a later stage might oblige the panel to disqualify itself on the grounds that the proceeding will have to begin again and do so with a panel which comes to the case afresh. However, there may be circumstances during the course of a hearing which persuade a panel to reverse a decision to refuse representation: this will necessitate an adjournment and a fresh hearing with a different panel. Once representation is allowed, the decision should not be reversed although a prisoner may at any time decide that he no longer wants representation.

(20) Although these applications may be heard by the adjudicating panel itself (see paragraph 22), it is open to boards to decide to have filtering panels to consider applications for representation or assistance. Although it may be convenient for any filtering panel to be composed of board members who are able to attend at short notice, it is preferable that the filtering panel does not always comprise the same members. Filtering panels should comprise a quorum as required by the nature of the offence; at least two Board members; in the case of an especially grave offence the prisoner is in any case entitled to legal representation (see paragraph 27 of the General Guidance).

(21) A record of the proceedings must be kept (F255) and, inter alia, it should include detail as required by paragraph 31.

(22) Where it is preferred not to have a filtering panel and a request for legal representation or a McKenzie Man is granted by an adjudicating panel, it will be necessary to adjourn the hearing. Where such requests are refused, it should normally be possible for the panel to proceed with the adjudication forthwith (but see paragraph 23 below). The prisoner will have been forewarned by virtue of paragraph 7 of F1145 (Appendix 1) that he should be prepared for this.

(23) The panel may reach a decision on the basis of the charge and the reporting officer’s statement, and any statement that the prisoner wishes to make or read out. It would not however be appropriate for the adjudication to be conducted by the panel which heard the application, whether it granted or rejected it, if in the course of considering the application the panel had access to material (for example, details of the prisoner’s defence or some relevant incriminating admissions or his criminal, disciplinary or behavioural history) which compromised its ability to approach the case de novo (see also paragraphs 4 and 19 of the General Guidance. Where it appears that consideration of the application necessitates access to material in addition to the charge and statements from the reporting officer and prisoner, the panel should ask for this to be produced; if the request is subsequently refused, a judgement will be necessary as to whether the adjudication may proceed with the same panel, the test being whether it is able to come to the adjudication proper afresh and without having been prejudiced by anything it heard in considering the application.

(24) At every adjudication, the panel must ask the prisoner if he has read and understood the explanation of procedure (F1145) which informs him that he may apply for assistance or representation. If the prisoner makes no request, the panel should nevertheless ask him if he wishes to be assisted or legally represented, without telling him to expect that a request will necessarily be granted.

(25) In considering a prisoner’s application for assistance or representation, it is enough for the panel to be satisfied on balance that the request should or should not be granted. It is not the case that a panel may reject the application only if it is sure beyond reasonable doubt (that assistance or representation is not needed).

Considerations for Decision to Grant Representation or Assistance

(26) The Divisional Court in Tarrant set out six considerations which panels should take into account when deciding whether to allow legal representation or assistance; it did not explicitly distinguish between legal representation and assistance. Where the prisoner asks for assistance the panel will consider that application on merit; where the prisoner asks for legal representation and the
panel grants it no further question will arise, but if it refuses legal representation, the prisoner may nonetheless ask for assistance and the panel may suggest that it would grant assistance if the prisoner wishes. The guidance below sets out the six considerations and the way in which they might affect the panel’s decision on whether to grant legal representation, assistance or neither.

However, the effect of the ruling of the European Court of Human Rights in Campbell and Fell is that when a prisoner charged with an especially grave offence, (ie mutiny or incitement to mutiny or gross personal violence to an officer) asks to be assisted, the panel should ask a prisoner if he wished to seek legal representation, assistance or neither. The guidance below sets out the six considerations set out below. In another case, R v Board of Visitors Blundeston, ex parte Norley, Webster J said that there is no duty imposed by section 47(2) of the Prison Act and Rule 49(2) of the Prison Rules to consider the exercise of its undoubted discretion to allow legal representation unless it is asked to do so. However, he commended the guidance issued by the Home Office that the panel should ask a prisoner if he desired a panel to consider the exercise of its discretion.

The capacity of a particular prisoner to present his own case

This consideration may point to the need for either a legal representative or to the assistance of a friend or adviser. This decision will depend very much on the circumstances of the case and the judgement the panel makes about the capacity of a prisoner to present his case. Those prisoners who are incapable of preparing a written reply to the charge, those who are unlikely to be able to follow the proceedings or those who have a speech defect, might need such help.

Procedural difficulties

When exercising its discretion, the panel should take account of any special difficulties which prisoners might have in cross-examining a witness (particularly a witness giving evidence of an expert nature), at short notice and without having knowledge of the witnesses’ evidence. For example, the prisoner may have been segregated under Rule 43 or Rule 48 and not had an opportunity to interview potential witnesses, or the evidence might not have been given at the Governor’s preliminary hearing. How far a friend or legal adviser will be necessary or will be able to assist in matters of this kind will depend on the circumstances of the case and on who he is. A panel should tend to favour a legal representative rather than a McKenzie Man in cases where the prisoner will have difficulty in calling and cross-examining witnesses since a McKenzie Man does not represent the prisoner and may not be able to cross-examine witnesses.

The need for reasonable speed

Clearly, the speediest procedure will be when the prisoner is not represented or assisted. Delay is an inevitable consequence of legal representation where legal advisers will wish to consult their clients, interview potential witnesses and marshall their arguments. This delay has to be balanced with other considerations and the overriding requirement is to ensure that the requirements of natural justice are respected.

The need for fairness as between prisoners and as between prisoners and prison officers

The Divisional Court mentioned as an example cases where there might be difficult issues of intent and this points to legal representation rather than to a McKenzie Man.
same incident, the grant of assistance — whether in the form of legal representation or otherwise — to one may imply the need to grant it to any others. Secondly, the need to ensure that in the proceedings the prisoner is enabled to present his case properly and, depending on the circumstances, this might require legal representation or the assistance of a friend.

(g) Other considerations

The considerations set out in (a) — (f) are not exhaustive. The circumstances of individual cases might produce other considerations which a panel should take into account when exercising its discretion.

Where the panel grants legal representation or assistance to a prisoner in respect of one charge, they should allow it also in respect of other charges against him arising from the same incident.

There are circumstances which a prisoner might claim, in themselves entitle him to representation or assistance, eg:

(a) when he pleads not guilty;
(b) where there is more than one charge arising out of the same incident, which gives rise to the possibility of a cumulative award totalling more than 180 days forfeiture of remission;
(c) a charge or charges arising out of concerted or collective acts, other than mutiny;
(d) charges which involve wilfulness, an attempt, intention, malice or knowing possession; ie, a mental element;
(e) charges to which the prisoner indicates he will plead self-defence, provocation, accident, mistaken identity or alibi;
(f) a prisoner who claims he has not been able to see witnesses, because they have been transferred or because he has been segregated.

If none of these circumstances — unless the charge is mutiny or gross personal violence to an officer — is the panel bound of necessity to grant legal representation or the service of a McKenzie Man. The panel will consider all the circumstances of the case in the light of the considerations set out in paragraph 28 above.

Where an application for legal representation or the assistance of a friend is refused the record of the adjournment (F256) on these matters should be sufficiently detailed to show that the panel has properly considered the request. In particular it should record that the panel has explained to the prisoner that it has considered the application in the light of the guidance given by the Divisional Court before concluding that legal representation should not be granted.

The Adviser or Friend (McKenzie Man)

(32) An historical note about the McKenzie Man is at Appendix 5.

(33) The Divisional Court held in Tarrant that a panel has a discretion to agree that a prisoner may be assisted by a friend or adviser who should be a 'suitable person and who is readily available and willing to assist, viz not a fellow prisoner but — for instance — a probation officer, social worker or clergyman acquainted with the prisoner'. This does not prevent a panel from considering any other person who is willing to assist the prisoner and whom the panel considers suitable.

(34) It is the prisoner’s responsibility to nominate a person who is willing to assist him. The panel should consider suitability in consultation with the Governor who is responsible for control of admission to the prison. Where the prisoner is unable to name someone, the panel or Governor may make suggestions. If the prisoner nominates a solicitor, the solicitor must accept the role of the adviser as defined by the panel on the basis of the Divisional Court’s judgement: his costs when acting in that capacity are not met from public funds.

In Tarrant the Divisional Court defined the role of the adviser as taking notes, quietly making suggestions and giving advice: to assist the prisoner in presenting his case, and in giving support. If however, without the permission of the panel he interferes or participates in the proceedings the panel is entitled to require him to leave. The panel may however allow him to take a more active part in the proceedings if they see fit.

The Governor's Representative

(36) Where a panel grants legal representation to a prisoner it should also indicate expressly that any legal representative of the Governor will also be given audience. The role of the Governor’s representative is set out in Appendix 2. In brief, his principal function is to assist the panel in getting at the truth. He will also assist in the presentation of the establishment’s case against the prisoner.

(37) Arrangements for the appointment of the Governor’s representative are made by Prison Department Headquarters on receiving notification from the Governor that a prisoner has been granted legal representation.
The Prisoner's Access to a Solicitor

A prisoner is entitled to communicate with a solicitor about an adjudication at any time and such contact will be treated as privileged. Of course, where he has been granted legal representation he will wish to communicate with the solicitor of his choice. If he does not know of a solicitor who will act for him he will be allowed to consult the Law Society's regional legal aid solicitors list so that he may choose a solicitor.

Facilities for Legal Representative or Adviser

Requests from legal representatives or advisers for facilities should be referred to the Governor for his consideration. The reason for this is that the facilities may have a bearing on security or good order and discipline, and the responsibility for admitting any person into a prison rests with the Governor.

Where requests for facilities are received by a panel it may recommend that they be granted. Where the Governor is unable to provide the facilities requested and the panel believes that this prejudices a fair hearing, there may be no alternative but to dismiss the charge notwithstanding the implications that this could have for discipline and control within the establishment.

Where the prisoner's legal representative or his McKenzie Man asks before a hearing to see copies of written statements the Governor or in practice the Governor's representative should arrange for the prisoner's representative to be given copies of any statements or other written material which are to be entered in evidence.

Requests by the prisoner's legal representative or McKenzie Man before an adjudication takes place for permission to interview other inmates or members of staff in order to prepare the defence should be referred to the Governor for his consideration. If the prisoner or member of staff is willing to be interviewed, the Governor will normally allow the interview provided he judges it appropriate. Where such requests are made during the hearing of an adjudication the panel, having satisfied itself that the request is reasonable, should ask the Governor to make suitable arrangements and, where necessary, adjourn the proceedings to facilitate this. No one is compelled to be interviewed against his will.

Facilities for Unrepresented Prisoners

If an unrepresented prisoner asks before a hearing to see copies of statements or other written material which are to be entered in evidence the Governor should normally arrange this. The only exception to this is a medical record which in the opinion of the author should not be disclosed to the prisoner (e.g. because disclosure could be harmful to the patient or to the doctor/patient relationship).

Where an unrepresented prisoner asks before a hearing for facilities to interview prisoners or other witnesses, in or out of hearing of prison staff, who may have relevant evidence the Governor should allow such interviews if he judges it appropriate and the witnesses are willing. Where such requests are made to the panel, it is for the panel to consider referring the request to the Governor with any recommendation it thinks appropriate and to consider an adjournment (see also paragraph 59).

If an unrepresented prisoner asks for access to books of reference to help him prepare his defence such requests may be granted by the Governor and a request for an adjournment for that purpose may be considered by the panel on its merits.

Names of Witnesses

If a legal representative or McKenzie Man asks for names of witnesses involved in an incident, whether of staff or inmates, the Governor should take action which he considers appropriate and which does not disturb the orderly running of the establishment to identify persons whom the accused can describe. A member of staff will however not be compelled to take part in an identification parade against his will.

Where such requests are put to the panel it may decide, having asked any questions necessary to elucidate the basis of the requests, to refer the request to the Governor with such recommendations as any, as seem appropriate and consider an adjournment.
Where the Governor decides that the prisoner's legal representative or adviser may interview potential witnesses, the interview should normally take place in privileged conditions: that is, in sight but out of hearing of prison officers.

Where the Governor decides that interviews must take place within the hearing of staff for reasons of security or because of the possibility of coercion or collusion between witnesses, the officer supervising the interview should not disclose the nature of the discussion unless it presents a threat to security (in which case, the interview should be terminated) or because there is a clear intention to defeat the ends of justice: in these circumstances, the panel should be informed.

Where legal representatives or advisers ask for lists of names of prisoners in a wing or in a particular cell or for a list of officers on duty at a particular time, or for help in identifying prisoners or prison officers, the panel, after asking any questions necessary to elucidate the basis of the request, should refer the matter to the Governor with any recommendation that seems appropriate.

Adjudications in Absentia

Where a prisoner refuses to attend an adjudication, it should be explained to him, preferably by a member of the panel, that the adjudication will proceed in his absence. If the prisoner still refuses to attend the plea should be recorded as not guilty.

A prisoner who is prepared to attend an adjudication but is not willing to do so suitably dressed, or is in a condition which is offensive to the panel or others (e.g. on dirty protest), should be told that the adjudication will proceed in his absence.

In these circumstances it would in general be inappropriate for an adviser to attend the adjudication as his role is a limited one; though it would be open to a panel to allow him to be present if it considered it right to do so. A legal representative should be present at an adjudication where his client is to be adjudicated upon in absentia.

Physical Arrangements

The physical arrangements for adjudications should be in accordance with the recommendations made by the Weiler Committee in 1975.

There will be obvious advantage in choosing a physical arrangement which will ensure that the general atmosphere is as relaxed as possible within the context of the disciplinary hearing. If both staff and prisoners are at ease, it is the more likely that they will be able to give their evidence clearly and effectively. And a prisoner who feels that his case has been given proper consideration in a calm and relaxed atmosphere is perhaps less likely to feel disgruntled if he is found guilty and punished. At the same time, it is necessary to ensure sufficient formality to emphasise the importance of the proceedings.

The escorting officers should be on either side of the prisoner rather than in front and facing him and, unless the size of the room and other physical arrangements preclude this, arrangements should be made for all those taking part in the proceedings to be seated. The prisoner should be allowed facilities to make notes. In cases where the prisoner is legally represented, it may be convenient if the reporting officer is seated next to the governor's representative, and the prisoner is seated close to his legal representative.

Adjudications in Absentia

If after it has started it becomes necessary to adjourn an adjudication, the period of adjournment should not normally exceed 3 weeks. If the adjournment is to facilitate the appearance of a recording officer or other officer witness who is unable to attend because of prolonged sick absence, the hearing should be resumed when the officer has returned to duty unless the accused is willing to proceed with written evidence and in the knowledge that the officer could not be questioned on his evidence.

When a panel has granted legal representation there may be some delay before the legal representatives are ready to proceed. In such cases the panel should set a date, which may have to be more than 3 weeks ahead, for the resumed hearing, advising the lawyers to make a case for further adjournment if they think it necessary. If for any reason a subsequent adjournment is necessary it should be to a specific date so that the panel is in a position to control progress of the case.

A prisoner awaiting adjudication may be segregated under Rule 48(2). Decisions to segregate under this Rule are a matter for governors, who have been advised that the use of the Rule is justified only where the reasons for segregation relate to the adjudication, for example if there is a real possibility of collusion, intimidation or surpressing of witnesses to give false evidence or where it is
thought that the accused may attack witnesses he fears will give evidence against him. Nevertheless, in cases where it is necessary to adjourn the hearing of a charge against a prisoner segregated under Rule 48(2) the panel may feel that such segregation is no longer necessary and, in these circumstances, it is open to the panel to recommend that the Governor reconsiders his decision.

A prisoner may consult a solicitor about an impending adjudication. Where a prisoner who has been refused legal representation asks that the hearing should be adjourned pending receipt of advice from his solicitor, the panel should ascertain whether in fact the advice has been sought and whether the prisoner will be seriously disadvantaged if the hearing proceeds. When considering adjournment, the panel should bear in mind that the prisoner may say his defence will be prejudiced without the advice he is seeking.

Where a prisoner who is charged with an offence which is especially grave (mutiny, incitement to mutiny or gross personal violence to an officer) refuses legal representation but asks for an adjournment on the grounds that he is awaiting legal advice, the panel - having satisfied itself that advice has been sought - should adjourn for a reasonable period, say 3 weeks.

Other grounds for considering an adjournment arise in paragraphs 44-46 above.

Standard of Proof

A finding of guilt should not be arrived at unless the panel is satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt that the prisoner committed the offence with which he is charged.

Where a prisoner pleads guilty to a charge, the panel should hear the evidence of the reporting officer and satisfy itself that the prisoner fully understands the charge which he has admitted. If it becomes clear that the prisoner's admission of guilt is based on a misunderstanding of the charge, he should be advised to plead not guilty, but if he declines this advice, it may be necessary for the panel to inform the prisoner that it is proceeding on the basis that the plea is not guilty.

In R v Board of Visitors Dartmoor ex parte Smith the court held that Boards have no jurisdiction to reduce a charge during the course of a hearing or to direct that a lesser charge should be substituted. Therefore, where the panel reaches the view that the facts adduced during the hearing are not sufficient to justify a finding of guilt on the offence charged, the panel should return a finding of not guilty. Although the evidence may constitute a similar or less serious offence a lesser charge should not be substituted.

Evidence at Adjudications – General

It is for the adjudicating panel to assess the veracity of each statement given in evidence before it and, where there is doubt, to try to obtain further information that will help it in its assessment. An obvious example is where an inmate's story contradicts that of a member of staff. Before reaching a decision the panel must always try to elicit further evidence that could resolve the conflict. When an unrepresented inmate is seeking to give his side of the story and he wishes to question a witness it may frequently happen that for a number of reasons he has difficulty in doing so. The Chairman of the panel should in such circumstances seek to establish from the inmate his version of the events about which he is seeking to question the witness and then put questions to the witness on the inmate's behalf.

The accused or his legal representative or adviser must hear, and have the opportunity to challenge, all the evidence. The panel must not have regard to any fact relevant to the offence charged which was not brought out in the course of the hearing, though it may of course have regard to its own general knowledge of the background in the prison in which the incident took place.

Written Evidence

The panel may accept written evidence, but if the accused or his legal representative denies or explains away a particular piece of written evidence, its reliability may be put in doubt. For this reason, a previously written statement, whether or not it has been shown to the prisoner or his McKenzie Tin or legal representative before the adjudication, may be accepted as evidence only if it is read out and either the writer is present at the hearing so that the accused may have an opportunity of questioning him, or the accused consents to its being accepted without his having such an opportunity. If the writer is not present and the prisoner does not so consent, the hearing should be adjourned. One of the uses of written evidence may be to corroborate evidence given orally at the adjudication.

Board adjudications must start afresh without reference to the Governor's preliminary hearing, or to the report of any previous internal inquiry into the incident. But the record of the Governor's hearing or any statements made at it, or any statements made to a previous internal enquiry, may be accepted as evidence provided they are read out in the presence of the prisoner, where it is clear that the prisoner or his legal representative wish to question the
authors of such statements, they should be allowed to do so. If it is claimed that the written or oral evidence at the Board adjudication varies materially from that given at the preliminary hearing by the Governor or at any other internal inquiry, the panel should call for records of the evidence and allow the accused or his legal representative to question the person who gave the evidence. The panel may consider calling for such evidence of its own volition or where the parties to the adjudication request it. If in doubt about calling for such evidence, the panel should err on the side of helping the accused to exonerate himself (see Appendix 4, paragraph 19 - 22).

Hearsay Evidence

First hand evidence is obviously preferable to hearsay evidence, but there will be occasions, for instance where no member of the staff witnessed the alleged offence or where an absconder or escapee from another establishment is being dealt with, when a reporting officer has to rely on what he has been told. If the accused pleads not guilty, a finding of guilt based solely on hearsay evidence would clearly be unsafe. Where a prisoner desires to dispute the hearsay evidence and for this purpose to question the witness, and where there is insuperable or very grave difficulties in arranging for his attendance, the panel should refuse to admit that evidence or, if it has already come to their notice, should expressively dismiss it from their consideration. If there are prisoner witnesses who should be called (see paragraph 68 below), but they are unwilling to appear, the panel must assess the credibility of the hearsay evidence and disregard it where there is any doubt.

Calling of Witnesses

Prisoner witnesses cannot be compelled to give evidence. Although a case has no power to compel the attendance of an officer at the prison, an inmate who has committed an offence which encompasses all officials in a prison and not only prison officers, an officer of the prison may be required by the Governor, as part of his duties, to appear as a witness. The panel has the discretion to refuse to call witnesses named by the accused prisoner but this must be done reasonably, for example if it thinks that the request is part of an attempt by the prisoner to render the hearing unmanageable or that a witness could not contribute to the investigation, the panel should question the prisoner to satisfy themselves that the witness was indeed at the scene of the incident at the material time, or may otherwise have relevant evidence, and that his evidence, if believed, must be material and weigh on their decision on the point at issue. The panel should not refuse to call a witness because it is inconvenient to do so, or because they already feel that a prisoner is guilty; they should not exclude the possibility that material witnesses as yet uncalled may bring vital testimony, nor should they restrict themselves to calling a sample of the witnesses requested. The panel is, however, under no duty to call the witness if the prisoner does not make his request clear and, if necessary, help the panel to identify that witness.

(70) If, unknown to the prisoner, someone has witnessed the incident, and the authorities know this, they are under a duty to bring it to the attention of the panel, since any finding of guilt by the panel may be unsafe if they do not.

Offences involving Charges against more than one Inmate

If, where more than one inmate is charged with an offence relating to one incident, the panel decides to hear the cases separately, care should be taken to ensure that evidence heard at one adjudication is not taken into account in reaching a decision in another adjudication without that evidence being presented at that other hearing. An accused must only be convicted on evidence which he himself has heard. It is open to an adjudicating panel to hear the cases in stages, using adjournments, to allow two or more cases to be progressed concurrently to virtually simultaneous conclusions. An example of this would be where 2 prisoners are charged with doing gross personal violence to a third prisoner. To avoid the risk of collusion or falsification of the evidence on the part of the accused it might be decided to hear the cases separately and proceed with the adjudication on one of them until he has presented his defence. The case could then be adjourned while the charge is heard separately against the second accused. By the time the second accused has presented his answer it will be possible for the panel to determine whether there is any discrepancy in the stories of the two accused. It would then be open to the panel to return to the first case, and to hear the second accused as a witness giving evidence this time in front of the first accused. The case could be further adjourned while the first accused is present as a witness at the hearing of the second accused. Each adjournment could then be carried through to a conclusion.
Evidence from Persons outside the Establishment

(72) If evidence from a person outside the establishment is likely to be relevant, he or she should be invited to attend the hearing and the importance of this should be explained. If the accused does not dispute the evidence to be given and will accept a written statement without wishing to ask questions of the witness, and the panel is satisfied that the accused will not be prejudiced thereby, a written statement may be accepted.

Split and Majority Verdicts

(73) The way in which a panel comes to a decision is its affair alone. When the panel members cannot agree, the majority opinion will prevail, if the panel is equally divided the prisoner should be found not guilty. Where the panel disagrees on the appropriateness of an award, there is obvious scope for compromise in terms of the type of award and its severity.

Consistency of Awards

(74) The Working Party on Adjudication Procedures in Prisons (The Werner Report) explained why anything analogous to a tariff system should not be introduced and had this to say:

"When deciding on an award in a particular case the Board will no doubt wish to impose the minimum necessary to recognise the seriousness of the offence and to discourage repetition by the prisoner himself or by other prisoners. For this purpose, it is essential that they should take account not only of the circumstances of the particular offence but of the record, character and circumstances of the prisoner; namely, the stage in his sentence and the extent to which certain awards may have either no or only limited application to him; of the type of establishment and the particular regime it is following, and of the general state of order and discipline (including the prevalence of the offence at the particular time). The fact that this combination of circumstances needs to be taken into account makes it infeasible and inappropriate that the level of award for comparable offences should vary both within, and between, establishments. Indeed, it seems to us that it is illogical and arbitrary to support its operation under a standard tariff which disregarded these essential differences between individual cases which we have described."

"So far as consistency of awards within an establishment is concerned, we recommend that:

(a) The adjudicating panel should have available to it a list of previous offences and awards over the previous twelve months together with details of the adjudicating panel, the plea, and a short note of any special circumstances affecting the level of the award. In establishments where adjudications are less frequent ..., a list of awards for comparable offences over a longer period would probably be helpful.

(b) The monthly meeting of the full Board should include a discussion of offences and awards made by adjudicating panels, with the respective chairman drawing attention to any points of particular interest.

(c) The governor should be invited to provide details of his awards during the previous month, again drawing attention to any points of particular interest."

Public Pronouncement

(75) In Campbell and F..., the European Court of Human Rights considered the requirement in Article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights that everyone charged with a criminal offence is entitled to a public hearing and made clear that there was no requirement to admit the public to adjudications and that the requirement to pronounce judgement publicly could not be interpreted literally. However, some steps are necessary where a panel makes a finding in respect of a charge which is especially grave i.e. mutiny, incitement to mutiny or causing personal violence to an officer, to make the judgement publicly known.

(76) The panel should therefore make arrangements through its clerk to inform the local press of the following information when it has dealt with an offence which is especially grave (Prison Rule 52(11):

- The name of the prisoner
- The offence with which he was charged
- The finding and, where the prisoner was found guilty
- The awards made.
Prison Rules

Appendix 6 is an extract from the Prison Rules 1964 (as amended to end of 1983). In respect of Rule 5612I the directions of the Secretary of State are to be found in Standing Order 3D 41 and 42 and Circular Instruction 58/1976: Boards of Visitors have the power to remit or mitigate disciplinary awards only in the limited circumstances described in paragraph 5 of the Circular Instruction: that is where there is an application for the restoration of forfeited remission which was imposed by a Governor and exceeds 28 days or which was imposed by both a Governor and a Board on separate occasions.
Model Procedure for the Conduct of an Adjudication by a Panel of the Board of Visitors.

General

(1) The proceedings should be started afresh without reference to the record of proceedings before the Governor or of any non-disciplinary inquiry dealing with the same matter, and without access to the inmate's prison record or the record of any previous prison offences committed by him.

(2) It will be expedient for the adjudicating panel to have an advance list of witnesses whom the prisoner wishes to call.

(3) A record of the proceedings should be taken down on Form 256.

(4) It is open to an adjudicating panel to adjourn a hearing to either a later time, or a later date, if they consider this desirable, eg. for further information or enquiries, or for the presence of a witness who is not available.

Notes

(1) i. The fresh start is to enable the adjudication panel to determine the case solely on the evidence presented at its hearing. Statements written in connection with the hearing by the Governor or with any other inquiry into the incident (e.g. by the Board at the request of the Prison Department) may be accepted as evidence provided they are read out in the presence of the accused. If the accused wishes to question the person who made the statement, he must be permitted to do so. The record of the Governor's hearing should be admitted as evidence if it is claimed that evidence from any party at that hearing contradicts evidence from the same party at the panel hearing.

ii. If an earlier inquiry — for example under Rule 94(2) — has been conducted by Board members, the adjudicating panel should be different from those who conducted the earlier inquiry on the matter.

iii. It is inevitable that sometimes some Board members may know something of an inmate's history, but details of his previous disciplinary offences should not be supplied to the adjudicating panel before the hearing. These details can be supplied if and when an award is being considered (see paragraphs 3 and 45).

(2) The accused should be asked to indicate in advance of the hearing the witnesses he would like to call so that arrangements can be made to make them available for the hearing. It will still be open to the accused to ask, during the course of the hearing, to call additional witnesses, and it will be open to the panel to call witnesses other than those requested by the accused.

(3) The record of the adjudication does not need to be verbatim. It must include a record of the preliminaries, the specific evidence relied upon, the findings and, where appropriate, the reasons for the awards imposed so that anyone reading it subsequently can form an accurate picture of the whole of the adjudication. The record is usually taken by the clerk to the Board, but the chairman and members of the adjudicating panel may take notes for themselves to assist them during the conduct of the proceedings. Although the record must eventually be on Form 256, it does not necessarily have to be taken down on Form 256 at the time but may be written subsequently, for example from contemporaneous notes. It should then be signed by the chairman of the panel who is responsible for the accuracy and accuracy of the record.

(4) Any panel which grants legal representation to the assistance of an adviser will always certainly need to adjourn the hearing. Where it does so, it is open to the panel to ask the Governor to consider whether an accused prisoner who has been represented under Prison Rule 48 should continue to be represented during the adjournment.
Before the Hearing

The Clerk to the Board of Visitors should check that:

(a) a fresh Form 256 has been prepared for the hearing and that each charge, as recorded on Form 256, is one that is provided for in, and follows, the wording of the appropriate paragraph of Prison Rule 47.

(b) in addition to the formal wording under the Rules, each charge contains sufficient additional explanatory detail to leave the accused in no doubt as to the precise nature of the charge against him.

(c) a fresh Form 1127 (Notice of Report) has been issued to the accused in respect of the charge(s) having been brought and the accused having no really clear recollection of precisely what happened, it is important that the accused is left in no doubt precisely what he is being charged with, e.g. when the charge is one of assault on an officer it should be expanded by an addition such as ‘is by striking Officer Smith in the face with his fist’.

(d) the wording of some offences contains alternatives, so it is particularly necessary to check that the charge indicates clearly which alternative applies. For example, Rule 47(7) refers to a prisoner having an unauthorised article “in his cell or room or in his possession”. The charge should specify the alternative relevant to the case i.e. “in his cell”, “in his room” or “in his possession” (but see Appendix B).

(e) if a charge is not one provided for in the Rules, it is not an offence against discipline, so cannot be sustained, e.g. a charge of not having a haircut is not an offence: refusing to obey an order to have a haircut is an offence (subject to the provisions in Rule 28).

Very often there is a confused situation at the time of an offence with the possibility of one or more of several charges being brought and the accused having no really clear recollection of precisely what happened, it is important that the accused is left in no doubt precisely what he is being charged with, e.g. when the charge is one of assault on an officer it should be expanded by an addition such as “is by striking Officer Smith in the face with his fist”.

The formal wording of some offences contains alternatives, so it is particularly necessary to check that the charge indicates clearly which alternative applies. For example, Rule 47(7) refers to a prisoner having an unauthorised article “in his cell or room or in his possession”. The charge should specify the alternative relevant to the case i.e. “in his cellar”, “in his room” or “in his possession” (but see Appendix B).

The charge should be clear as to what is alleged e.g. (Prison Rule 47(1)) - has in his possession an unauthorised article, in, at 10.00pm on 11.12.75, in the heavy workshop, was found to have £1 treasury note in his pockets.

The facts of an offence against good order and discipline (Prison Rule 47(1)(b)) should be specified.

The accused will have been issued with a Form 1127 in respect of the hearing in front of the Governor. If he has set out his defence in writing on the reverse of that form he may ask for this to be read out at the hearing before the panel. Nevertheless, he should be given notice of the panel’s hearing, and the opportunity to put an amended defence or additional points, by being supplied with a fresh Form 1127 at least 2 hours before the start of the hearing.

If there has not been an initial inquiry into the charge(s) by the governor, the accused has been deprived of certain safeguards, including the governor’s power to direct the criminal, and a panel has no jurisdiction in the matter.

If the Secretary of State’s directions have not been sought, it could mean that a Board is being asked to deal with an offence which should have been referred to the police with a view to it being dealt with in the courts. Prison Rule 51(5) also provides that the Secretary of State may require charges specified in this Rule to be referred to him, instead of to a panel of the Board, in which case an officer of the Secretary of State is nominated to inquire into the charge. (This power is used only on rare occasions, e.g. where the offence is against a member of the Board or the governor has not an appropriate case to refer to the police.)
Form 1145 (Explanation of the Procedure at Adjudications by Boards of Visitors) has been issued to the accused in sufficient time for him to study it.

The Medical Officer has certified on Form 256 that the accused is fit for adjudication and punishment, and that any report prepared by the Medical Officer for the attention of the panel is available. Exceptionally, where there is no full-time cover available at the time and the part-time medical officer has been unable to examine the accused before the hearing the adjudication may nevertheless proceed, but no punishment will be awarded any inmate about whose fitness for the punishment the adjudicating panel has any doubt, nor will any award of cellular confinement be made until the inmate has been medically examined.

Notes

ff) Form 1145 is the only advance information given to the inmate about the procedure followed at an adjudication by a panel of the Board.

fg) i. Prison Rule 53(12) provides that no award of cellular confinement shall be made unless the Medical Officer has certified that the inmate is in a fit state of health to be so dealt with. Standing Orders require that arrangements are made to enable the Medical Officer to examine the accused for his fitness to undergo cellular confinement, and that he reports any matter affecting the inmate’s physical and mental condition which appears relevant to the adjudication including, where appropriate, his opinion that the mental condition of the prisoner was such that he should not be held fully responsible for his actions at the time of his alleged offence. The examination will be on the day of, and preceding, the adjudication (and resumption of the adjudication following any adjournment). Exceptionally, however, where there is no full-time cover available at the time and the part-time medical officer is unable to examine the accused within the 24 hours immediately preceding the adjudication (or the resumption following any adjournment) the examination may follow the adjudication, provided that it does so as soon as possible (ordinarily within 24 hours following the adjudication) and that no award of cellular confinement is made unless the Medical Officer has certified the inmate fits for it.

ii. If during an adjudication the panel is in doubt about a prisoner’s culpability at the time of an offence, or about his state of mind, it should ask the Medical Officer whether he, can assist in these matters.

Opening Procedure

It is the responsibility of the Chairman of the panel to see that the following steps are taken, either by the Chairman of the panel or by the clerk and that they, and the responses of the accused, are recorded on Form 256. The panel will not normally know in advance whether they will be receiving a request for legal representation or the assistance of an adviser, or whether the hearing will be adjourned for this or any other reason and, in consequence, whether they or another panel will hear the adjudication. Steps 6–12 must be carried out in respect of every charge referred to the Board. Where the adjudicating panel is different from a panel which considered an application for legal representation or assistance, steps 6–12 must be repeated as appropriate.

(6) Identify the accused.
Ask the accused whether he has received Form 1127 and Form 1145, and make sure that he understands what the procedure will be.

Read out the charge(s).

Ask the accused whether he understands the charge(s), and explain to him any matter about which he is in any doubt.

Ask the accused whether he has had sufficient time to prepare his answer to the charge(s).

Ask whether or not the accused has made a written answer to the charge(s).

Ask the accused if he wishes to be assisted by an adviser.

Ask the accused whether he has received Form 1127 and Form 1145, and make sure that he understands what the procedure will be.

Read out the charge(s).

Ask the accused whether he understands the charge(s), and explain to him any matter about which he is in any doubt.

Ask the accused whether he has had sufficient time to prepare his answer to the charge(s).

Ask whether or not the accused has made a written answer to the charge(s).

Notes

If the panel is satisfied that the accused needs more information on the procedure of the charge(s), more time to prepare his answer to the charge(s) or to make out his case for representation or assistance, the hearing should not proceed until this has been remedied. Where a person has difficulty in understanding English, he should be given assistance by members of the adjudicating panel, staff or, if necessary, an interpreter to enable him to participate in the proceedings. If the prisoner claims that he is awaiting advice or a visit from his solicitor in order to prepare his defence or his case for representation or assistance, the panel should establish whether in fact a solicitor has been approached and whether the circumstances of the alleged offence are such that the prisoner will be seriously disadvantaged if the hearing proceeds. The panel may consider an adjournment. If it denies such an adjournment, which it is entitled to do, it should bear in mind that the prisoner may say that his defence or his arguments for representation or assistance will be prejudiced unless he receives advice from his solicitor.

The panel may already know, e.g. through a written application, that the prisoner wants to be represented or assisted.

The panel is only bound by the terms of the Tarrent judgement to consider applications from prisoners for legal representation or the assistance of an adviser, but every prisoner before them will know from the F1145 that he may make such an application and every prisoner should be asked specifically whether he wants representation or assistance.

If the panel has any reason to doubt local representation, it cannot reverse its decision. It is however open to the panel to consider a request for local representation or assistance at any stage and, if it limits representation or assistance, it should decide whether it is satisfied that it should proceed itself from a fresh hearing which will have to take place following an adjournment.

It is enough for the panel to be satisfied on balance that the prisoner's request for representation or assistance should or should not be granted: it is not the case that a panel may reject an application only if it is sure beyond reasonable doubt that representation or assistance is not needed.

If the prisoner does not request representation or assistance, it should not be granted to him. Equally, if he requests representation but not assistance or, having been refused representation but offered assistance, declines assistance, assistance should not be granted to him.

The panel might find it necessary to hear the details of the case against the accused before reaching its decision.

It is important that it is apparent from the record of the hearing [F269] where an application for local assistance or representation was refused that it was properly considered.
Where the panel grants legal representation, it should announce that it is allowing the same facility to the Governor; and if it grants legal representation or assistance it will normally be necessary to adjourn the hearing: where it refuses such requests the adjudication may proceed provided that the panel is satisfied that the accused has had sufficient time to prepare his answer to the charges.

Ask the accused in respect of each charge whether he pleads guilty or not guilty.

If the accused pleads not guilty or refuses to plead, proceed in accordance with paragraphs 17 to 28 inclusive, but if the accused pleads guilty, proceed in accordance with paragraphs 29 to 33 inclusive.

The Hearing

In a legally represented hearing, the main roles will be taken by the panel and the two lawyers. It is for the panel to decide the ordering procedure and to conduct the proceedings as an impartial inquiry to discover the facts and the truth and to give the prisoner, through his legal representative, a full opportunity of presenting his case.

In what follows references to the reporting officer and the accused or the inmate, should be taken to include the phrases 'or the Governor's representative as appropriate' and 'or his legal representative, as appropriate'.

Notes

i. Where representation or assistance is approved the panel may fix a reasonable date for the substantive hearing and indicate that only in exceptional circumstances would they or another panel consent to a further adjournment.

ii. If the adjudication is adjourned to arrange representation or assistance or for any other reason, it will normally be necessary for the resumed hearing to repeat steps 6-11.

iii. A separate record (P256) should be made in respect of each charge.

iv. If the accused refuses to plead, or qualifies a plea of guilty, a not guilty plea should be entered on Form 256, and the hearing should proceed as if the accused has pleaded guilty. A plea of guilty should be recorded only if the prisoner pleads guilty to the essential element or elements of the charge: for example, a prisoner who admits that his allegation was false but denies it was malicious, or who admits to possessing a drug but denies knowing it had been used for smoking controlled drugs, should be recorded as making a not guilty plea.

v. If, in addition, the accused refuses to speak during the proceedings, it should be explained to him that the hearing will nevertheless continue, that all other available evidence will be heard, and that the question of guilt, and of the award to be made if the finding is guilty, will be decided in the light of that evidence.

vi. Where a charge is dealt with in absentia (see paragraph 51 of the General Guidance) the plea should be recorded as not guilty.
The Hearing (if the inmate has pleaded not guilty or is treated as so doing)

(17) The panel should hear the evidence of the reporting officer, and invite the accused, if he so wishes, to question the officer on his evidence, or on relevant matters which the officer has not covered. The Chairman and other members of the panel may also wish to ask questions for clarification.

(18) The panel should repeat 17 for any other witnesses in support of the charge. An inmate should be asked to confirm that he is prepared to give evidence, as he cannot be compelled to do so. An officer of the prison who is a witness may be required by the Governor to attend as part of his duties. Witnesses other than the reporting officer should not normally remain in the room after they have given their evidence and been questioned on it.

(19) If any exhibit is produced during the hearing (eg a weapon which has been used, or an unauthorised article found in the accused's possession) this should be described and recorded at the time it is produced.

Notes

(17) i. There is no objection to the reporting officer reading out his evidence from a previously prepared statement: this should be incorporated in the record of the hearing. (See also note i. to 13.)

ii. If the accused in any way abuses the opportunity to question the officer directly the Chairman may insist on questions being put through him.

iii. If, at this stage, the accused wishes to change his plea to guilty, this may be accepted and the hearing continued in accordance with paragraphs 29 to 33.

iv. If the reporting officer is temporarily not available to give evidence in person, the situation should be explained to the accused and where the absence is likely to be less than 3 weeks it should be left to him to decide whether the hearing should proceed with the witness's written evidence and in the knowledge that he would not be able to question the officer on his evidence, or whether the hearing should be adjourned until the officer returns to duty. (The procedure will not apply where the reporting officer has no first-hand knowledge of the alleged offence, eg an escape from another establishment.) Where the accused chooses to await the availability of the officer and he is separated under Prison Rule 48, the Chairman should ask the Governor to consider whether separation is still necessary during the adjournment.

v. If the reporting officer is likely to be unavailable for more than 3 weeks for any reason, the hearing is interrupted or the advice of the Governor should be sought.

(18) It is most important that, on leaving the adjudication room, a witness should not have the opportunity to talk to those waiting to give evidence.

(19) For disposal of exhibits, see note ii., to 48.
The panel should invite the accused to make his defence to the charge(s) and to give oral evidence if he wishes. This is the appropriate time for any written defence or explanation he has made on Form 1127 to be read out. Unless he wishes to call witnesses, this is also the appropriate time for him to comment on the evidence and to point out anything he thinks is in his favour.

If the accused asks to call witnesses, whether named in advance or during the hearing, the panel should ask him to say what he thinks their evidence will show or prove. Unless the adjudicating panel is satisfied (after any submission from the accused) that the witnesses will not be able to give relevant evidence, they should be called. An inmate witness should be asked to confirm that he is prepared to give evidence, as he cannot be compelled to do so. An officer of the prison may be required by the Governor to give evidence as part of his duties.

The panel should invite the accused's witnesses to say what they know of the affair, and invite the accused, if he so wishes, to question them on their evidence or on anything else that appears relevant to the case. The reporting officer should also be given the opportunity to question the accused or witnesses, and members of the panel may also wish to ask questions. The witnesses should not remain in the room after they have given their evidence and been questioned on it.

The panel should invite the accused's witnesses to say what they know of the affair, and invite the accused, if he so wishes, to question them on their evidence or on anything else that appears relevant to the case. The reporting officer should also be given the opportunity to question the accused or witnesses, and members of the panel may also wish to ask questions. The witnesses should not remain in the room after they have given their evidence and been questioned on it.

The adjudicating panel may also wish to call witnesses, even though they have not been named by the accused or the reporting officer.

After all the witnesses have been heard, the panel should ask the accused whether he wishes to say anything further about his case, to comment on the evidence, or to draw attention to any relevant considerations. If the accused tries to bring up points in mitigation at this stage, the points should be noted and considered carefully at the appropriate time (see paragraph 29 below).
The panel should consider the question of guilt. Where it does not retire to a separate room to do so, the governor, any other member of the staff (including the clerk to the Board) and all other persons should leave the room; the accused and his escort should then leave the room.

Where the panel reaches a conclusion that the evidence constitutes a lesser offence than that with which the prisoner is charged, it must return a finding of not guilty.

When the panel have come to a decision on the finding, then, depending on the practice followed (see paragraph 25 above), either the panel should return to the room, or the accused and his escort should be recalled, followed by such members of the staff and other persons as need to be present.

The Chairman of the panel should announce its decision(s) and this should be recorded on Form 256.

Notes

i. This is necessary to demonstrate that the panel is entirely independent. To avoid any appearance that the panel was improperly influenced in its decision by the Governor or the member of staff deputising for him at the hearing, it is essential that there should be no communication or opportunity to communicate at this stage between him and members of the panel except in the presence of the accused. No evidence of any kind should be taken, or decision communicated, except in the presence of the accused.

ii. The panel should find the prisoner guilty only if it is satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that he is guilty of all the essential elements of the charge (see paragraph iii of the Preface and 61 of the General Guidance).

The panel has no power to reduce a charge during the hearing or to direct that a lesser charge should be substituted. (See also paragraph 63 of the General Guidance).

See note to 25 i.

When more than one charge is being heard at the same time the finding on each charge should be clearly stated and recorded, by cross-referencing if necessary on the Form 256.
If the finding in respect of any Charge being Heard is one of Guilty:

(29) The inmate should be asked whether he wishes to say anything in mitigation. If he asks to call any person to support his plea in mitigation this should be allowed unless the panel is satisfied that the witness will not be able to give relevant evidence. If no plea in mitigation is put forward, this fact should be recorded on Form 256.

(30) The Chairman of the panel should then invite the governor, or the member of staff deputising for him, to give a report on the inmate including whether the inmate is subject to a suspended or current disciplinary award, his conduct generally during his current sentence and any other information the panel should be aware of and details of previous prison offences during the current sentence. Ask the inmate whether he wishes to add anything or to put any question to the governor in connection with his report.

(31) The panel should consider, privately, as in paragraph 25 above, awards it will make. No award of cellular confinement may be made unless the medical officer has certified that day that the inmate is fit for it; and if the inmate has not been medically examined that day no other punishment will be awarded if the panel has any doubt about the inmate's fitness for it. The panel may adjourn, for a period not normally exceeding 24 hours, for any necessary medical examination to be made.

(32) When the panel have decided on the awards to be made, it should proceed as in paragraph 27 above.

(33) The panel should announce the awards and if the panel is making awards in respect of more than one charge, whether the awards are to be cumulative or concurrent with, other awards.

Notes

(30) i. The Chairman of the panel may put questions to the Governor to clarify or elicit further information relevant to the question of punishment or, about any period the accused has been segregated whilst awaiting adjudication.

ii. Essentially, the report should be about the prisoner's behaviour during his current sentence and should not include details of his criminal history. No information should be given to the panel in the absence of the prisoner except, of course, where the whole hearing has been in absence (see paragraph 52 of the General Guidance).

iii. Where the report is read from a previously prepared note this should form part of the record of the adjudication.

(31) i. See note to 25 i.

ii. Ordinarily the inmate will have been medically examined on the day of the adjudication. There is however a dispensation at establishments where there is only a part-time medical officer (see note to 51).

(32) See notes to 25.

(33) i. The awards must be within the range of, and expressed in the terms of, the Prison Rules.

ii. Neither the award nor any entry in the "Remarks" section of Form 256 should include any reference to any administrative action or any recommendation for such action (eg, placing on Rule 43, return to a closed prison, or disposal of exhibits). If it is desired to make reference to exhibits it would be appropriate to tell the inmate that they will be disposed of by the governor in accordance with standing instructions.
If the inmate is subject to an extant suspended award, the panel's decision on the suspended award must be announced and explained to the inmate and recorded on Form 256. The decision may be to:

(*a) direct that the suspended award shall take effect; or

(*b) reduce the period or amount of the suspended award and direct that it shall take effect as so reduced; or

(c) vary the original direction by substituting for the period specified a period expiring not later than 6 months from the date of variation; or

(d) give no direction with respect to the suspended award.

In either of these cases the panel may order that it should take effect immediately, or that it should commence on the expiration of an award of the same nature imposed for the current offence.

The clerk should ensure the awards are correctly entered in the appropriate spaces on Form 256 before the Chairman of the adjudicating panel signs and dates the form.

If the charge was in respect of an especially grave offence (prison Rule 52(1)) the clerk should arrange for the local press to be informed.

Notes

iii. An individual award may not be suspended in part, but when a penalty comprising more than one award is imposed one or more of them may be wholly suspended. Thus, an award of forfeiture of privileges, for example, may be suspended in its entirety but not in part and a penalty comprising, say, forfeiture of privileges and cellular confinement may be suspended by ordering that both elements of either should be wholly suspended.

iv. A suspended award will not usually be appropriate for an offence where violence has been used and injuries caused or where there has been a serious offence against good order and discipline. Suspended awards of forfeiture of remission should be made only where there are special extenuating circumstances and, where an award of more than 14 days' forfeiture of remission is imposed, the F256 should indicate what those extenuating circumstances are.

v. A suspended award may not be activated unless a prisoner is found guilty of a further offence which was committed during the period of suspension.

vi. The activation of a suspended award may not be ordered as the punishment for the further offence if, an award is made for the further offence and in addition the panel may order the suspended award to take effect in whole or in part.

(34) Where awards are made in respect of more than one charge, each Form 256 should show separately the relevant awards. See notes to 33.

(35) The Clerk should provide the following information:

The name of the prisoner
The offence with which he was charged
The finding and, where the prisoner was found guilty
The award.
The Hearing (if the accused has pleaded Guilty)

(36) The panel should hear the evidence of the reporting officer, and invite the accused, if he so wishes, to question the officer on his evidence or on relevant matters which the officer has not covered. The Chairman or other members of the panel may also wish to ask questions for clarification.

(37) The panel should repeat 36 for any other witnesses in support of the case. An inmate should be asked to confirm that he is prepared to give evidence, as he cannot be compelled to do so. An officer of the prison may be required by the Governor to give evidence as part of his duties.

Witnesses other than the reporting officer should not normally remain in the room after they have given their evidence and been questioned on it.

(38) If any exhibit is produced during the hearing (eg. a weapon which has been used, or an unauthorised article found in the accused's possession) this should be described and recorded at the time it is produced.

(39) The panel should invite the accused to offer an explanation of his conduct. This is the appropriate time for any written explanation he has made on Form 1127 to be read out.

(40) If the accused asks to call witnesses, whether named in advance or during the hearing, the panel should ask him to say what he thinks their evidence will show or prove. Unless the adjudicating panel is satisfied after any submission from the accused that the witnesses will not be able to give relevant evidence, they should be called. An inmate witness should be asked to confirm that he is prepared to give evidence, as he cannot be compelled to do so. An officer of the prison may be required by the Governor to give evidence as part of his duties. If the panel decides not to call a witness request:

Notes

(36) i. There is no objection to the reporting officer reading out his evidence from a previously-prepared statement, which should be incorporated in the record of the hearing (see also note i to 1).

ii. If the accused in any way abuses the opportunity to question the officer directly, the Chairman of the panel may insist on questions being put through him.

iii. If the accused himself or through witnesses challenges facts on which the charge is based, the plea should be entered as not guilty and the hearing should be continued in accordance with paragraphs 17 to 35.

iv. If the reporting officer is temporarily not available see notes iv. and v. to 17.

(37) i. If an essential witness is temporarily unavailable see notes iv. and v. to 17 are applicable.

ii. See note to 18.

(38) For the disposal of exhibits see note ii. to 47.

(39) If the inmate has prepared a written statement which he wishes the panel to consider he may be invited to read it aloud, but if he declines the statement should be read out by the Chairman of the panel. See also note 5c.

(40) i. Whether the witnesses named by the accused are inmates or members of the staff, it is for the panel to decide whether any or all of them are likely to be able to assist in establishing the facts (see paragraph 21 ii).

ii. If an essential witness is temporarily unavailable see notes iv. and v. to 17 are applicable.
ed by the accused, he should be told why and given the opportunity to comment. The reason for the decision should be recorded in the record of the hearing.

(41) The panel should invite the accused's witnesses to say what they know of the affair or, as the case may be, to state any matters in mitigation and invite the accused, if he so wishes, to question them on their evidence or on anything else that appears relevant to the case or to the question of mitigation. The reporting officer should also be given the opportunity to question the accused or witnesses, and members of the panel may also wish to ask questions. The witnesses should not remain in the room after they have given their evidence and been questioned on it.

(42) The adjudicating panel may also wish to call witnesses, even though they have not been named by the accused or the reporting officer.

(43) If the panel is satisfied that the inmate is guilty of the offence with which he is charged, the Chairman of the panel should announce this, and the finding should be recorded on Form 256.

(44) After all the witnesses have been heard, the panel should ask the accused whether he wishes to say anything further about his case, to comment on the evidence, or to draw attention to any relevant considerations particularly anything in mitigation. If he asks to call any person to support his plea in mitigation this should be allowed unless the panel is satisfied that the witness will not be able to give relevant evidence. If no plea in mitigation is put forward, the fact should be recorded on Form 256.

(45) The Chairman of the panel should then invite the governor, or member of staff deputising for him, to give a report on the inmate including whether the inmate is subject to a suspended or current disciplinary award, his conduct generally during his current sentence, any other information the panel should be aware of and details of his previous-prison offences during the current sentence.

Notes

(41) i. If the accused has asked to call a witness who appears to have a useful contribution to make but who is not available to give evidence, see note to paragraph 22 above regarding possible adjournment.

ii. See also note to 18.

(43) When more than one charge is being heard at the same time the finding on each charge should be clearly stated.

(44) As the accused has pleaded guilty, it may not be necessary to follow the procedure at paragraph 25 above.

(45) i. The Chairman of the panel may put questions to the Governor to clarify or elicit further information relevant to the question of punishment, or, about any period the accused has been segregated whilst awaiting adjudication.

ii. Essentially, the report should be about the prisoner's behaviour during his current sentence and should not include details of his criminal history. No information should be given to the panel in the absence of the prisoner except, of course, where the hearing has been in apposition paragrah 51 of the General Guidance.

iii. Where the report is read from a previously-prepared note this should form part of the record of the adjudication.
The panel should consider what awards it will make. Where it does not retire to a separate room to do so the governor, any other members of the staff (including the clerk to the Board) and all other persons should leave the room; the prisoner and his escort should then leave the room.

No award of cellular confinement shall be made unless the medical officer has certified that day that the inmate is fit for it; and if the inmate has not been medically examined that day no other punishment will be awarded if the panel has any doubt about the inmate’s fitness for it. The panel may adjourn, for a period not normally exceeding 24 hours, for any necessary medical examination to be made.

When the panel have decided on the awards to be made, then, depending on the practice followed (see paragraph 46 above), either the panel should return to the room, or the inmate and his escort should be recalled, followed by such members of the staff and other persons as need to be present.

The panel should announce the award, and if the panel is making awards in respect of more than one charge, whether the awards are to be cumulative or concurrent with, other awards.

If an award is ordered to be suspended, or it includes the stoppage of earnings under the provisions of Prison Rule 53(11), the terms of the award must be set out in writing in the ‘Remarks’ section of Form 256, and the inmate’s liability explained to him in ordinary language.

If the inmate is subject to an extant suspended award, the panel’s decision on the suspended award must be announced and explained to the inmate and recorded on Form 256. The decision may be to:

(*a) direct that the suspended award shall take effect; or

(*b) reduce the period or amount of the suspended award and direct that it shall take effect as so reduced; or

(c) vary the original direction by substituting for the period specified a period expiring not later than 6 months from the date of variation; or

(d) give no direction with respect to the suspended award.

*In either of these cases the panel may order that it should take effect immediately, or that it should commence on the expiration of an award of the same nature imposed for the current offence.

Notes

i. Ordinary, the inmate will have been medically examined on the day of the hearing. There is, however, a dispensation at establishments where there is only a part-time medical officer (see note to 51).

ii. An individual award may not be suspended in part, but when a penalty comprising more than one award is imposed one or more of them may be wholly suspended. Thus, an award of forfeiture or privation, for example, may be suspended in its entirety but not in part, and a penalty comprising, say, forfeiture of privation and cellular confinement may be suspended by ordering that both elements or either should be wholly suspended.

ii. If the inmate has not been medically examined that day no other punishment will be awarded if the panel has any doubt about the inmate’s fitness for it. The panel may adjourn, for a period not normally exceeding 24 hours, for any necessary medical examination to be made.

v. A suspended award will not usually be commuted for an offence where violence has been used and injuries caused or where there has been a serious offence against good order and discipline. Suspended awards of forfeiture of remission shall be made only where there are special extenuating circumstances and where an award of more than 13 days’ forfeiture of remission is imposed the P256 should indicate what these extenuating circumstances are.
The clerk should ensure the awards are correctly entered in the appropriate spaces on Form 256 before the Chairman of the adjudicating panel signs and dates the form.

If the charge was in respect of an especially grave offence (Prison Rule 52(1)) the clerk should arrange for the local press to be informed.

Notes

v. A suspended award may not be activated unless a prisoner is found guilty of a further offence which was committed during the period of suspension.

vi. The activation of a suspended award may not be ordered as the punishment for the further offence if an award is made for the further offence and in addition the Board may order the suspended award to take effect in whole or in part.

v. It is important that where awards are made in respect of more than one charge, each Form 256 should show separately the relevant awards. See notes to 48.

v. The Clerk should provide the following information:
- The name of the prisoner
- The offence with which he was charged
- The finding and where the prisoner was found guilty
- The award.
Appendix 1:
Explanation of the Procedure at a Hearing of a Disciplinary Charge by a Governor or Board of Visitors

When you appear before the Governor or the Board of Visitors* at the hearing of a disciplinary charge the procedure will be as described below. Statutory Rules about discipline are set out in your copy of the General Information Booklet for Prisoners. If you want any advice before the hearing about the procedure, ask your officer about it.

(1) The Governor will ask you whether you received the Notice of Chairman Report (Form 1127) showing the charge(s) against you.

(2) You will be asked whether you have received this card which explains the procedure at the hearing of a charge. If you do not understand the procedure then you should say so.

(3) The charge(s) will be read out to you. If there is any difference between the charge(s) read out and the charge(s) on the Notice of Report, or if you are in any doubt about any charge, this will be your opportunity to say so.

(4) You will be asked whether you have had enough time to prepare your defence to the charge(s). If you consider you need more time, you should say so and give your reasons so that it can be considered whether the hearing should be adjourned to allow you more time.

(5) You will be asked whether you have made a written answer to the charge.

(6) If the hearing is before the Board of Visitors, you may ask the Chairman if you can be legally represented or assisted by a friend or adviser. The panel will consider your request and if they agree to it the hearing may be adjourned to a suitable date. If a request for legal representation is granted by the panel the Governor will allow you facilities to contact a solicitor of your choice. If you do not know a solicitor who will act for you the legal aid designated officer will show you the Law Society's regional legal aid solicitors list so that you may choose a solicitor. Your solicitor will advise you about how his costs might be met from the legal aid fund.

(7) If a request for legal representation or assistance is refused the panel will almost certainly wish to proceed with the adjudication and you should be prepared for this.

*In practice, the adjudication will be conducted by a panel of between 2 and 5 members of the Board.
After your witnesses have been heard you will be given the opportunity to say anything further about your case, to comment on the evidence and point out anything you think is in your favour.

The Governor will announce the finding of guilty or not guilty for each charge.

If you have pleaded not guilty but are found guilty, the Governor Chairman will invite you to say, before any punishment is awarded, why you think you should be treated leniently.

You may ask to call someone to support a plea for leniency.

The Governor will ask for a report to be read out on your conduct Chairman and record since you last came into custody, and will ask you whether you want to add anything or ask any question in connection with the report.

The Governor will announce the awards for each offence Chairman proved. If you do not understand how the award will affect you, you should ask for it to be explained to you.

The Governor may adjourn the hearing, or the Governor may Chairman bring a hearing to an end, at an intermediate stage — for example, to await the outcome of any police investigation into the case or to await directions from higher authority, or so that an essential witness may be present. The reason for any adjournment or termination will be given to you.

Form 1145 (revision)

Appendix 2:
The Functions of the Solicitor representing the Governor

The principal function of the solicitor representing the governor is to assist the adjudicating panel in getting at the truth. Before he receives his instructions, the prisoner will have been charged and have appeared before the Governor. The alleged offence will have been investigated by prison officers and some statements may have been taken from witnesses (these are likely to be prison officers, but there may be exceptionally a prisoner who is able and willing to give evidence against the defendant). The solicitor should consider the charge in the light of the evidence to see whether it is appropriate and whether further evidence is required to support it. If further evidence is required, the solicitor should report to the Governor asking for arrangements to be made for him to see the witness and he should ask the panel for an adjournment if this is necessary. If the charge is not appropriate, the solicitor should report to the Governor, suggesting that the proper remedy is for the solicitor to inform the panel that he will not be calling evidence in support of that charge, and inviting the panel to dismiss it. The offence charged may be appropriate but the particulars may be wrong or inadequate. In that case, the solicitor should raise the matter at the beginning of the proceedings before the panel and suggest that the panel should proceed on the basis of the solicitor’s formulation of the particulars. The question of reduction of charges and alternative charges is discussed in paragraphs 10 and 63 of the General Guidance: where the evidence at the hearing does not support the offence charged, it must be dismissed; the charge must not be reduced. If the solicitor is not satisfied with the evidence as set out in the statements supplied to him, he should inform the Governor who will arrange for the solicitor to take further statements from the relevant witnesses.

The solicitor will present the evidence in support of the charge. While the principal function of the solicitor is to assist the panel in getting at the truth he has an important part to play in protecting witnesses from unfair cross-examination and in presenting the other side of the case if the prisoner’s solicitor launches an attack on the conduct of prison officers or on the way the prisoner has been treated in prison. The solicitor will give every assistance to the panel when points of law are raised, whether by the solicitor for the prisoner or by the panel. (This does not mean of course that the panel will wish to look only to the Governor’s representative for advice on legal points. In practice it will be sensible, when a legal point is made, to seek comments from both lawyers present so that when the point has been elucidated the panel will be able to form a judgement.)

Experience suggests that there are a number of requests which the solicitor acting for a prisoner may make. Examples are discussed in the following paragraphs. In relation to each, it must
be remembered that the panel has no powers to compel the attendance of witnesses or the production of documents and cannot impose duties upon prison officers or the Governor of the prison. However, if the panel is of the opinion that in the interests of justice particular action should be taken, the proceedings may be adjourned while the Governor is invited to consider the views expressed by the panel.

The solicitor acting for the prisoner may ask to see copies of all statements which it is intended to use against the prisoner. Where there are such statements, the solicitor representing the Governor will no doubt wish to anticipate this request by providing copies as soon as possible.

The solicitor for the prisoner may require facilities to interview prison officers or other prisoners. This request should be made first to the Governor but if it is repeated to the panel, the solicitor representing the Governor should seek to establish which prisoners it is sought to interview and why it is thought that they may be able to give evidence for the defence. There can be no possibility of arranging for the solicitor to see all the prisoners who were in a particular wing at the relevant time.

The solicitor may ask for a list of names of prisoners in the wing or in particular cells or for a list of officers on duty at the time. This is not a matter for the panel but for the Governor, and the solicitor representing the Governor should seek to narrow the request as far as possible and to find the justification for it.

The solicitor for the prisoner may ask for an identification parade to be held so that his client may seek to identify prisoners or prison officers. Again, this is a matter for the Governor, but the aim should be to discover the case for holding such a parade. A member of staff will not however be compelled to take part in an identification parade against his will.

Appendix 3:
Advice on Various Matters

This note comprises a brief summary of Home Office guidance on some particular adjudication issues relevant to Boards of Visitors proceedings.

Possession of unauthorised articles

(2) In its judgement on 31 July 1984 in the case of King v the Deputy Governor of Camp Hill Prison, the Court of Appeal (Lawton, Griffiths and Browne-Wilkinson LLJ) enunciated its view of the proper construction of Prison Rule 47(7). To be guilty of an offence of having an unauthorised article, the prisoner must have been exercising some control over the unauthorised article in his cell; it is not sufficient merely to ‘know’ of the presence of the article.

(3) Griffiths LJ went on to say that in shared cells it may be more difficult to know whether the article is in the joint possession of all the prisoners or whether one or more are the guilty parties.

(4) It is important therefore, particularly where the prisoner is in a shared cell, that the adjudicator is satisfied that the prisoner was exercising sole or joint control over the article before finding him guilty.

Drug Offences

(5) There is no specific disciplinary offence under the Prison Rules which refers to the possession, use or supply of controlled drugs; charges may be laid under Rule 47, paragraphs (7), (10) or (20) depending on the circumstances of the alleged offence. It is of course open to a Governor to hear a charge under any of these paragraphs or for the matter to be referred to the Board under Rule 51(2).

(6) The standard of proof required when drugs-related charges are heard is the same as that for other disciplinary offences: i.e. a finding of guilt should not be arrived at unless the panel is satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt that the prisoner committed the offence with which he is charged. There is an important difference between the mechanism available for dealing with drug abuse in prisons and that provided by the criminal law. Under the Misuse of Drugs Act 1971 the relevant offence is one of possessing a controlled drug. Prison Rule 47(7) provides for a disciplinary offence of possessing an unauthorised article. It is therefore open to the reporting officer to charge a prisoner under Rule 47(7)
with the possession of a pen or razor which has been in contact with, for example, cannabis resin; a charge need not be limited to possessing cannabis resin itself. This is taken to mean that the jurisdiction of the Misuse of Drugs Act to the effect that a charge of possession can only relate to a measurable quantity of a controlled drug is not binding on charges under the Prison Rules, and a charge under Rule 47(7) may be made out notwithstanding that only traces of the drug, not amounting to a measurable quantity, are found.

A charge of being in possession of controlled drugs or articles such as pens or razors which are believed to have been in contact with controlled drugs will normally be preferred under Prison Rule 47(7). Such a charge may be preferred immediately on discovery but the charge must be formulated as 'had in his possession a controlled drug' or 'had in his possession an article containing traces of a controlled drug' and not 'had in his possession a substance believed to be a controlled drug'. It is then open to the Governor, in consultation with the Regional Director, to refer the matter to the police for investigation and to adjourn the hearing pending the outcome. If discovery of a substance believed to be a controlled drug is not referred to the police for investigation, the adjudication may proceed provided that the prisoner makes a clear and unambiguous admission of guilt. The Governor should satisfy himself, particularly in the case of young offenders or any inmate who might not fully understand the charge, that they recognise the meaning and nature of controlled drugs and that it is a serious offence to possess them. With a clear and unambiguous admission of guilt, it is unnecessary to send the suspected substance for forensic analysis, but only if the prisoner maintains his clear and unambiguous admission of guilt.

Where a prisoner makes a not guilty or equivocal plea before the Governor or, on the case being referred to the Board of Visitors, changes a guilty plea to one which is equivocal or not guilty, the substance may be analysed with a BDH kit; if this proves negative, the charge of possession of controlled drugs must be dropped if positive or if a BDH kit has not been used, the substance must immediately be sent for forensic analysis and the hearing adjourned to be resumed on receipt of a forensic analysis report.

The judgement of Mr Justice McCullough in the Divisional Court on 20 September 1982 in the case of R v Board of Visitors Highpoint Prison ex parte McConkey provided guidance on another aspect of charging in connection with drugs offences ie. where a charge under Rule 47(20) may be appropriate.

McConkey and three other inmates at Highpoint prison were charged under Prison Rule 47(20) with offending against good order and discipline in that 'they were present at a drug smoking party or session'; two other inmates were also charged under Prison Rule 47(7) with being in possession of, or having in bed­

ning, substances believed to be cannabis, or a pipe adapted to smoke drugs. McConkey, and two of the others, were found guilty on the 47(20) charge. In considering the issue in respect of McConkey, Mr Justice McCullough explained that there had been no allegation that McConkey was in possession of the pipe or the cannabis, nor that he encouraged or assisted anyone else to smoke. He rejected the argument that mere presence, knowing that an offence was being committed, could constitute an offence; similarly he rejected the view that a mere observer should be regarded as an offender himself because of the risk that he might be tempted to join in or in some way assist the offender. He also rejected the argument that guilt should result merely because the presence of the observer might happen to assist the offender to escape justice by creating confusion in the mind of an officer as to who was, in fact, offending.

Mr Justice McCullough went on to say that it would be another matter if the inmate present 'willfully encourages the offender, because he then makes himself party to the principal offender's offence and himself offends'. It follows from this that where a prisoner is suspected of being present, even knowingly, when drugs are being smoked or consumed, he should not be charged, under Prison Rule 47(20), with mere presence. To constitute an offence some additional ingredient has to be established. The charge should make clear what the additional ingredient is thought to be so that (a) the adjudicating body is clear that this is an essential feature of the offence which must be proved and (b) that the prisoner has a full opportunity of hearing the allegation and presenting his defence. Clearly everything will depend on the individual circumstances of a case but, as examples, the charge might make it clear that the inmate was suspected of willfully encour­aging or assisting those actually smoking or consuming drugs (eg. by acting as a lookout). Similar considerations apply to offences other than those involving drugs; for example, unauthorised possession or taking of unauthorised articles, Rules 47(7) and (10); damaging a cell or property Rule 47(11); attempts to escape Rule 47(15) and (19); and barricading or arson Rule 47(11) and/or 47(20).

In the light of the judgement by Mr Justice McCullough it is probable that when conducting a judicial review of adjudications in respect of drug related offences the Divisional Court will draw analogies with the criminal law. First, where a prisoner is charged with committing an offence which, if committed outside the prison could result in a charge under the criminal law, it is necessary that the offence of possession be proved to the same standard as is required for a criminal offence under the Misuse of Drugs Act. The adjudicating authority must therefore satisfy itself that the prisoner knew that the unauthorised article was in his possession and that he knew it contained traces of, or was, a controlled drug. It is not necessary that the prisoner should know the precise nature of the drug.
A statement by the prisoner in defence of a charge that he 'did not know the article was there' or that he 'did not know the article had been used for smoking a controlled drug' is a legitimate defence, equally, a statement to the effect that he was exercising no degree of control over an article in his cell is a legitimate defence, even though he admitted knowing the article was there or had been used for smoking drugs. Whether these defences are believed is a matter for judgement by the adjudicating authority, which has the opportunity to decide from, inter alia, the demeanour of the witness whether he is telling the truth. Other statements commonly advanced by a prisoner such as 'someone gave it to me', 'I do not smoke cannabis', 'it is not my pen' and 'I found the pen' do not in themselves constitute a valid defence. They may however be relevant in assessing the credibility of a defence to the effect that the prisoner did not know the article was in his possession or that he did not know that it contained or was a controlled drug.

The definition of this offence has led to disputes in some disciplinary proceedings. The Divisional Court appears to have approved the definition 'an offence of collective insubordination, collective defiance, or disregard of authority or refusal to obey authority'. Certainly the Court thought that the vital questions in most cases would be whether collective action was intended to be collective, i.e. whether it was concerted or not, and whether there had been mere disobedience of a particular order, or disregard or defiance of authority.

An award of punishment by a panel must be within the range and the terms of Prison Rules 51(4) and 52(3). Unless an award is suspended, or is ordered to start at the end of a period of punishment already being served, punishment other than forfeiture of remission will be implemented forthwith. If more than one punishment of a like kind is imposed at the same time for separate offences they may be ordered to run concurrently. An award of forfeiture of remission may be made in the case of a prisoner who is detained only on remand or to await trial or sentence, notwithstanding that the prisoner has not (or had not at the time of the offence) been sentenced to imprisonment. A panel may direct that an award shall not take effect unless during a specified period not exceeding the ensuing 6 months the prisoner is found guilty of committing another offence against discipline. A suspended award will not usually be appropriate for an offence where violence has been used or where there has been a serious offence. Suspended awards of forfeiture of remission should be made only where there are special extenuating circumstances. An award may not be suspended in part; although any or all of the awards made for a single offence may be suspended, it is preferable to suspend all or none.

Escapers

Adjudications on Charges under Prison Rule 47(5), 47(6) and 47(21) and under Youth Custody and Detention Centre Rules 50(5), 50(6) and 50(21)

In making an award upon an inmate found guilty of an offence relating to absence outside the establishment or a failure to return after being temporarily released, no account should be taken of:

(a) the length of time the inmate has been unlawfully at large. This is because, under section 49(2) of the Prison Act 1952, the period will not be counted as part of the sentence when the inmate's normal date of release is calculated. (The Secretary of State may direct that it should be so counted, but it is not his practice to do so.)

(b) any further offences committed by the inmate while at large. Such offences can be dealt with by the police as criminal offences. It is in any case doubtful whether there is authority under the various Rules to adjudicate and impose a punishment for such an offence.

Accordingly, no reference should be made at the adjudication to any offences which may have been committed while at large and where such references are made the panel should expressly disregard them.
Appendix 4: Implications of Certiorari Cases

Introduction

This note records the main points to emerge in the cases of application for a writ of Certiorari concerning adjudications and considers the implications.

As a result of the Hull riot of 31 August - 2 September 1976, disciplinary proceedings were instituted against 185 prisoners, who forfeited about 90 years' remission in total. The Hull Board of Visitors carried out the adjudications at the various prisons to which accused inmates had been dispersed. Seven of these prisoners applied to the Divisional Court for orders of Certiorari to quash their findings. On 6 December 1977 the Divisional Court refused their applications on the grounds that Certiorari did not run to findings made by Boards of Visitors.

In summing up, Widgery LCJ equated Governors and Boards with fire service chiefs or army officers, as being responsible for a body with its own form of discipline and its own rules. Agreeing with another judgment (Lord Denning MR in Becker v Home Office (1972) 2 QB 407) he thought that a Governor's life would be made intolerable if his every disciplinary decision were liable to judicial review; and he thought that in this respect Governors and Boards should not be distinguished, as both were intimately connected with the running of the prison. The Divisional Court thought that the 'right' to petition the Secretary of State against an award, under Rules 7 and 55, was an adequate safeguard for the prisoner.

On 3 October 1978, the Court of Appeal reversed this decision and held that awards made by Boards of Visitors were subject to judicial review. Megaw LJ said that the Governor's powers of summary discipline were part of his administrative function, and that good sense and public policy made it undesirable that those powers should be subject to Certiorari; on the other hand the Board's adjudicating role was separate from its other functions. Agreeing, Waller LJ said that the Board is an administrative body, but not when acting judicially where it is independent of staff and inmates.

Though agreeing with Megaw LJ, Shaw LJ said that it was difficult to distinguish Boards' and Governors' awards. It should be added that Megaw LJ had said that the notice of procedure and Form 1145 at a Board adjudication pointed to a judicial proceeding; but a similar procedure and the same form are used in Governors' adjudications. The Court of Appeal did not agree that Certiorari should be only a residual remedy, to be used after appeal to the Secretary of State had failed, because prisoners do not have an absolute right to this appeal, and because in any case

the Secretary of State can only remit the award: he cannot quash the finding of guilt. The Court of Appeal, however, left open the question of whether Governors' adjudications were justiciable.

In 1984, the Court of Appeal ruled in King v The Deputy Governor of Camp Hill Prison that judicial review did not lie in respect of Governors' adjudications but that the Secretary of State's actions in respect of Governors' adjudications were reviewable.

The Hull St Germain cases, together with the Wandsworth Rosa case, were referred back to the Divisional Court for consideration on their merits. The Court said that section 47(2) of the Prison Act 1952, requiring the Secretary of State to ensure that 'a person who is charged with an offence under the rules shall be given a proper opportunity of presenting his case' and Rule 49(2) that a prisoner 'shall be given full opportunity of hearing what is alleged against him and of presenting his own case' were declaratory of one of the basic rules of natural justice, namely that every party to a dispute has a right to a fair hearing. 'He must know what evidence has been given and what statements have been made affecting him; and then he must be given a fair opportunity to correct or contradict them'. Referring back to Megaw LJ in the Court of Appeal, the Divisional Court said that a mere breach of procedural rules would not justify or require interference by the courts; for that there would have to be 'some failure to act fairly - fairly, having regard to all the circumstances and such unfairness could reasonably be regarded as having caused a substantial, as distinct from a trivial or merely technical injustice, which was capable of remedy'.

The application of these principles to the St Germain and later cases is considered below.

It should be stressed that the Divisional Court is not rehearing the adjudication. It looks at the documents of the adjudication to see if there is prima facie evidence of unfairness: it cannot resolve conflicts of evidence. It can, however, examine affidavits. If a conflict of evidence remains, it will allow cross-examination of deponents only to prevent an 'unacceptable risk' that justice will not be done if there is no cross-examination. (Webster J in Feil's case.)

The rest of this paper looks at the points of procedure or the decisions where the Divisional Court has commenced or criticised Boards. It should be added that the Court may criticise a Board without quashing its award, if the point is in substance or incapable of remedy. It may also order a rehearing.

---

[1] It v Hull Prison Board of Visitors, ex parte St Germain 1979/ QB #25
Procedure

(11) In St Germain, Megaw LJ said that Certiorari would lie for a breach of procedural rules only if a substantial and remediable, not a trivial, unfairness had occurred, and in Brady and Mealy Hodgson J said that matters of procedure and principles of fairness should be distinguished.

(12) In Moseley, the clerk appears to have got the order in which evidence was given wrong, which made it difficult for Glidewell J to decide whether there had been a refusal to call witnesses or not. In Brady and Mealy the Chairman took the last of six charges first, without an explanation to the prisoner, causing him some confusion. In neither case was the finding quashed on grounds of irregularity.

(13) A verbatim transcription of the proceedings is unnecessary, but a full account of the important points in the adjudication should be recorded. Judges give great weight to statements and affidavits which are corroborated by the adjudication sheets.

Entering Pleas

(14) In the Brady and Mealy case, the accused said he did not see the point of the charge (47(20): 'in any way offends against good order and discipline') and it was not explained to him. Hodgson J thought it was wrong of the Chairman to enter a plea of guilty, even though Mealy later admitted guilt: but he did not quash the finding.

(15) Leyland, one of the applicants in Tarrant, complained that the meaning of a 'concerted act of indiscipline' was not explained to him. But since Leyland himself referred to 'the riot', Webster J did not consider that any injustice was done by not explaining the charge.

(16) In the Rosa case (commended as a model for dealing with hearsay evidence) the accused admitted committing an assault, but under provocation. He should therefore have been advised to plead guilty and mention provocation later in mitigation, whereas he was advised to plead not guilty.

Charges

(17) In Seray-Wurie, the applicant, though he admitted that he committed many offences, claimed that the Governor had no right to refer him to the Board under Rule 51(2) since he had repeated no particular offence. Forbes J disagreed saying that repeated offences can be different ones.

Access to written statements

(19) Board adjudications should be started afresh without reference to the record of proceedings before the Governor. This enables the panel to determine the case solely on the evidence presented at its hearing. But statements written in connection with the hearing by the Governor may be accepted as evidence provided they are read out in the presence of the accused. If the accused wishes to question the person who made the statement he must be permitted to do so.

(20) In Brady and Mealy, the accused claimed correctly that a prison officer had changed his story between Governor's and Board's hearings, and he suspected collusion between officers. But he was not allowed to see a record of the Governor's hearing, nor to question the officer on his statement. Hodgson J said that, though disallowing access to the record was not necessarily unfair, in this case the prisoner should have been allowed to see it: the finding amounted to a substantial injustice and it was quashed.

(21) It seems also from this judgement, that if the prisoner had not asked to see the Governor's record, he would have had no case: i.e. it is up to the prisoner to ask for the record, not up to the Chairman to ask him if he wishes to see it.

(22) In Gibson, the finding of guilt on a charge of making a false and malicious allegation against an officer was quashed, because the report of the investigation by the Assistant Governor concluded that the allegation was false and malicious, and mentioned that the prisoner had made allegations against staff before and was anti-authority. Putting his report before the Board was regarded by the Court as prejudicial to the interests of justice, although the Board said they had disregarded it. (It should be noted that the report of the investigation is solely to enable the Governor to decide whether to lay a charge under Prison Rule 47(12), and it should not be sent to the Board; statements made during the investigation, however, may be accepted as evidence by the Board provided that they are read out in the presence of the accused.)

Hearsay Evidence

(23) In the St Germain cases, Lane LJ declared that the Board is entitled to listen to hearsay evidence, subject always to the duty to
give the prisoner a fair hearing. This involves allowing the prisoner
to cross-examine the witness whose evidence first appeared as
hearsay. In one of these cases, the Court criticised the Board be-
cause a prisoner was not allowed to question, or even know the
names of the six officers who said they saw him on the roof at the
time of the riot. He went on to say that if calling the witness is
impossible, the evidence should be dismissed by the Board unless
the prisoner wants to have the hearing postponed until hearsay can
be checked by cross-examination.

In one St Germain finding criticised by the Court, the prisoner
Anderson was punished for looting although there was no evidence
of unauthorised articles in his possession, but merely statements
from officers that he was part of a looting gang and that he was
'very aggressive throughout' which the prisoner was not able
to question.

The Rosa case, decided at the same time as the St Germain cases,
was a model of how to deal with hearsay, in the view of the Divi-
sional Court. The prisoner was on hunger strike, so there was a
need to hold the adjudication as soon as possible, but the report-
ing officer was off sick as a result of the alleged attack by the
prisoner. The prisoner was questioned on the officer's statement
and he effectively admitted guilt. It transpired that he was
advised to plead not guilty where he should have been advised to
plead guilty and mention provocation in mitigation.) One judge
observed that 'it was obvious, from what the applicant himself was
saying that it would not profit him in the least to cross-examine
the officer'.

Calling of Witnesses

The Divisional Court has dealt with applications by prisoners who
claim Boards failed to call witnesses in their defence. The Court
has declared that the general principles should be:

(i) the prisoner must be allowed to call witnesses if
this is necessary to give him a fair chance to
present his case; thus the Chairman’s discretion to
refuse to allow a witness to be called must be ex-
ercised reasonably, in good faith and on proper
grounds (St Germain). Hence, the Chairman may
refuse to call witnesses if he thinks this is part of
an attempt by the prisoner to render the hearing
unmanageable; or if he has reason to believe that
the witness would have little or nothing to add.

(ii) An award by the Board may be quashed even if the
failure to call a witness, resulting in an unfair hear-
ing, is not the fault of the Board (Fox-Taylor).
If, however, the prisoner says he has a witness, but
will not help the prison authorities to identify him,
eg. by naming him, they have no duty to try to
supply that witness (Davies).

The application of these principles has been seen in a number of
cases. In these cases Certiorari was refused:

(i) In Moseley and in Chesterton there was no clear
evidence that the prisoner had requested witnesses
to be called and the Board had refused to provide
them.

(ii) An officer witness who, in the opinion of the
Court, would have confirmed that an offence had
taken place, but could not have shown whether or
not it was committed by the accused, was not
called (Coates and Butterfield).

(iii) The prisoner said (though the Chairman denies it)
that he asked to call the Deputy Governor to es-
tablish that he had played a peaceable role during
a riot and the request was refused; but if true this
would not necessarily have amounted to a 'sub-
stantial and material want of natural justice' (Feil).

(iv) The Board did not call a witness to examine the
prisoner’s claim that the spectacles of another
inmate, allegedly assaulted by him, were broken.
The Court ruled that the point at issue was only
whether an assault had taken place, not whether
or not the spectacles had been broken (Seray-
Wurie).

(v) The Chairman saw no point in calling witnesses at
the stage demanded by the prisoner, but probably
would have done so but for the fact that the
prisoner then refused to take any further part in
the proceedings (Cartwright).

(vi) The Chairman did not interpret the prisoner’s
words ‘I’m having trouble getting some of the
witnesses I need’ as an application for an adjourn-
ment to call witnesses. Forbes J said that the
Chairman should be expected to interpret only
if the prisoner is inarticulate (Rye).

(vii) The Chairman did not call a second officer as
witness, because he no doubt thought that the de-
scription by the first officer of the alleged assault
was enough (Rye).

(viii) The prisoner refused to help the authorities by
naming his witness, so the witness was not called
(Davies).

In the following cases, however, Certiorari was granted because the
Court thought the Chairman’s grounds for refusal to call witnesses
were improper:
(i) The Chairman thought there was already ample evidence against the accused (St Germain);
(ii) The Chairman thought the prisoner's alibi, to be upheld by witnesses, did not cover the material time, though in fact it did (St Germain);
(iii) The Chairman did not call a witness because it would have been 'administratively inconvenient' to do so (St Germain);
(iv) The Chairman convinced the prisoner that no witness he called would be believed (Brady and Mealy);
(v) The Board was not able to hear a witness who claimed that the accused was acting in self-defence. This was due to a failure by staff to inform the Board of the existence of the witness, and thus no fault of the Board: nevertheless, its proceedings were vitiated (Fox-Taylor).

In these cases, Certiorari was granted because the Board did not exercise its discretion to allow representation or assistance, but Boards were also criticised for failure to give the prisoner a fair hearing:

(vi) The Board refused to allow a prisoner, Clark, to call four of the nine alibi witnesses on the grounds that the four had been transferred and could add nothing to the evidence of the five available (Tarrant);
(vii) The Chairman did not allow the prisoner, Leyland, to question an officer on an apparent inconsistency, nor to call a prisoner witness simply on the grounds that he had been transferred and that the Board did not consider there was an inconsistency (Tarrant);
(viii) The Board refused to call all witnesses named by a prisoner, Tangney, possibly on the grounds that some of those who had been called transpired not to have been eye-witnesses; but Tangney had been segregated so it might have been necessary for him to call a number of witnesses before finding one or more who had witnessed the scene (Tarrant).

In conclusion, while the Chairman can refuse to call a witness on proper grounds, he must ask the accused what assistance or evidence the witness might give and, if he refuses the request, say why. If the Chairman is in doubt about or disbelieves the prisoner's version of the point at issue, he should not refuse to call witnesses unless he is convinced that their evidence will be of no value to the panel. If he believes the prisoner, there is no need to call the further witnesses.

Cross-examination of Witnesses

(31) In Tarrant, Webster J endorsed the fore-runner of Note 36(ii) of this guidance, saying that a prisoner must be allowed to ask his questions, unless he abuses that right, if he is to receive a full opportunity of hearing what is alleged against him and of presenting his case. The panel should not, therefore, prevent the prisoner from asking questions of a witness unless it is convinced that the questions are irrelevant to the point at issue.

Mitigation

(32) In Brady and Mealy the accused was not allowed to call a witness in mitigation, nor was he asked what evidence that witness might produce; and he was not allowed to ask a question of a witness nor to sum up. Though this is not in line with paragraph 10 of the F1145 ('After your witnesses have been heard you will be given the opportunity to say anything further about your case, to comment on the evidence and point out anything you think is in your favour'). Hodgson J did not think that this rendered the proceedings defective and probably did not affect the award: therefore Certiorari was not granted.

Reduction of Charges During an Adjudication

(33) In Smith McCullough J ruled that a Board of Visitors had no jurisdiction to reduce a charge during the course of a hearing or to direct that a lesser charge should be substituted.

Other Points

(34) Fell asked the Parkhurst Board to restore some or all of the remission he had forfeited following a mutiny charge at Albany four years before. He was told remission would not be restored because, inter alia, he was in litigation against the Deputy Governor and a member of staff. Webster J called this a 'material irregularity', but added that the Board's decision under Rule 56(2) not to remit or mitigate an award would not normally be a matter for judicial review, and he did not quash the finding, but said the case must be re-heard before a different panel.

(35) In the case of Morley (see paragraph 27 of the General Guidance) Webster J said that there is no duty imposed on the Board by Section 47(2) of the Prison Act and Rule 38(2) of the Prison Rules to consider the exercise of its undoubted discretion to allow legal representation unless it is asked to do so.
Appendix 5:  
The McKenzie Friend

(1) The term McKenzie Man derives from complex matrimonial proceedings, McKenzie v McKenzie which began in 1965. Originally the husband was legally represented but this ceased in 1968 when legal aid was withdrawn.

(2) The complications involved a large number of issues which are irrelevant for the purpose of this note, caused considerable delay and it was not until 1969 that the divorce hearing began at which point the husband had beside him in court an Australian barrister who was there with the intention of assisting the husband to present his case and to prompt him. The trial judge decided that Mr McKenzie's friend should not give such assistance and the hearing, which lasted 10 days, proceeded without him.

(3) This decision was examined on appeal by the Court of Appeal when Counsel on behalf of the husband, who was now legally represented, argued that the trial judge was wrong in refusing to allow McKenzie to be assisted. Briefly, the court — Lord Justices Davies, Karminski, and Sachs — agreed that the trial judge was in error. Reference was made to Collier v Hicks in 1831 when the point at issue was whether an attorney was entitled as of right, without the Justices permission, to act as an advocate to a party in proceedings before them. The court held that he was not. But Lord Tenterden CJ said:

"Any person, whether he be a professional man or not, may attend as a friend of either party, may take notes, may quietly make suggestions and give advice."

(4) In R v Tarrant, Webster J referred to the authorities of Collier v Hicks and McKenzie v McKenzie and said that those authorities could not be applied to hearings before Boards of Visitors: that no one has the right to attend hearings before Boards of Visitors without the invitation or permission of the Board of Visitors and that a prisoner was not entitled, as of right, to require the Board to allow him to be assisted by a friend, or adviser. He concluded that a Board has a discretion to allow a prisoner to be assisted by a friend or adviser and went on to say that if, however, someone has been allowed to attend the hearing to assist the prisoner in the manner described by Lord Tenterden, and if, without the permission of the Board he interferes or participates in the proceedings, then the Board would be entitled to require him to leave. Kerr LJ in his judgement in Tarrant referred to the question of a prisoner having the assistance of a McKenzie Man and said:

"For myself, I would not exclude this in cases where (i) the prisoner asks for this form of assistance, (ii) it appears to the Board appropriate to grant it, and (iii) the request relates to a suitable person who is readily available and willing to assist, viz not a fellow prisoner, but — for instance — a Probation Officer, social worker or clergyman acquainted with the prisoner."

Appendix 6:  
Extract from Prison Rules 1964 (as amended to end of 1983)

Offences against discipline

(47) A prisoner shall be guilty of an offence against discipline if he —

1. mutinies or incites another prisoner to mutiny;
2. does gross personal violence to an officer;
3. does gross personal violence to any person not being an officer;
4. commits any assault;
5. escapes from prison or from legal custody;
6. absents himself without permission from any place where he is required to be, whether within or outside prison;
7. has in his cell or room or in his possession any unauthorised article, or attempts to obtain such an article;
8. delivers to or receives from any person any unauthorised article;
9. sells or delivers to any other person, without permission, anything he is allowed to have only for his own use;
10. takes improperly or is in unauthorised possession of any article belonging to another person or to a prison;
11. wilfully damages or disfigures any part of the prison or any property not his own;
12. makes any false and malicious allegation against an officer;
13. treats with disrespect an officer or any person visiting a prison;
14. uses any abusive, insolent, threatening or otherwise improper language;
15. is indecent in language, act or gesture;
16. repeatedly makes groundless complaints;
17. is idle, careless or negligent at work or, being required to work, refuses to do so;
18. disobeys any lawful order or refuses to conform to any rule or regulation of the prison;
19. attempts to do any of the foregoing things;
(20) in any way offends against good order and discipline; or
(21) does not return to prison when he should have returned after being temporarily released from prison under Rule 6 of these Rules, or does not comply with any condition upon which he was so released.

Disciplinary charges

(48) (1) Where a prisoner is to be charged with an offence against discipline, the charge shall be laid as soon as possible.
(2) A prisoner who is to be charged with an offence against discipline may be kept apart from other prisoners pending adjudication.
(3) Every charge shall be inquired into, in the first instance, by the governor.
(4) Every charge shall be first inquired into not later, save in exceptional circumstances, than the next day, not being a Sunday or public holiday, after it is laid.

Rights of prisoners charged

(49) (1) Where a prisoner is charged with an offence against discipline, he shall be informed of the charge as soon as possible and, in any case, before the time when it is inquired into by the governor.
(2) At any inquiry into a charge against a prisoner he shall be given a full opportunity of hearing what is alleged against him and of presenting his own case.

Governor's awards

(50) Subject to Rule 51, 52 and 52A of these Rules, the governor may make any one or more of the following awards for an offence against discipline:—

(a) caution;
(b) forfeiture for a period not exceeding 28 days of any of the privileges under Rule 4 of these Rules;
(c) exclusion from associated work for a period not exceeding 14 days;
(d) stoppage of earnings for a period not exceeding 28 days;
(e) cellular confinement for a period not exceeding 3 days;
(f) forfeiture of remission of sentence of a period not exceeding 28 days;
(g) forfeiture for any period, in the case of a prisoner otherwise entitled thereto, of any of the following:—
   (i) the right to be supplied with food and drink under Rule 21(1) of these Rules; and
   (ii) the right under Rule 41(1) of these Rules to have the articles there mentioned;
(h) forfeiture for any period, in the case of a prisoner otherwise entitled thereto who is guilty of escaping or attempting to escape, of the right to wear clothing of his own under Rule 20(1) of these Rules.

Graver offences

(51) (1) Where a prisoner is charged with any of the following offences against discipline:—

(a) escaping or attempting to escape from prison or from legal custody,
(b) assaulting an officer, or
(c) doing gross personal violence to any person not being an officer, the governor shall, unless he dismisses the charge, forthwith inform the Secretary of State and shall, unless otherwise directed by him, refer the charge to the board of visitors.
(2) Where a prisoner is charged with any serious or repeated offence against discipline (not being an offence to which Rule 52 of these Rules applies) for which the awards the governor can make seem insufficient, the governor may, after investigation, refer the charge to the board of visitors.
(3) Where a charge is referred to the board of visitors under this Rule, the chairman thereof shall summon a special meeting at which not more than five nor fewer than two members shall be present.
(4) The Board so constituted shall inquire into the charge and, if they find the offence proved, shall subject to Rule 52A of these Rules make one or more of the following awards:—

(a) caution;
(b) forfeiture or postponement for any period of any of the privileges under Rule 4 of these Rules;
(c) exclusion from associated work for a period not exceeding 56 days:
(d) stoppage of earnings for a period not exceeding 56 days;
(e) cellular confinement for a period not exceeding 56 days;
(f) forfeiture of remission of sentence of a period not exceeding 180 days;
(g) forfeiture for any period, in the case of a prisoner otherwise entitled thereto, of any of the following:—
   (i) the right to be supplied with food and drink under Rule 21(1) of these Rules; and
   (ii) the right under Rule 41(1) of these Rules to have the articles there mentioned;
(h) forfeiture for any period, in the case of a prisoner otherwise entitled thereto who is guilty of escaping or attempting to escape, of the right to wear clothing of his own under Rule 20(1) of these Rules.
(5) The Secretary of State may require any charge to which this Rule applies to be referred to him, instead of to the board of visitors, and in that case an officer of the Secretary of State (not being an officer of a board of visitors, and in that case an officer of the Governor) shall forthwith inform the Secretary of State of the charge and, if he finds the offence proved, make one or more of the awards listed in paragraph (4) of this Rule.

Especially grave offences

(52) Where a prisoner is charged with one of the following offences:—
(a) mutiny or incitement to mutiny, or
(b) doing gross personal violence to an officer.
the governor shall forthwith inform the Secretary of State and shall, unless otherwise directed by him, refer the charge to the board of visitors.

(2) Where a charge is referred to the board of visitors under this Rule, the chairman thereof shall summon a special meeting at which not more than five nor fewer than three members, at least two being justices of the peace, shall be present.
(3) The board constituted as aforesaid shall inquire into the charge and, if they find the offence proved, shall, subject to Rule 52A of these Rules, make one or more of the awards listed in Rule 51(4) of these Rules, so however that, if they make an award of forfeiture of remission, the period forfeited may exceed 180 days.

Offences committed by young persons

(52A) In the case of an offence against discipline committed by a person detained in a prison who was under the age of 21 when the offence was committed (other than an offender in relation to whom the Secretary of State has given a direction under section 13(1) of the Criminal Justice Act 1982 that he shall be treated as if he had been sentenced to imprisonment) —
(a) Rule 50 of these Rules shall have effect with the substitution in each of paragraphs (a) and (d) thereof of "15" for "28";
(b) paragraph (4) of Rule 51 of these Rules shall have effect as if —
   (i) in sub-paragraph (b), there were substituted for the words "for any period" the words "for a period not exceeding 28 days";
   (ii) in sub-paragraphs (c) and (d) there were substituted "28" for "56";
   (iii) in sub-paragraph (e) there were substituted "7" for "56"; and
   (iv) in sub-paragraph (f) there were inserted after the words "for 180 days" the words "in the case of an offence of assaulting an officer or doing gross personal violence to any person not being an officer and 90 days in the case of any other offence";
(c) paragraph (3) of Rule 52 of these Rules shall have effect as if there were inserted after the word "exceed" the words "90 days but may not exceed".

Provisions in relation to particular awards

(53) (1) An award of stoppage of earnings may, instead of forfeiting all a prisoner's earnings for a specified period not exceeding 28 days or as the case may be 56 days, be expressed so as to forfeit a proportion (not being less than one half) of his earnings for a specified period not exceeding a correspondingly greater number of days.
(2) No award of cellular confinement shall be made unless the medical officer has certified that the prisoner is in a fit state of health to be so dealt with.
Prospective forfeiture of remission

(54) (1) In the case of an offence against discipline committed by a prisoner who is detained only on remand or to await trial or sentence, an award of forfeiture of remission may be made notwithstanding that the prisoner has not (or had not at the time of the offence) been sentenced.

(2) An award under paragraph (1) above shall have effect only in the case of a sentence of imprisonment or youth custody being imposed which is reduced, by section 67 of the Criminal Justice Act 1967, by a period which includes the time when the offence against discipline was committed.

Conversion of sentence of youth custody to sentence of imprisonment

(54A) In the case of a prisoner who has been sentenced to a term of youth custody and who, by virtue of a direction of the Secretary of State under section 13 of the Criminal Justice Act 1982, is treated as if he had been sentenced to imprisonment for that term, any award made in respect of him for an offence against discipline before the said direction was given shall, if it has not been exhausted or remitted, continue to have effect as if made under Rule 50 or 51 of these Rules.

Disciplinary awards: transitional

(54B) (1) In the case of a person detained in a prison who, by virtue of paragraph 4 of Schedule 17 to the Criminal Justice Act 1982, on 24th May 1983 falls to be treated for purposes of detention, release and supervision as if his sentence had been a youth custody sentence, any award made in respect of him for an offence against discipline before the said direction was given shall, if it has not been exhausted or remitted, continue to have effect as if made under Rule 50 or 51 of these Rules.

(2) An award of reduction in grade, or postponement of promotion to a higher grade, for a specified period made under Rule 49(1) or 50(4)(e) of the Borstal Rules 1964 shall continue to have effect under this Rule as if it had been an award of loss of remission of a like period.

Suspended awards

(55) (1) Subject to any direction of the Secretary of State, the power to make a disciplinary award (other than a caution) shall include power to direct that the award is not to take effect unless, during a period specified in the direction (not being more than 6 months from the date of the direction), the prisoner commits another offence against discipline and a direction is given under paragraph (2) below.

(2) Where a prisoner commits an offence against discipline during the period specified in a direction given under paragraph (1) above the person or board dealing with that offence may:

(a) direct that the suspended award shall take effect;

(b) reduce the period or amount of the suspended award and direct that it shall take effect as so reduced;

(c) vary the original direction by substituting for the period specified therein a period expiring not later than 6 months from the date of variation; or

(d) give no direction with respect to the suspended award.

Remission and mitigation of awards

(56) (1) The Secretary of State may remit a disciplinary award or mitigate it either by reducing it or by substituting another award which is, in his opinion, less severe.

(2) Subject to any directions of the Secretary of State, the governor may remit or mitigate any award made by a governor and the board of visitors may remit or mitigate any disciplinary award.


**General Guidance**

**Introduction**

Although following the judgement in R v Deputy Governor of Camp Hill ex parte King, Governor's adjudications are not directly reviewable by the courts, the principles underlying the general guidance section of the first part of this Manual (for Boards of Visitors) also apply to adjudications by Governors, with the exception of the arrangements for legal representation or assistance. This earlier guidance also reflects judgements by the Divisional Court and the European Court of Human Rights.

In the judgement of the Court of Appeal in King, Lawton LJ explained that the Court had to decide whether a prison Governor when adjudicating was performing a management function or exercising a judicial one when adjudicating was performing a management function or exercising a judicial one. This can have consequences on whether a Governor abused his powers. If they fail to give them a fair hearing, or to misconstrue a Prison Rule, they may be entitled to apply for judicial review, the relief being in the form of a declaration that a Governor has misconstrued a Prison Rule and the Secretary of State has rejected his request by an accused to call a witness, or to refuse to hear a witness if the discretion to do so is not exercised reasonably, in good faith and without bias or prejudices. Moreover, the judgement in King should not be interpreted as simply requiring compliance with Prison Rules. For example, a refusal to properly consider a request by an accused to call a witness, or to refuse to hear a witness if the discretion to do so is not exercised reasonably, in good faith and proper grounds, would be grounds on which the Secretary of State, in the first instance, would if asked, contemplate the setting aside of an adjudication award on the grounds that there was a breach of Rule 49(2).

References hereafter to the 'Governor' should be construed as meaning the person authorised by instructions issued by the Prison Department on behalf of the Secretary of State vide Prison Rule 98, to carry out adjudications.

References to 'an officer' means all officials in a prison establishment.

**Charges**

Prison Rule 48(1) requires that where a prisoner is to be charged with an offence the charge shall be laid as soon as possible. In R v Board of Visitors Dartmoor ex parte Trevor Smith McCullough J said that "as soon as possible must mean as soon as reasonably possible or the like." He went on to say, "...the clear intention of the Rules is that a charge should be laid quickly and considered by the Governor quickly. I observe that neither Rule 51 nor Rule 52 requires the Board of Visitors to consider the charge speedily, but this does not detract from the clear intention that the case should reach the Governor speedily."

A prisoner is charged with an offence at the point where a Notice of Report (Form 1127) is handed to him and this should be done at least 2 hours before the adjudication is due to begin.

The charge must be of an offence described in Prison Rule 47 and if it is not, it must be dismissed.

Charges in respect of drug offences require particular care in their formulation -- see Appendix 3 of the section of guidance for Boards of Visitors.

A charge under Prison Rule 47(12) of making a false and malicious allegation against an officer must not be preferred except on the express authority of the Governor for the officer in point in charge of the prisoner and the charge must not incorporate words which indicate the opinion of the investigating officer.
Applications for Legal Representation or Assistance

Where a prisoner makes application for legal representation or assistance before the hearing of a charge he should be told that legal representation is not permitted at a Governor's adjudication and his attention should be drawn to paragraph 6 of Form 1145 (Appendix 1) which provides that at a hearing before the Board of Visitors a request for legal representation or the assistance of a friend may be made to the Board.

The Prisoner's Access to a Solicitor

Where a prisoner who is charged, or is about to be charged, with an offence against Prison Rules requests permission before an adjudication by the Governor to consult a solicitor, he should be allowed to do so. This is not however, a ground on which the hearing need be adjourned.

Where a prisoner applies to consult a solicitor after an adjudication, whether by a Board of Visitors or by a Governor, he should be allowed to do so.

Facilities for Prisoners

If a prisoner asks before a hearing to see copies of statements or other written material which are to be entered in evidence the Governor should normally arrange this. The only exception to this is a medical report which in the opinion of the author should not be disclosed to the prisoner (e.g. because disclosure could be harmful to the patient or to the doctor/patient relationship).

Where a prisoner asks before a hearing or during the course of it for facilities to interview prisoners or other witnesses the Governor should take action which he considers appropriate and which will not disturb the orderly running of the establishment to identify persons whom the accused can describe.

Where a prisoner asks before a hearing or during the course of it for names of witnesses or others, whether of staff or inmates, involved in an incident which gave rise to the charge(s) the Governor should take action which he considers appropriate and which will not disturb the orderly running of the establishment to identify persons whom the accused can describe.
Adjudications in Absentia

An adjudication may be held in absentia in every case where a prisoner refuses to attend provided that he has been given a clear indication that the case will proceed in his absence and a reasonable opportunity to change his mind and attend. This is absolute and includes a prisoner who is prepared to attend an adjudication but is not willing to do so suitably dressed, or is in a condition which is offensive to others (e.g., on a dirty protest). The record of the adjudication should be noted to show the warning which had been issued, by whom, and when. A plea of 'not guilty' should be entered when an adjudication proceeds in absentia.

Physical Arrangements

Generally, the arrangements described in paragraph 54 of the part of the Manual dealing with Boards of Visitors adjudications should be followed. The technique practiced in the past at some establishments by officers escorting prisoners at an adjudication and known as 'eye-balling' must not be used. It is possible that the practice could constitute grounds for an application for judicial review.

Adjournments and Segregation

The most frequent reasons for adjournment will probably be the need to await the completion of police enquiries or the forensic analysis of suspected drugs or the return to duty of a reporting officer or other officer who is on sick leave.

Where for any reason a hearing is adjourned and the prisoner has been segregated under Prison Rule 48(2), the necessity for continued segregation should be considered and the decision recorded on both the record of the adjudication (Form 256) and the prisoner's record (Form 1150).

The Hearing - General

The Governor may, at his hearing, dismiss the charge, unless the offence is an especially grave one (Prison Rule 52(1)). If the offence is especially grave, it must be referred to the Board of Visitors unless the Secretary of State directs otherwise.

Where he does not dismiss a graver offence the Governor may not adjudicate without the express authority of the Secretary of State (as delegated to Regional Office) see paragraph 14. The Governor may at his hearing of an offence which he judges to be serious (other than an offence under Prison Rule 52) or which is a repeated offence against discipline for which the awards he can impose seem insufficient, refer the charge to the Board of Visitors. The prisoner need not have repeated a particular offence but must have repeatedly been found guilty at adjudication before being referred under Rule 51(2). Where an incident leads to a series of charges these should not be referred en bloc unless each individual charge meets the criteria for referral.

If the offence is one where referral to the Board of Visitors is indicated and the imminence of the prisoner's earliest date of release precludes completion of a hearing by the Board of Visitors, the Governor should seek instructions from the Regional Director as to whether he should resume the adjourned hearing and adjudicate himself. In these circumstances, the Governor's powers of punishment are limited to those prescribed in Rule 50, no matter what the offence.

The charge as recorded on the Notice of Report must contain sufficient explanatory detail to leave the prisoner in no doubt as to what is alleged against him, and if there is a doubt it should be further explained orally. If there is a misunderstanding of sufficient significance to have prejudiced the prisoner in preparing his defence and he is not in a state of preparedness to proceed, the hearing should be adjourned to allow him further time.

Where the evidence given about an offence does not support the charge preferred it must be dismissed.

The primary objective of the inquiry by the Governor is to establish exactly what happened, and why. He must establish the relevant facts by questioning the reporting officer, the accused and any witnesses, and where necessary by calling other persons whose evidence might clarify any points in dispute. The inmate must be given the opportunity to answer the charge against him. If the accused cannot present his side of the story effectively the Governor has the responsibility of assisting him to do so and to discover, through questioning, any areas of doubt and any mitigating factors. The accused must hear, and have the opportunity to challenge, all the evidence against him. It is quite indefensible for decisions to be reached which are influenced by information not brought out during the course of the hearing.

Where the alleged offence is one which must be referred to the Board of Visitors or one which may be referred to the Board under Rule 51(2) and the Governor is satisfied that there is a case to answer, he should explain to the prisoner that he is entitled to
make his defence but he may prefer to reserve this for the full hearing by the Board. If the prisoner insists on exercising the right which Rule 49(2) gives him he must be allowed to do so.

(35) Where a prisoner pleads guilty to a charge, the Governor should hear sufficient evidence to satisfy himself that the prisoner fully understands the charge which he has admitted. The charge may be dismissed notwithstanding a plea of guilty.

Standard of Proof

(36) A finding of guilt should not be arrived at unless the Governor is satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt that the prisoner committed the offence with which he is charged.

Written Evidence

(37) Written evidence may be accepted only if it is read out in the presence of the accused and either the writer is present so that the accused may have an opportunity to question him or if the accused consents to the statement without having an opportunity to challenge it. If the accused does not consent the hearing should be adjourned.

Calling of Witnesses

(38) Prisoner witnesses should not be compelled to give evidence. An officer of the prison (a phrase which encompasses all officials in a prison and not only prison officers) may be required by the Governor, as part of his duties, to appear as a witness. The Governor has the discretion to refuse to call witnesses named by the accused prisoner but this must be done reasonably; for example if he thinks that the request is part of an attempt by the prisoner to render the hearing unmanageable or that a witness could not contribute to the investigation. The Governor should question the prisoner to satisfy himself that the witness was indeed at the scene of the incident at the material time, or may otherwise have relevant evidence, and that his evidence, if believed, might be material and weigh on his decision on the point at issue. The Governor should not refuse to call a witness because it is inconvenient to do so, or because he already feels that a prisoner is guilty; he should not exclude the possibility that material witnesses as yet uncalled may bring vital testimony; nor should he restrict himself to calling a sample of the witnesses requested. The Governor is, however, under no duty to call the witness if the prisoner does not make his request clear and, if necessary, help the Governor to identify that witness.

Offences involving Charges against more than one Inmate

(39) If, where more than one inmate is charged with an offence relating to one incident, the Governor decides to hear the cases separately, care should be taken to ensure that evidence heard at one adjudication is not taken into account in reaching a decision in another adjudication without that evidence being presented at that other hearing. It is easy to form an opinion based on evidence heard at one adjudication and allow it to influence a decision in another without giving the accused in the other adjudication the opportunity to revise that opinion. It is open to the Governor to hear the cases in stages, using adjournments, to allow two or more cases to be progressed concurrently to virtually simultaneous conclusions. An example of this would be where two prisoners are charged with doing gross personal violence to a third prisoner. To avoid the risk of collusion or falsification of the evidence on the part of the accused it might be decided to hear the cases separately and proceed with the adjudication on one of them until he has presented his defence. The case could then be adjourned while the charge is heard separately against the second accused. By the time the second accused has presented his defence it will be possible for the Governor to determine whether there are any discrepancies in the story of the two accused. It would then be open to the Governor to return to the first case, and to hear the second accused as a witness giving evidence this time in front of the first accused. The case could be further adjourned while the first accused is brought in as a witness at the hearing of the second accused. Each adjudication could then be carried through to a conclusion.

Consistency of Awards

(40) There is no tariff of awards. An award should take account of the circumstances and seriousness of the offence, and the record of the prisoner's behaviour during the currency of his present sentence. It should also take account of the type of establishment, the effect of the offence on the regime and the general order and discipline of a closed community, and the need to discourage him and others from repeating the offence.

(41) Inevitably, there will be differences in the level of awards between establishments. It is desirable however to try to ensure consistency of awards within an establishment. The Governor should therefore...
arrange for records to be kept, to monitor these and to produce appropriate guidelines which should be followed by Governor grades who are authorised to adjudicate in his absence.
Model Procedure for the Conduct of an Adjudication by the Governor.

Before the Hearing

(1) The Governor should check that:

(a) Form 256, on which the proceedings will be recorded, has been prepared and that the charge(s), as recorded on Form 256, is one that is provided for in, and follows, the wording of the appropriate paragraph of Prison Rule 47.

(b) In addition to the formal wording under the Rules, the charge contains sufficient additional explanatory detail to leave the accused in no doubt as to the precise nature of the charge against him.

(c) Form 1127 (Notice of Report) has been issued to the accused in sufficient time for him to prepare his defence. The Form 1127 (Notice of Report) and the charge recorded on Form 256 are identical.

(d) Where the charge is mutiny or incitement to mutiny authority has been obtained from Headquarters for the charge to be preferred.

Notes

(1) (a) The record of the adjudication does not need to be verbatim. It must include a record of the preliminaries, the specific evidence relied upon, the findings and, where appropriate, the reasons for the sanctions imposed so that anyone reading it subsequently can form an accurate picture of the whole of the adjudication. Previously written statements which are read out must be attached to the record (Form 256). The Governor is responsible for the accuracy and adequacy of the record.

(b) (i) Very often there is a confused situation at the time of an offence, particularly as seen through the officer’s eyes. ‘It is possible of one or more of several charges being brought and the accused having no really clear recollection of precisely what happened. It is important that the accused is left in no doubt precisely what he is being charged with, eg. when the charge is one of assault on an officer it should be expanded by an addition such as ‘ie. by striking Officer Smith in the face with his fist’.

(c) Form 1127 (Notice of Report) should be served on the accused at least 2 hours before the hearing.

Any material difference between the wording of the charge on Form 256 and Form 1127 must be explained. An appearance may be necessary if there is a significant divergence so that the accused may have more time to prepare his defence.
(e) Where the offence is one of doing gross personal violence to an officer or assaulting an officer a decision has been obtained from Headquarters or the Regional Director as to whether the police should be invited to investigate the incident.

(f) Form 1145 (Explanation of the Procedure at a hearing of a Disciplinary charge by a Governor or a Board of Visitors) has been issued to the accused in sufficient time for him to study it.

(g) The medical officer has certified on Form 256 that the accused is fit for adjudication and punishment, and that any report prepared by the Medical Officer for the information of the adjudicator is available. Exceptionally, where there is no full-time cover available at the time and the part-time Medical Officer has been unable to examine the accused before the hearing the adjudication may nevertheless proceed, but no punishment will be awarded any inmate about whose fitness for the punishment the adjudicator has any doubt, nor will any award of cellular confinement be made until the inmate has been medically examined.

(h) Any witnesses who it is known the accused wishes to call and any others whose evidence seems likely to be relevant are available.

Opening Procedure

(2) It is the responsibility of the Governor to see that the steps set out at paragraphs 3 to 9 below are taken, and that they and the responses of the accused are recorded on Form 256.

Notes

(f) Form 1145 is the only advance information given to the inmate about the procedure followed at an adjudication.

(g) (ii) Prison Rule 53(2) provides that no award of cellular confinement shall be made unless the Medical Officer has certified that the inmate is in a fit state of health to be so dealt with. Standing Orders require that arrangements are made to enable the Medical Officer to examine the accused for his fitness to undergo cellular confinement and that he reports any matter affecting the inmate’s physical and mental condition which appears relevant to the adjudication including, where appropriate, his opinion that the medical condition of the prisoner was such that he should not be held fully responsible for his actions at the time of his alleged offence. The examination will be of the nature, and proceeding, of the adjudication (and resumption of the adjudication following any adjournment).

Exceptionally however, where there is no full-time cover available at the time and the part-time Medical Officer is unable to examine the accused within the 24 hours immediately preceding the adjudication (or the examination following the adjournment) the examination may follow the adjudication, provided that it does so as soon as possible (ordinarily within 24 hours following the adjudication) and that no award of cellular confinement is made unless the Medical Officer has certified the inmate fit for it.

(iii) If during an adjudication the Governor is in doubt about a prisoner’s state of mind, he should ask the Medical Officer whether he can assist in these matters.

(h) The accused should be asked to indicate in advance of the hearing whether he would like to call any witnesses he would like to call so that arrangements can be made to make them available for the hearing. It will still be open to the accused to ask, during the course of the hearing, to call additional witnesses; it will be open to the Governor to call witnesses other than those requested by the accused.
Identify the accused.

Ask the accused whether he has received Form 1127 and Form 1145, and make sure that he understands what the procedure will be.

Read out the charge(s).

Ask the accused whether he understands the chargel(s) and explain to him any matter about which he is in any doubt.

Ask the accused whether he has had sufficient time to prepare his answer to the charge(s).

Ask whether or not the accused has made a written answer to the charge(s).

Ask the accused in respect of each charge whether he pleads guilty or not guilty.

Notes

If the Governor is satisfied that the accused needs more information on the procedure, or the charge(s) or more time to prepare his answer to the charge(s), the hearing should not proceed until this has been remedied.

Question 4 and those in paragraphs 5, 7, 8 and 9 should not be put if one or more of the offences with which the inmate has been charged has been referred to the police, or in the case of drug offences a substance or article has been sent for forensic analysis. In these circumstances the hearing should be adjourned pending the outcome of those enquiries and, when it is subsequently resumed, it will be necessary to follow the opening procedure.

A separate record (Form 256) should be made in respect of each charge.

If the accused refuses to plead, or qualifies a plea of guilty, a not guilty plea should be entered on Form 256, and the hearing should proceed as if the accused has pleaded not guilty. A plea of guilty should be recorded only if the prisoner pleads guilty to the essential elements of the charge, for example, a prisoner who admits that his allegation was false but denies it was malicious, or who admits to possessing a control but denies knowing that it had been used for smoking controlled drugs, should be recorded as making a not guilty plea.

If, in addition, the accused refuses to speak during the proceedings, it should be explained to him that the hearing will nevertheless continue, that all other available evidence will be heard and that the question of guilt, and of the award to be made if the in-
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If the accused pleads not guilty or refuses to plead, proceed in accordance with paragraphs 11 to 23 inclusive, but if the accused pleads guilty, proceed in accordance with paragraphs 31 to 45 inclusive.

Notes

(i) Where a charge is dealt with in absentia (see paragraph 24 of the Introduction) the plea should be recorded as not guilty.

(ii) If the charge relates to the discovery of a substance believed to be a controlled drug which has not been referred to the police for investigation, the adjudication may proceed provided that the prisoner makes a clear and unambiguous admission of guilt. (See Appendix 3.)

(iii) Where the hearing is resumed following an adjournment, the opening procedure may have to be repeated in part depending, of course, on the point which was reached at the time of the adjournment.

(iv) Where the charge is of a 'graver offence' or an 'especially grave offence' (Prison Rules 51(1) and 52(1) or a serious or repeated offence which the Governor has it in mind to refer to the Board of Visitors (Prison Rule 51(2)), it is not necessary to hear all the evidence. If the Governor is satisfied that there is a case to answer he should explain to the prisoner that he may wish to reserve his defence for the full hearing by the Board but if the prisoner insists on exercising his right under Rule 49(2) he must be allowed to do so.
The Hearing (if the inmate has pleaded not guilty or is treated as so doing)

(11) Hear the evidence of the reporting officer, and invite the accused, if he so wishes, to question the officer on his evidence, or on relevant matters which the officer has not covered. The Governor may also wish to ask questions for clarification.

(12) Repeat 11 for any other witnesses in support of the charge. An inmate witness should be asked to confirm that he is prepared to give evidence as he cannot be compelled to do so. An officer of the prison who is a witness may be required by the Governor to give evidence as part of his duties. Witnesses other than the reporting officer should not normally remain in the room after they have given their evidence and been questioned on it.

(13) If any exhibit is produced during the hearing (eg. a weapon which has been used, or an unauthorised article found in the accused’s possession) this should be described and recorded at the time it is produced.

(14) Invite the accused to make his defence to the charge(s) and to give oral evidence if he wishes. This is the appropriate time for any written defence or explanation he has made on Form 1127 to be read out. Unless he wishes to call witnesses, this is also the appropriate time for him to comment on the evidence and to point out anything he thinks is in his favour.

Notes

(i) There is no objection to the reporting officer reading out his evidence from a previously prepared statement, this should be incorporated in the record of the hearing.

(ii) If the accused in any way abuses the opportunity to question the officer directly the Governor may insist on questions being put through him.

(iii) If, at this stage, the accused wishes to change his plea to guilty, this may be accepted and the hearing continued in accordance with paragraphs 31 to 45.

(iv) If the reporting officer is temporarily not available to give evidence in person the situation should be explained to the accused and where the absence is likely to be less than 3 weeks it should be left to him to decide whether the hearing should proceed with the witness’ written evidence and in the knowledge that he would not be able to question the officer on his evidence, or whether the hearing should be adjourned until the officer returns to duty. (The foregoing will not apply where the reporting officer has no first-hand knowledge of the alleged offence, eg. an escape from another establishment.) Where the accused chooses to await the availability of the officer and he is segregated under Prison Rule 48, the Governor should consider whether segregation is still necessary during the adjournment.

(v) If the reporting officer is likely to be unavailable for more than 3 weeks or sooner where an earlier hearing is inappropriate the advice of Headquarters should be sought.

(12) It is important that, on leaving the adjudication room a witness should not have the opportunity to talk to those waiting to give evidence. If an inmate witness is likely to be needed for further questioning, arrangements should be made to ensure that he is readily available.

(13) For disposal of exhibits, see Note 27.

(14) If the inmate has prepared a written statement, he may be invited to read it aloud, but if he declines to do so, but wishes it to be taken into consideration it should be read out by the Governor.
(15) If the accused asks to call witnesses, whether named in advance or during the hearing, ask him to say what he thinks their evidence will show or prove. Unless the Governor is satisfied (after any submission from the accused) that the witnesses will not be able to give relevant evidence, they should be called. If the Governor decides not to call a witness requested by the accused he should be told why and given the opportunity to comment. The reason for the decision should be recorded in the record of the hearing.

(16) Invite the accused's witnesses to say what they know of the affair, and invite the accused, if he so wishes, to question them on their evidence or anything else that appears relevant to the case. The reporting officer should also be given the opportunity to question the accused or witnesses, and the Governor may also wish to ask questions. The witnesses should not remain in the room after they have given their evidence and been questioned on it.

(17) The Governor may also wish to call witnesses, even though they have not been named by the accused or the reporting officer. After all the witnesses have been heard he should ask the accused whether he wishes to say anything further about his case, to comment on the evidence, or to draw attention to any relevant considerations. If the accused tries to bring up points in mitigation at this stage, the point should be noted and carefully considered at the appropriate time (see paragraph 24 below).

(18) The Governor should consider the question of guilt, announce his finding and record it on Form 256.

(19) A conclusion that the evidence constitutes a lesser offence than that with which the prisoner was charged must result in the charge being dismissed.

(20) Except in the case of a charge of committing an especially grave offence under Rule 52(1), the Governor may decide to dismiss any or all of the charges against the accused. If he does not do so and the offence is graver as defined in Rule 51(1), it must be referred to the Board of Visitors unless the Secretary of State has directed otherwise. An especially grave offence may not be dismissed by the Governor, and must be referred to the Board of Visitors unless the Secretary of State directs otherwise.

Notes

(15) Witnesses must not be excluded for reasons of administrative convenience or because the Governor considers the case against the prisoner is already made out. If the Governor disbelieves the prisoner or is in doubt about his story, he should refuse to call witnesses only if he is convinced that the evidence they are expected to give is wholly irrelevant to the point at issue (e.g. they could not have witnessed an incident being inquired into) or that the request is part of an attempt to render the hearing unmanageable. However, if the Governor accepts the matter(s) which the prisoner is trying to establish it is not necessary to hear further witnesses. The fact that he accepts the point at issue should be recorded.

(16) (i) If the Governor agrees to hear a witness but the witness is not readily available to give evidence in person, the accused should be asked whether he would like the hearing to be adjourned until the witness can be present. The Governor should find out how soon that is likely to be, and provided there will not be any undue delay the hearing should be adjourned accordingly. Ordinarily, an adjournment should not be adjourned longer than 3 weeks.

(ii) If an essential witness is temporarily unavailable the notes in 16.1 and 16.2 to paragraph 11 are applicable.

(20) (i) See also the Note to paragraph 16(ii).

(ii) Any charge under Prison Rule 42(5)(d), (ii) making a false and malicious statement which is intended to cause a prisoner to be sent to another prison will have to be referred to the Board of Visitors unless the Governor, having decided that the charge arises out of a case to answer, cannot reasonably give the prisoner time to explain. See also Circular Instruction 14/1986.
If in respect of charges other than those under Rules 52(1) or 51(1) the Governor is satisfied that a prima facie case has been made out against the accused and that the offence is serious or repeated and the award he can impose seems insufficient, he should inform the prisoner accordingly and refer the charge to the Board of Visitors.

Where the incident from which the offences arose led to more than one charge against the accused, and the charge against one prisoner is referred to the Board of Visitors, the other charges should not be so referred unless they meet the relevant criteria (see paragraphs 20 and 21).

Where the incident from which the offence arose led to more than one inmate being charged, and the charge against one prisoner is referred to the Board of Visitors, the charges against all the inmates involved should only be referred to the Board of Visitors where the relevant criteria are met for each individual.

If the finding in respect of any Charge being Heard is one of guilty:

The inmate should be asked whether he wishes to say anything in mitigation. If he asks to call any person to support his plea in mitigation this should be allowed unless such a request is clearly unreasonable. If no plea in mitigation is put forward, this fact should be recorded on Form 256.

The Governor should ask any member of staff who knows the inmate, including workshop staff, for a report and if he does so the inmate should be given the opportunity to add anything or ask any question in connection with the report.

The Governor should consider what awards he will make. No award of cellular confinement may be made unless the Medical Officer has certified that day that the inmate is fit for it; and if the inmate has not been medically examined that day no other punishment will be awarded if he has any doubt about the inmate’s fitness for it. He may decide to adjourn, for a period not normally exceeding 24 hours, for any necessary medical examination to be made.

Notes

(21) See also the Note to paragraph 10(ii).

(25) (i) The Governor may put questions to the officer making the report to clarify or elicit further information relevant to the question of punishment.

(ii) Where the report is read from a previously prepared note this should form part of the record of the adjudication.

(26) (i) Ordinarily, the inmate will have been medically examined on the day of the adjudication. There is however a dispensation at establishments where there is only a part-time Medical Officer.

(ii) The Governor should examine the inmate’s record in respect of his current sentence of imprisonment for in the case of an unsentenced prisoner the record relevant to the present reason for detention for information about his behaviour. The Governor should tell the prisoner what matters he has taken into account, favourable or unfavourable.
Announce the awards and when making awards in respect of more than one charge, whether the awards are to be cumulative or concurrent with, other awards.

If an award is ordered to be suspended (Prison Rule 55(1)), or it includes the stoppage of earnings under the provisions of Prison Rule 53(1), the terms of the award must be set out in writing in the Remarks section of Form 256, and the inmate’s liability explained to him in ordinary language.

If the inmate is subject to an extant suspended award, the Governor’s decision on the suspended award must be announced and explained to the inmate and recorded on Form 256. The decision may be to:

*(a) direct that the suspended award shall take effect; or*

*(b) reduce the period or amount of the suspended award and direct that it shall take effect as so reduced; or*

*(c) vary the original direction by substituting for the period specified a period expiring not later than 6 months from the date of variation; or*

*(d) give no direction with respect to the suspended award."

Notes

(i) The awards must be within the range of, and expressed in the terms of, the Prison Rules.

(ii) Neither the award nor any entry in the Remarks section of Form 256 should include any reference to any administrative action eg. placing on Rule 43 return to a closed prison, or disposal of exhibits.

(iii) If it is desired to make reference in exhibits it would be appropriate to tell the inmate that they will be disposed of in accordance with standing instructions.

(iv) An individual award may not be suspended in part, but when a penalty consisting of more than one award is imposed, one or more of them may be wholly suspended. Thus an award of forfeiture of privileges, for example, may be suspended in its entirety but not in part and the penalty comprising, say, forfeiture of privileges and cellular confinement may be suspended by ordering that both elements or either should be wholly suspended.

(v) Suspended awards of forfeiture of remission should be made only where there are special extenuating circumstances and the offence did not involve violence and where an award of more than 14 days’ forfeiture of remission is suspended the Form 256 should indicate what those extenuating circumstances are.

(vi) A suspended award may not be activated unless the prisoner has been found guilty on adjudication of a further offence which was committed during the period of suspension.

(vii) It is open to the Governor to make an award in respect of the offence adjudicated upon but that an extant suspended award take effect in whole or in part. The activation of a suspended award may not be ordered as the punishment for the further offence.
*In either of these cases the Governor may order that it should take effect immediately or that it should commence on the expiration of an award of the same nature imposed for the current offence.

Ensure the awards are correctly entered in the appropriate spaces on Form 256 before it is signed and dated.

Notes

(30) Where awards are made in respect of more than one charge each Form 256 should show separately the awards for each.
The Hearing (if the accused has pleaded Guilty)

(31) Hear the evidence of the reporting officer, and invite the accused, if he so wishes to question the officer on his evidence, or on relevant matters which the officer has not covered. The Governor may also wish to ask questions for clarification.

(32) Where the incident from which the offence arose led to more than one charge against the accused and one of these is referred to the Board of Visitors, the other charges should not be so referred unless the relevant criteria are met (see paragraph 20).

(33) Where the incident from which the offence arose led to more than one inmate being charged and the charge against one prisoner is referred to the Board of Visitors, the charges against all the other inmates involved should only be referred to the Board of Visitors where the relevant criteria are met for each individual.

(34) Where the charge is:
(a) mutiny or incitement to mutiny;
(b) doing gross personal violence or a serious assault whoever the victim;
(c) any assault on an officer;
(d) escaping or attempting to escape from prison or legal custody;
see paragraphs 28 and 29 of the General Guidance in this section.
(e) where the charge is of making false and malicious allegations see note 20(ii).

Notes

(i) There is no objection to the reporting officer reading out his evidence from a previously prepared statement: this should be incorporated in the record of the hearing.

(ii) If the accused in any way abuses the opportunity to question the officer directly the Governor may insist on questions being put through him.

(iii) If the accused himself or through witnesses challenges facts on which the charge is based the plea should be entered as not guilty and the hearing should be continued in accordance with paragraphs 11 to 30.

(iv) If the reporting officer is temporarily not available see Notes (vi) and (vi) to 11.

(a)/(b) It must be verified that the police have decided not to prosecute.
(c) Where the police have been invited to investigate it must be verified that there is no intention to bring a prosecution.
(d) An intention by the police to bring a prosecution for further offences committed whilst unlawfully at large should not delay the adjudication.
(35) Repeat 31 for any other witnesses in support of the charge. An inmate witness should be asked to confirm that he is prepared to give evidence, as he cannot be compelled to do so. An officer of the prison may be required by the Governor to give evidence as part of his duties. Witnesses other than the reporting officer should not normally remain in the room after they have given their evidence and been questioned on it.

(36) If the accused asks to call witnesses, whether named in advance or during the hearing, ask him to say what he thinks their evidence will show or prove. Unless the Governor is satisfied that the witnesses will not be able to give relevant evidence, they should be called.

(37) If any exhibit is produced during the hearing (eg. a weapon which has been used, or an unauthorised article found in the accused’s possession) this should be described and recorded at the time it is produced.

(38) If the Governor is satisfied that the accused is guilty of a charge for which he may make an award and he decides to deal with it himself, record the finding on Form 256 and ask the inmate whether he wishes:
   (a) to offer an explanation for his conduct; and
   (b) to say anything in mitigation.

(39) If the accused wishes to call someone to support a plea in mitigation this should be allowed unless such a request is clearly unreasonable. If no plea in mitigation is put forward, this fact should be recorded on Form 256.

(40) The Governor should ask any member of staff who knows the inmate, including workshop staff, for a report on the accused and if he does so the inmate should be asked whether he wishes to add anything or ask any questions in connection with the report.

(41) The Governor should consider what awards he will make. No award of cellular confinement may be made unless the Medical Officer has certified that day that the inmate is fit for it; and if the inmate has not been medically examined that day no other punishment will be awarded if he has any doubt about the inmate’s fitness for it. He may decide to adjourn, for a period not normally exceeding 24 hours, for any necessary medical examination to be made.

Notes

(35) If an essential witness is temporarily unavailable the Notes (v) and (vi) to 11 are applicable.

(36) The accused, although having pleaded guilty, might wish to show that his part in an incident was not so serious as it appears.

(37) For the disposal of exhibits see paragraph 42.

(40) (i) The Governor may put questions to the officer making the report to clarify or elicit further information relevant to the question of punishment.
   (ii) Where the report is read from a previously prepared note this should form part of the record of the adjudication.

(41) (i) Ordinarily, the inmate will have been medically examined on the day of the adjudication. There is however a presumption at establishments where there is only a part-time Medical Officer that:
   (ii) The Governor should examine the inmate’s record in respect of his current sentence of imprisonment or in the case of an unsentenced prisoner the record relevant to the current reason for detention for information about his behaviour. The Governor should then the summary which matters it has taken into account, together with unavoidable
Announce the awards and when making awards in respect of more than one charge, whether the awards are to be cumulative or concurrent with other awards.

If an award is ordered to be suspended (Prison Rule 55(1)), or it includes the stoppage of earnings under the provisions of Prison Rule 53(1), the terms of the award must be set out in writing in the Remarks section of Form 256, and the inmate's liability explained to him in ordinary language.

If the inmate is subject to an extant suspended award, the Governor's decision on the suspended award must be announced and explained to the inmate and recorded on Form 256. The decision may be to:

* (a) direct that the suspended award shall take effect; or
* (b) reduce the period or amount of the suspended award and direct that it shall take effect as so reduced; or
* (c) vary the original direction by substituting for the period specified a period expiring not later than 6 months from the date of variation; or
* (d) give no direction with respect to the suspended award.

Notes

The awards must be within the range of, and expressed in terms of, the Prison Rules.

Neither the award nor any entry in the Remarks section of Form 256 should include any reference to any administrative action eg. placing on Rule 43, return to a closed prison, or disposal of exhibits.

If it is desired to make reference to exhibits it would be appropriate to tell the inmate that they will be disposed of in accordance with standing instructions.

An individual award may not be suspended in part, but when a penalty comprising more than one award is imposed one or more of them may be wholly suspended. Thus, an award of forfeiture of privileges, for example, may be suspended in its entirety but not in part and the penalty comprising, say, forfeiture of privileges and cellular confinement may be suspended by ordering that both elements or either should be wholly suspended.

Suspension of a Fortnight's Remission should be made only where there are special extenuating circumstances and the offence did not involve violence, and where an award of more than 14 days' forfeiture of remission is suspended the Form 256 should indicate what those extenuating circumstances are.

A suspended award may not be activated unless the prisoner has been found guilty on adjudication of a further offence which was committed during the period of suspension.

It is open to the Governor to make no award in respect of the offence adjudicated upon but to order that a suspended award take effect in whole or in part. The activation of a suspended award may not be ordered as the punishment for the further offence.
In either of these cases the Governor may order that it should take effect immediately, or that it should commence on the expiration of an award of the same nature imposed for the current offence.

Ensure the awards are correctly entered in the appropriate spaces on Form 256 before it is signed and dated.

Notes

Where awards are made in respect of more than one charge each Form 256 should show separately the awards for each.
APPENDIX SEVEN

Notice of the revision of the Manual on Adjudications and comment thereupon
REVISION OF THE GREEN MANUAL ON THE CONDUCT OF ADJUDICATIONS IN PRISON DEPARTMENT ESTABLISHMENTS

As you may know, we have decided to produce a revised Manual to coincide with the changes to the Prison Rules and the prison disciplinary system that are planned to come into effect in April 1989. We are anxious to ensure that the revised Manual is produced before next April, so that it can be used for Board of Visitors training planned for January to March 1989.

I enclose a copy of the draft revised manual, and I would be very grateful to receive your comments on the new format and contents. The major changes are:-

1. The combining of the Board of Visitors and Governor's sections of the Manual - this reflects our view that, with a few exceptions, the procedure and standards required are the same for Boards of Visitors and Governors.

2. The Division of the General Guidance into distinct sections on various aspects of the conduct of adjudications, including the effect of legal judgments on the procedure.

3. The introduction of a continuous narrative in the Model Procedure.

There are a few points that should be noted in the enclosed draft:-

1. Section 7 on the interpretation of the prison charges is missing, as the exact wording of the new charges has yet to be finalised. Similarly, Appendix 6, - Extract from Prison Rules - has not been included.

2. Negotiations are still proceeding with the associations representing the magistrates courts service over the use of qualified clerks drawn from their service to act as clerk at Board of Visitors adjudications. References to the use of such clerks in the draft manual assumes a successful conclusion to those negotiations. If that does not come about, or the manner in which they will be employed is altered, then an appropriate amendment to the draft manual will be required.

3. In Section 2 Para 15, advice is given on which Governor grades should carry out adjudications, following the
introduction of Fresh Start. The advice stated in the draft manual should not be regarded as agreed policy, and may be subject to alteration once the Department's policy has been finalised. It is intended to issue an instruction on this matter in due course.

4. In Section 2 Para 1, reference is made to Governors ensuring that at least one of their senior staff has received appropriate training in the proper interpretation of offences, and is available to offer advice to officers on appropriate charges to lay. This is in response to concern expressed at the possible lack of local expertise and advice available to officers. This is a matter that is being explored with P6 Division and the Training College, and further details will be made available later.

5. Page numbers, both for the main text and the index will be added once the final draft is typed, as will any missing references to certain paragraphs.

6. The single sheets carrying the title of each sections will be produced as coloured cards in the finalised manual, with a tab on the side of the card for easy reference.

I would be grateful if you could let me have any comments you may wish to make by 30 September.

Yours sincerely

S M BIRKETT

(ROTGM)
Dear Deborah and Steve

DRAFT REVISED MANUAL ON ADJUDICATIONS

Thank you for sight of the draft. Most of my comments are noted on the text, returned herewith. Various of them require amplification as follows:-

Section 3, p.15

It is bad advice and, I venture, a misunderstanding of the caselaw to conclude that legal representation is "not available at governors' adjudications". It seems to me, post-Leech, that we know an adjudicating governor to be acting judicially and not managerially. Thus, if faced with a request for legal assistance or representation at the hearing, he must exercise his discretion in a judicial way. This should be on all fours with the boards exercise of discretion under the Webster J criteria in Tarrant. It does not, of course, mean that the adjudicating governor would have to grant the request. I can only recall being asked twice since the Leech judgement and, I must admit, on one of the occasions I fudged it. I said that if I found there to be a case to answer I would be remanding the matter to the BoV and the prisoner could make his request to them. In the other I consciously applied the Webster J criteria and found there to be no need for legal or other representation.

The argument that any case serious enough to merit representation ought to be before the BoV cannot be sustained in the face of the European Court of Human Rights decisions in Engel (the Dutch soldier boys case in 1976). The Court had to decide on what constituted a fair hearing and on what constituted a criminal charge which would attract the protection of Article 6. The nature of the offence and the severity of the penalty risked were significant factors.

"What belonged to the criminal sphere were deprivations of liberty liable to be imposed as a punishment except those which by their nature, duration or manner of execution cannot be appreciably detrimental"

In that case, "strict arrest in a disciplinary unit" was held to fall within the definition of that which would attract the protection of the Article (c.f. loss of remission, confinement to cell).

I am aware of the dicta of Lord Goff in ex parte Hone to the effect that he found it difficult to envisage circumstances in which representation before a governor would ever be appropriate. Indeed, the courts in the Irish Republic which have been some years ahead of our own in guaranteeing procedural protection to prisoners at adjudication have rejected the possibility. But remember that Lord Goff was speaking obiter. Governors' adjudications were not at issue in the case. Unfortunately my copy of the Leech judgement is in Durham and my draft thesis is with my supervisor. However, I urge you to recall some of the dicta of Lord Bridge in Leech to the effect that whereas the governor is a servant of the Secretary of State, he is not in that role when adjudicating. He would
"rightly send packing" (I think those are the words) any civil servant in Whitehall who tried to influence how he should proceed.

It is quite clear that a solicitor might have difficulty in securing legal aid funding for the purpose of representing a prisoner before a governor. That is not a matter that should concern us. What we should look to is "Wednesbury unreasonableness". If the governor is to act judicially he must certainly "direct himself properly in law - he must call his own attention to the matters which he is bound to consider ... if he does not he may truly be said ... to be acting unreasonably" (Lord Greene M.R. in Associated Provincial Picture Houses v Wednesbury Corporation 1948 l KB 223 at 229).

Any fetter, eg a Home Office instruction that legal representation is not allowed at a governor's hearing, would clearly inhibit a reasonable use of discretion. In Tarrant representation could be permitted because nowhere, at law, was it excluded. The same applies here.

Section 3, pp 17-18

The ECHR did not hold in Campbell and Fell "that a prisoner charged with the old charges of mutiny and g.p.v. to an officer should be granted legal representation if he requests it". The right to legal representation (as opposed to the right to ask for it) arose because mutiny and g.p.v. constituted "criminal charges or matters" and thus fall within the parameters of Article 6. This is why I prefer the way that advice is phrased at Appendix 3. Perhaps the words "criminal charge or matter" should be substituted for "especially grave offence" in that place.

Section 3, p.18

Norley (and ex parte McGrath which is similar) can no longer be seen as good law in respect of a board only having to exercise its mind on the question of representation or assistance if asked to do so. It has been overtaken by the law of "legitimate expectation". (See Lord Bridge in Leech and ? my law report is in Durham) in CSSU v Minister of State (the GCHQ case). F.1145 places the onus to ask on the prisoner. But F.256 notes it as a requirement of the board to ask if he wants the question to be addressed.

Section 4, p.29

It might be helpful to incorporate in the text the C27/84 stuff on when it is appropriate to remand under R.48 and when under R.43.

Section 8, p.6

I have difficulty understanding 12(ii). If it is addressed to the governor I guess he should get at least as far as formally putting the charge to the inmate. If it is addressed to the board it is superfluous, since the matter would not have got as far as them had the CPS decided to take no action or had the forensic analysis not been confirmed positive.

Omission

In the area of disclosure, adjudicators should be reminded that if they visit the scene of the alleged offence, the accused should go with them. Two examples arise from my own experience. One was at Long Lartin where a prisoner said that a witness in (say) cell D.1/11 might have seen what happened in his own cell since the windows were in line of sight. The panel went to see D.1/11 and were satisfied that it was not in line of sight. Later it transpired that the prisoner had given them the wrong cell number. Had he gone with them he would have known he had been mistaken about that. The second, at Durham, was my adjudication on a man charged under para 20 with causing a disturbance by banging on his cell door. His mitigation was that his alarm bell was not working. Staff evidence was that all the bells on the landing were working. I went to see - staff and prisoner too - and found that his was not working. There is a judicial review case on the point, though being separated from my material, all I can remember is that it relates to a company called "Fairmount Investments."
I think that the form dictates that we ask for a plea of guilty or not guilty too early. I think that the inmate should hear the officer's evidence before entering the plea.

Presentation

Prisons are wonderful at working to old rules. Unless the new "Manual" looks different from the old one the chances are that the old one will still be referred to. Do issue a new binder (the old one carries the date October 1984). Make the style markedly different. If the "Green Book" were to be replaced by the "Yellow Pages" that would help.

After all this verbiage I sincerely hope that you do not regret asking for my comments. Please do not regard this as being too adversely critical. Overall I find the draft excellent. I am writing this in my 'digs'. All my earthly possessions are 150 miles away and it will be six weeks or so until we are re-united in south Manchester. For this evening, the wine is taking over from the law. I shall now conclude this letter and the bottle.

With kind regards.

P M Quinn
APPENDIX EIGHT

Comment upon the Green Paper "Private sector involvement in the remand system", 1988
An open letter to the Remands Unit, Home Office Prison Department.

Dear Sirs,


The Green Paper invites a written response, as indeed did members of the Unit when they visited Risley recently. We do so by way of an open letter which we shall submit to the Prison Service Journal. In this way we hope not only to assist you in your deliberations but also to stimulate a wider debate in the field.

We should confirm, at the outset, that our views broadly coincide with those noted at paragraph 48 of the Green Paper, viz. that it is wrong in principle to place prisoners in the care of private contractors. We cannot subscribe to an ethic that would put the agents of private-sector profit in a position of power over private citizens - albeit those remanded to custody. We confine our comments, apart from those about staffing, to that which may be found under the umbrella of control, discipline and punishment and access to legal advice. It is here that we find the Green Paper to be fulsome in generalities and superficial in its addressing of fundamental questions.

1) CONTROL: It is a truism that good security and sound control commence with the trust of satisfactory human relationships. Perhaps security guards could achieve this, though as will be seen, we doubt it. Our concern is for when security and control break down under the proposed model. Presumably, were an inmate in a private centre to transgress the criminal law by committing an arrestable offence, the guard would be as entitled as any other private citizen to arrest and restrain the prisoner until a police officer (or a prison officer carrying that statutory authority) attended to intervene. But would such guards know what is and what is not an arrestable offence? They would themselves be breaking the law were they to get it wrong. Since we know that the majority of offences committed by inmates are offences against the disciplinary code and not against the criminal law we wonder on what authority a civilian guard could do anything in respect of such transgressions. One of the remand prisoners' greatest fears - and we have been talking to some today on the point - is that the result might well be the use of oblique discipline or hidden punishments that the present system tries to avoid. This exposes the weakness of the assumption at paragraph 71 that the existing rights and privileges of remand prisoners would not be changed were remand centres to be privately run.
Much concerned with the control of remand prisoners and their environment hinges upon preventive measures. The authority of the Prison Act 1952, expressed in the Manual on Security, empowers prison officers to search and to strip search. Our arguments against strip searching will be expressed in another place, but, if we accept the need for it for the present, we wonder what possible authority can be given to civilian guards to indulge in the practice? Perpetrated by civilians, strip searches could, at one end of a continuum, be seen as inappropriate, and at the other as constituting a serious sexual assault were it to be achieved by force. The rub-down body search could constitute an assault in any case.

Arguments persist as to whether or not censorship of correspondence is necessary in any penal institution. For the present it is a fact of life in remand centres. Is this really a practice that should be extended to employees of a private security firm who would thus have authority to spy upon legitimately confidential affairs of others? The Green Paper touches upon none of the above matters.

ii) DISCIPLINE AND PUNISHMENT The Governor has a statutory authority to adjudicate. What of the commandant (?) of a private centre - is a civilian to be given such powers? Parallels do exist where civilians exercise disciplinary functions but, to our knowledge, never where questions of the basic liberty of the subject arise. The supervision of a "detention manager" along the Harmondsworth lines (paragraph 47) does not assist since we are unaware of any disciplinary functions vested in this person. The prospect of an itinerant governor was mentioned when you visited us. So be it, but who will be accountable for the way in which any punishment imposed will be administered? At present, staff are clearly accountable to the Governor for that. Surely accountability cannot be to the shareholders. Matters may be complicated when the award is forfeiture of earnings. Prison earnings are minimal. If even they are to be lost to the benefit of a profit making company it can be suggested that exploitation of the weak to the benefit of the strong has triumphed. And what when the itinerant governor has gone away? On whose authority will civilian guards use special (strip) cells? How will they move a prisoner there against his or her wishes without committing an assault? How could a prisoner be segregated for the purposes of good order and discipline? What would constitute such an offence in a private centre? Who would decide?

iii) ACCESS TO LEGAL ADVICE There is a pre Raymond v Honey and pre ex parte Anderson ring to the view expressed in paragraph 92 that a private centre would have to provide some sort of means for lawyers to complain about the conditions (presumably to include treatment) and facilities afforded to their clients. It is absolutely clear that lawyers are able to, and will, do that anyway. Prisoners no longer instruct solicitors because the Secretary of State allows them so to do, as once was the case. The interesting conundrum that should have been addressed by the Green Paper is whether or not accountability for misdeeds will lie with the headquarters of the private contractor or whether the Home Office will be deemed vicariously liable for that done in its name.
We mentioned, above, that we worry about staffing of the proposed private centres. Paragraph 89 notes the "special qualities and skills" needed by staff. Senior police officers have, in the past, shared with one of us, their concern as to the quality of staff recruited by private security firms. Often, it seems, they are those who have been rejected by the police, or the prison service, as unsuitable. Suddenly, it seems, they are to go through a metamorphosis whereby they will be able to exercise skills in which prison officers are already expert. The remand centre officers' ability comes not just from their training but often from a wide experience of the prison, and criminal justice, system as a whole. Skills gained in the former borstals, local prisons and dispersals will have helped him or her to place the inmates' problems in perspective. The officer may have seen the prisoner grow up, been the group officer of their uncles or fathers in training prisons, helped their mothers in mother and baby units or even visited their families. The prison officer knows the rounded character of the inmate and that makes the understanding of his or her problems almost second nature. We doubt that the capacity to care and to control vested in the private guard will approximate to that of the prison officer to any significant degree.

Yours faithfully,

PHILIP TURNBULL

PETER QUINN.
Dear Mr Turnbull and Mr Quinn

Thank you for your letter of 3 November with your comments on the Green Paper, *Private Sector Involvement in the Remand System* (Cm 434).

Whilst the Green Paper identifies the main issues which would need to be resolved before contracting-out could go ahead, it does not set out to provide all the answers. That is the purpose of the consultation period and the consultancy, and it is particularly helpful to have comments from people in the Prison Service who have practical experience of these matters. May I say that I found our visit to Risley last month extremely valuable, and that I am most grateful to you for following it up with your detailed comments.

As you recognise, we need to identify the precise powers which would be required by the staff of contracted-out remand centres, and the limits of those powers. It would then be for Parliament to decide, in considering legislation on the subject, whether the powers which were needed could properly be conferred on people who were not public servants.

It is also quite clearly necessary to ensure that prisoners would not be exposed to a misuse of powers in a contracted out establishment. You mention the disciplinary framework, the use of strip cells, the segregation of prisoners for good order and discipline and punishment by loss of earnings. It is in relation to such matters that there is likely to be a role for a publicly appointed monitor, as described in paragraphs 65-66 of the Green Paper. The Home Secretary's accountability for the treatment of prisoners would, as paragraph 63 of the Green Paper notes have to be preserved. We envisage that this will be done through systems of oversight and inspection similar to those at other establishments backed up by the permanent presence of a government monitor at the establishment. This is somewhat different from the question of legal liability if prisoners complain about their treatment by the contractor. This would presumably depend on whether, if the complaint was upheld, the fault or negligence was found to be that of the Home Office or of the contractor.
You are right to stress the importance of the quality of staff in a contracted-out centre. We are considering how best to ensure sound methods of recruitment, training, management and support. Staff looking after prisoners will certainly need different qualities from those of which are sought among existing staff of, for example, security companies. It is likely that contractors would seek, at leasty initially, to draw some staff from the prison service to provide the sort of background knowledge and experience which you mention.

The Government's aim in involving the private sector in the remand system would be to reduce prison overcrowding, relieve the pressure on the rest of the prison system, provide better conditions for prisoners and improve value for money. So conditions in any privately-managed establishments would have to compare favourably with what the existing system could provide with up-to-date facilities and without overcrowding.

Thank you again for writing with your comments. We shall take your observations into account in our further work on the Green Paper. An announcement about Ministers' conclusions on the way forward is likely to be made in the New Year.

Yours sincerely,

Robert Fulton

P R A Fulton
Remands Unit
APPENDIX NINE

H.O.P.D. Statement of Purpose,
14 November 1988
To all members of the Prison Service

Dear Colleague

During my time as Director General the Prison Service has not had a simple and motivating statement of purpose. Now that the Fresh Start changes are in place the Prisons Board thinks the time is right to make such a statement, so that all members of the Service have a common understanding of and commitment to its purpose.

The statement is being given to everyone in the Service through this letter and, for the future, as they join. It will be prominently displayed throughout the Service. It will be placed in our recruitment brochures and annual reports.

Her Majesty's Prison Service serves the public by keeping in custody those committed by the courts.

Our duty is to look after them with humanity and to help them lead law-abiding and useful lives in custody and after release.

I hope this speaks for itself. But I want to draw out some points.

We are and are proud to be a Crown Service.

We serve our fellow citizens. That makes us accountable to them for what we do and how we do it: for the way we treat prisoners and how we use the resources which Parliament provides.

The most severe step a court can take is to deprive people of their liberty. Our part in the criminal justice system is to give effect to the court’s decision: the Service exists to keep people in lawful custody.

By its very nature locking people up under the criminal law places two duties on us all:

- to see that they are not subjected to arbitrary force or discriminated against on racial or any other grounds, are treated with respect, are properly fed, and have their physical and other requirements properly met.
- to do all we can to help them lead law-abiding and useful lives. That applies not just for the future, after release, but also while a person is in prison. The duty of care is discharged and custody secured most surely when the life of a prison is regular – when prisoners are fully, actively and constructively occupied.

Each one of us, wherever we work, has a part to play in making sure the Service matches up to the challenge which this purpose sets us.

Yours sincerely

C J TRAIN CB

Produced for the Home Office by the Central Office of Information. 1988 HOME J0960NE.
APPENDIX TEN

Draft Revision of Prison Rule 47
and consequent amendments
PRISON DISCIPLINARY SYSTEM : CHANGES IN RULES

Codes of Offences

With effect from 1 April 1989 the disciplinary changes which may be laid against a prisoner, Under Rule 47 are as follows:-

1) 'Commits any assault'
2) 'Detains any person against his will' (inc. hostage-taking)
3) 'Denies access to any part of the prison to any officer' (inc. barricading)
4) 'Fights with any person'
5) 'Intentionally endangers the health or personal safety of others, or by his conduct is reckless whether such health or personal safety is endangered'
6) 'Intentionally obstructs an officer of the prison in the execution of his duty'
7) 'Escapes from prison or from legal custody' (inc. absconding)
8) 'Fails (a) to return prison when he should have returned after being temporarily released from prison under Rule 6 of the Rules or (b) to comply with any condition upon which he was so released'
9) 'Has in his possession (a) any unauthorised article, or (b) any article in greater quantity than he is authorised to have' ('unauthorised' eg. a controlled drug, or something the particular prisoner is not authorised to have)
10) 'Sells or delivers to any person any unauthorised article'
11) 'Sells or, without permission, delivers to any person any article which he is allowed to have only for his own use'
12) 'Takes improperly any article belonging to another person or to a prison' (equivalent to theft)
13) 'Intentionally or recklessly sets fire to any part of a prison or any other property whether on not his own'
14) 'Destroys or damages any part of a prison or other property other than his own'
15) 'Absents himself from any place where he is required to be or is present at any place where he is not authorised to be'
'Is disrespectful to any officer or any person visiting a prison'

'Uses threatening, abusive, or insulting words or behaviour'

'Intentionally fails to work properly, or being required to work refuses to do so'

'Disobeys any lawful order'

'Disobeys or fails to comply with any rule or regulation applying to him'

'In any way offends against good order and discipline'

(a) Attempts to commit, or (b) incites another prisoner to commit, or (c) assists another inmate to commit or to attempt to commit or any of the foregoing offences.
Notes to Reporting Officers

1. Rules 47 - 56 have been revised w.e.f. 1.4.89. The new rule 47 is overleaf. It should be noted that it is no longer possible to lay a charge of mutiny, doing gross personal violence, making a false and malicious allegation against an officer, or repeatedly making groundless complaints. Officers should also be aware of the following changes to the rules:-

(i) Rule 48 (1) - 'Where a prisoner is to be charged with an offence against discipline, the charge shall be laid as soon as possible and, save in exceptional circumstances, within 48 hours of the alleged offence being discovered'.

(ii) Rule 51 (1) - graver and especially graver offences no longer exist. The Governor may refer any charge to the Board of Visitors if he decides his powers of punishment would be insufficient if the prisoner were to be found guilty.

(iii) Rule 51 (3) c(5) - the maximum period of forfeiture of remission that a Board can award on one charge has been reduced to 120 days, and 180 days consecutively for a series of charges arising from one incident.

2. Manual on the Conduct of Adjudications - to accompany the rule changes, a revised manual, in a new yellow binder, has been produced. Copies have been sent to all Grade V and above, and all members of Boards of Visitors. A copy has also been sent to an Adjudications Liaison Officer (see below). Section 2 of the manual contains advice on charging.

3. Adjudications Liaison Officer (ALO) - a day's training the in the new rules and procedures has been provided for one officer from each establishment. This officer will be able to advise reporting officers on the interpretation of the new code of offences, when charges should be laid, and the proper presentation of evidence, both in writing and orally at adjudications.

4. Forms - revised versions of F254, F256, F1127 and F1145 will be available during 1989. Reporting officers should be aware that the revised F256 will contain a line recording when and by whom the F1127 (Notice of Report) was issued to the accused. In the meantime a written record should be kept of the issue of all F1127s.

5. Transitional Arrangements - Until midnight on March 31 1989, charges should be laid under the old code of offences, but from 1 April, all charges must be laid under the new code (overleaf), irrespective of when the alleged offence took place or was discovered.
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APPENDIX ELEVEN

THANKS
I have already acknowledged the assistance of Colin Warbrick and Alastair Papps in the successful completion of this work. Many others willingly gave of their time, expertise and experience. A great debt of gratitude is owed to them for that.

Within Home Office, Deborah Loudon and others in her section, notably Steve Birkett and Sarah Aye-Moung were constant sources of advice on policy regarding adjudications. Pam Lutterloch helped on matters relating to boards of visitors generally. David Burgess, formerly secretary to the Prior Committee, did much "devilling" for me in searching out the evidence needed. Nigel Benger and Bob Wright gave advice on various matters to do with security. Special mention must be made of Terry Weiler. A former assistant under secretary, member of the Prisons Board and chairman of the working party, the Report of which is usually known simply by his name, he offered enthusiastic help when he learned of my field of study. He pointed me to public records that otherwise would have escaped my attention and joined in a most fruitful correspondence. Now retired, Terry Weiler is engaged in his own research into prison conditions, in which I wish him well.

From the academic world I express particular thanks to Graham Zellick of Queen Mary College, University of London and to Roy Light of Bristol Polytechnic. Not only have they commented on parts of this work, but both have given me immense support, over the years, in helping me to sustain my knowledge and interest in the subject area. Mary McAleese of Queens University, Belfast and Kevin Boyle of University College, Galway, provided me with information not readily available within the jurisdiction of the English and Welsh courts. Tony Bottoms allowed me access to the library at the University of
Cambridge Institute of Criminology and Stephen Gregory gave much practical help once I was there. Equally I should thank Karen Prestwood, librarian at the Prison Service College in Wakefield. Her prompt attention to my requests for books could always be guaranteed. Her professional knowledge and experience are presently helping to restore that library to the position of prominence it once held and to which it has not aspired for some years.

Solicitors David Hallmark, Alastair Logan and Michael Fisher shared with me such confidences as are rare and thus added to my more complete understanding of the problems faced by practitioners in dealing with prison matters.

David Wilson of Yorkshire Television seemed ever able to wave a magic wand in producing for me the most obscure of articles from the press of years past.

It will be evident that this paper could not have been completed in its present form without the assistance and cooperation of prisoners. It is difficult for a researcher, and certainly difficult for one from outside "the system" to gain their confidence and trust. The work has benefitted greatly from my discussions with many, but especially with Diana Fleet, Carole Hamner, Manuel Burgo and with one who wished to remain anonymous. I discussed and argued at length with Ella O'Dwyer and with Martina Anderson over some of the ideas expressed: we agreed on very little but their views were highly valued and have informed the shape of part of the work. To those prisoners I offer my heartfelt thanks together with the hope that I have in no way abused the confidence and trust that they placed in me.

Connie Dowson of Durham University took my illegible scrawl and translated it into the present typescript. I thank her for her expertise and also for the speed with which she was able to produce.
large volumes of work.

Finally I must mention my children Christopher and Miriam Quinn. They have seen my work over the years and have been a constant source of delight and encouragement. It was Christopher's idea that this paper would have been enhanced by the addition of a few jokes and by giving it a happy ending. Thankyou children. You may well have been right.

P.M.Q.

1989